
Daniel #1 UUU93't it

j In this class we have the meaning of the prophecies of Daniel and they are very complicated.

Difficult but at the same time, I think, a very interesting subject. Possiblities for

credit are four. Of course the regular thing in this course is two hours in under-graduate

work and. that would mean two hour in class and. two hours outside for each hour taken in class.

And if you are taking a graduate hour it would mean three hours of preparation. It will be

perfectly all right with me, if you are not sure if you wish the course for graduate or undei'

graduate study and then I'll give you extra work latôr within the next five years. Now it would

be helpful if you would let me know what your intention is on this matter. I will assume that

everyone here is taking the course for two hours of under-graduate study--two hours in class

and four hours of work outSIde; unless you give me a note to the otherwise.

Now this matter of the book of Daniel is one which is different from that of any other

book in the whole Bible with exception of the book of Revelation. The book of Revelation of

course harks back often to the book of Daniel. The author of Rev, was very famil.ar with

the bk. of Daniel and he echoes his phraseology very frequently. Of course we are not

necessarily to jump to the conclusion that the author of Rev, knows Daniel just because some

of the phrases are repeated. Re may spelk of exactly the same thing, but there is always the

possibility that familiar phrases which have a definite idea describe something which is

similar but not identical with the similar matter discussed in Daniel. e must keep that

in mind in the study of the book of Rev&ation. I do feel that we would get nr.wh more from

the book of Revelation if we wouldn't spend so much time trying to get into the niceties

of the bk. of Rev, but rather spend a good time in getting into the niceties of the book

of Daniel we might et much more therefrom. Of course we have quite an advantage in studying

the book of Daniel. A good share of what is said in Rev, is an outline, at least to some

extent things which are future and we have no subsequent revelation referring to it. In

the book of Daniel we have events outlined from his time and of course many of these events

happened before the N.T. period and some doubtless during the N.T. period and we have the N.T.

to help us in our interpretation of the book of Daniel. Thus we can stand. on much surer

ground on the book of Daniel than we can on Revelation. At least it is surer ground to begin

on. Now there are two common attitudes toward the book of Daniel today. (1) One is that

most widespread amongst students and. found most widespread in colleges and seaenaries--that

is the higher critical attitude. That is the viewpoint which you will find in almost all
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books written about ancient times who is not an intelligent Christian because naturally

anyone writing on ancient history of ancient Biblical literature who is not an intelligent

evangelical Christian will of course o to the "scholarly" writings of our day and accept

their viewpoint on matters on which he is personally acquainted and these writings would all

claim that Daniel was written in the time of the Maccabbees between 168 and 166 B.C. Some

of the writers are very dogmatic as to when it came out evento almost the exact day when the

book of Daniel was published. All your liberal writers are agreed that it was during this

period that Daniel came out. It is not merely a question of who wrote it. Did a man called

Daniel write it or did a man sit down and write us truths about Daniel? That is not the

question at all. If it was written at this later period, it is written by a man who i didn't

kn,, what he was talking about; it is purely imaginary. In fact there was not such a man as

Daniel if the critics are correct. You might say that we dould. accept this view without going

to this extreme and yet everybody who believes this at all goes to this extreme. In fact

some of the strongest arguements for this view are that the history for the book of Daniel-

that the time of it is incorrect and therefore the man who wrote the book was unfamiliar with

it. He is erroneous on his ancient history and on his predictions and yet he gives so much

detail therein so that you know that he must have know most of it and then when he gets be

yond the time of the Maccabbees he roes completely hey-wire. Then he makes all kinds of sugg

estions for the future which never did. occur and consequently the book is a very beautiful

literary work which has very little in the line of truth and has great spiritual value for U8

but no authoratative value. That is the view held by the mass of the educated world today.

(2) As over against that we have that attitude which is taken by the great mass of the

Christian evangelical interpreters. They accept the book of Dan. as from the time of Daniel

and accept it as a true book. They thrill at the wonderful stories of heroism on the part

of Daniel and his men and wonder at the wonderful care of God over his people but when it comes

to prophecy they know nothing as it relates to the Macc. time--they know nothing about the

prediction which relate to the time between Daniel and the Macc. time and they pick a verse

here and verse there and lump a few verses together--they get ideas as to the first coming

of Christ, a few ideas between that and the second coming and the second coming itself. Now

this is not saying that they do wickedly in this matter but rather it is carelessness or lack

of sufficient study but it is nevertheless the ease that the great majority of our evangelical
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students take isolated verses of his prophecy or taking selections apart from context and.

drawing from them certain ideas about the present and about the future. Now o±' course such

statements may be taken and they may be correct but it is either accident of purely the grace

of God. To interp1ret any book you must the book as a whole and see the context of one part

to another. You can't simply pass over a whole lot of problems and say that since we don't

know anything about them and then pick out two verses and then feel that you have a certainty

about them. You may hit upon the right answer but you want to know just what the right meaning

is. Now our purpose in this course is the study of the predictions. We are interested t thi

point as to what Daniel tells us about the future. Our purpose here is not the sttdy of the

critical problem but it is impossible to properly interpret the predictions without a fair

amount of study of the tk± critical problem. It is impossible to do so, because in Daniel

as any other book the study and understanding of the statements of the propheti is vitally

related to the background and just what is that historical background. If you don't know it

you are not on the solid ground for interpretation. The destructive critics have one idea of

the historic background and the fundamentalist has another idea. The predictions are what they

try to get the book of Daniel on. If you take the higher critical view the predictions are

purely erroneous and simply don't make sense. But unfortunately if you take the approach

which many conservatives take you get the same result. They don't get principals. You get a

few wonderful teachings here and there but if some of them were taken to a logical conclusion

you come out with the same result. It is therefore our purpose to take time to get the

principals and to get what the interrelation is of the different subjects and. sections of

the book are.

Of course we can't do much of that until we are familiar with the conts of the book.

I waat to read a good deal in commentaries and examine the exact statements of what commentaries

say and see where they go off the track and get what light they have given which might be help

ful but for this week I em not asking you to look in commentaries at all. It is always best

to come to the Bible with a fresh mind and see what is there--after that go to i a commentary

and see where you will have change. A commentary after all is just what someone else said and

you may overlook something that he s*w when you approach the Bible first. It is very important

that we realize what is contained in each of the chapters of Daniel. It would not be very

helpful to take one chapter and try to understand every detail of it. Before we do that it

would be far better to get an over all picture. After that we are in a position to take up
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So our first tak is to take the book and look at it as a whole. After all it has only 12

chapters, it is a brief thing andyet these chapters are lonE and they contain a great deal

of material. Of the twelve chapters five of them are what one might call historical and yet

they are not historical in the ordinary sense of the word. They do not tell uof a king

or kingdom which arose and what happened to it. They don't tell us about the downfall of this

kingdom. They don't give us the stody of a family and show us how this family went from one

place to another and how God sent them on their way. We don't have these steps in the career

of Daniel. The book is not a chronicle of the life of Daniel. It is an account which simply

takes up separate incidents, mostly from the life of Daniel but some things mentioned from his

fttiit friends. Daniel is not the prmary sugject of the book. The primary subject iGo1

dealing with His people and the primary subject is not how God dealt with His people during

this period because Israel during this period is of little significance. It is Daniel or

his friends-.-individauls are dealt with. In ch. 5 it is even Belteshazzar that is dealt with

instead of Daniel--the purpose is not to show us how greatly God worked to bring things to

pass. Its purpose is to show how God deal in those particuUr cases. In Ex. we have how God

deal with Moses and the children of Israel and how they were led from Egypt. In Samuel we

have the story of David but it is1it all a part of how God dealt with Israel and delivered

them from the Philistines rives the stroy of an independent kingdom with David as their king.

But Daniel gives us no such thing described. It is all a series of incidents. It makes up

all of five chapters and a good part of the sixth chapter. The 2nd chapter of course has as

much prophecy as any other part of the book but it also has incident recorded. If it weren't

for the 2nd chapter you could divided Daniel into two parts exactly--six chapters as incidents

and 6 chapters as prophecy but the 2nd chapter makes it more than half of the book as being

given over to prophecy. Its primary purpose is not to show us what happened at that time but
- Isaiah

it is for the future. Of course there is much in it which u*a:i could use for His own sit

uation, that is in the book of Isaiah. God caused that that part of Isaiah's mintttry---much

of it be used for his own time. But in Daniel a comparative large portion of it--the great

emphasis is upon a future time. The book of Daniel is in the Bible to prepare God's people

for something that is future. It is a unified production and if we are going to understand

the book of Daniel, it is necessary that we understand it, not as a collection of proof texts

but that we think of it as a book given with a divine economy and with a plan of God to bring

certain blessings to His people--certain specific messages for His people.
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These messages in the pi first part of the book would certainly have as their primary purpose

the bringing to the people a preparation to with stand in the time of persecution and diffi

culty. There is no question about that. The first ch. thttd and fifth chapters all show as

that men have been true to God in time of persecution and in some case He has chosen to give

deliverance out of the ordeal but as the three men said to Nebuchad.razzar, "Our God is able to

deliver us and will do so, but if not, we still will not bow down." It is up to the people of

of God to be true to God knowing that He can deliver if He chooses, and He desired them to

glorify Him either by coming through the persecution successfully or by bringing a great

victory. The purpose of chs. 2, lj., and 6--we see the hand of God over rulers; the outstanding

purpose of these three chapters is surely to indicate to the reader that God is supreme over

the nations of the earth. That He accomplishi His purposes as He will and that He may choose

as in the case of Belshazzar to bring an immediate destruction to him, or He may choose to

rebuke a king as He did in ch. 2 with Nebuchadrazzar and though some kingdoms might last

on for generations, yet the time will come when the stone without hands will come and wreck

the great image and will an end to the regn of human ind.ivduals who are not ruling in submissior

to Him. The purpose then in these first six chapters is to show us that God is greater than

all circumstances tht we find in life and that man should be true to God. This is useful at

any time but certainly the puupose of it doesn't specifically relate to the time when all things

are going smoothly. It relates specifically to the time of trouble. The of Daniel is

to prepare people who are standing true to God in the midst *f of great tribulation To the

believers who are standing in tribulation this book should be of great blessirg. Of course

we would say that this is not the sole purpose of the book. Was the book to prepare for

the Christians at the beginning of the early Christian era or to prepare the Protestants for

the Inquisition? Is that the purpose of the book. That certainly enters into it. Daniel

was of tremendous value to those people and God certnly had. that in mind, but if we say that
applied

and if this zpt*ká to later events, surely it must have a purpose for an earlier time, be

cause we read in history of one of the greatest persecutions in history occurred between

200 and 150 B.C. There was a time then when it looked as if the worship of God would be

completely wipped when a very powerful ruler, not the greatest ruler in the earth, but a man.

of great power with a strong kingdom which included Palestine, set to work to destroy the

Israe1ites--that is their worship of God. They paid special honor to those Israelites who
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would deny their religion and tried wherever possible to do away with the ! wovshèp of God.

He set up statues of the Olympian Zeus and. claimed that he was it and put these statues through

out the land and made people all over worship them. He put one right up in the temple and.

caused heathen sacrfice to be performed in the temple there in Jerusalem and at this time

we have those books of I and II Maccabbees, which are not inspired but which gives us in

formation of how they eventaully succeeded in gaining their independence from this man. We

have these books and they tell us how if these attack had succeeded, it woixia. have put an end

to any people whqwere seeking the Lord and destroyed the very means through which Christ was

to be born. Even though we don't accept the critical view about the book of Daniel, that it

was written in the Macc. period, we can't understand the book of Daniel unless we understand

the tremendous importance that the book of Daniel has for this time and that the preparation

for preparing the people of God to go through this ordeal and it can fit well with our under

standing of the book.

t 3 These chapters much have a relation to the time of the Macc. Does the Macc. period

exhaust the meaning of these six chapters. I do not think that we could say that it does be

cause in the 2nd ch. that God is going to destroy the great image and the stone without hands

destroys this image and certainly the end of the Macc. opposition did not mean the end of

the Gentile domination. So that 2nd chapter is enough to show from a Christian viewpoint

the time of the Macc. does not exhaust the meaning of the book of Daniel. It has the meaning------------

of attar times later on and we believe that it is a divine book. If you believe that it was

written in the time of the Macc. and written simply to encourage people in that time, you

have much the same purpose which we must put down as one of the outstanding purposes of the

book and yet you have this prediction made in the 2nd chapter--and. you wonder how did that

happen. It didn't happen at the time of Christ--was the writE"r mistaken or is it something

which is yet future: there is a recent commentary on Daniel which claims that the at ne with

out hands which strikes the feet of the image is the first coming of Christ which comes in

the time of the Roman empire--you have the four world-empires which is the Roman empire. It

brings out that some people claim that the Roman empire will be revived but since there is

nothing in Scripture that claims such a thing, it is the Roman empire which is spoken about

and. whne this stone cut out without hands topples this image, that must refer to the first

coming of Christ and therefore what it means is that the Roman empire was destroyed. at that
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time and the kin,doni of God began with the outgoing of the church but of course Dan. 2 says

that it filled thr' whole earth and that would seem to me to recuire a post-millennial view. I

don't see how anyone could get from this the ammill.and it would seem rather strange to me if

that is what ch. 2 means unless you had not had the many years of Gentile opposition from

time on but it it is a view that must be taken into consideration and we must reach a conclusion

upon it. Many godly commentators have held this view and we must decide whether this view is

true or not. The basic things to decide whether this is true or not is to ask ourselves 1±'

the facts fit in with the rest of the book and then if it fits in with the rest of the Bible.

If we find the great teaching of the book of Daniel is that Christ introduces that which eventul

ually destroys the great world powers, then we must either find, that thre rest of the Scripture

is post-mill, or you must say that the book of Daniel is wrong. We are interested in this course

to find out what does Daniel teach rather than what the rest of the Bible teach. I don't see

how it possibly could be taken with an aniill. view.

Now it is true that the first six chapters have a great deal importance for the Mace. period

and that God had. the Mace. in mind, when this was written-that God was preparing this book for

the people that would later have t0 suffer, though it has relative value for all other periods

of persecution but there is no doubt that one of the great purposes was for the Mace. period.

Then we should certainly expect to find some reference in the last chapters with a reference

to that period and we should not be surprised if we should find a great deal of reference in

the last six chapters to the Mace. It is an absolutely wrong approach to the book of Daniel

which makes it out that it is dealing entirely with the iii last times and has nothing to do

with the Mace. period. That is going from theopposite end. The true approach is to begin with

the thought that a great deal of it was written for the Mace. period and. it would be strange

indeed, if we don't find predictions dealing directly with that period. Let us fina. the

predictions that are dealing with that period and see how they are to be interpreted and see

how they relate to the history of that period and then let us see if there is that which points

forward to another time. We should not say that this is all for a later time and perhs there

is some relation to the Mace. but rather let us start from the known and go to the unknown and

see what there is that has relation to that time and so you see we have a good deal in common

with the critical approach to th, book. They see that the book is written during the Mace.

period and we must recognize thrt the Mace. period is very important in the writing of the

book but then we must ack--how much has particular reference 64 the Mace. period and is there
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anything that cannot relate to that period which must relate to something else. Of course all

of the book will have blessings and messages for us but are there predictions that must of nec

essity relate to that time.

In view of all this it seems a good place to begin our study in the book of Daniel is in

the 8th ch. of the book. We have to understand and relate these chapters and our first task in

this course is to get an idea of what is spoken about in each chapter. The first six chapters

are used so much in SunSchool that anyone who has ever been surely is familiar with these

chapters at least. The last six most of us don't know anything about except a few verses here

and there. That most wonderful and very important 11th chapter is one which most Christians

cannot even tell what is in that chapter. In a way it is the whole key to the whole book of

Daniel. I almost began with the 11th chapter but then I decided to take the 8th ch which

probably is easier to understand. As you pat 8th chapter you find that it begins with

God speaking to the prophet Daniel. This vision was given him and in it he was in Shushan, the

palace. Now the discussion whether he was really there or simply in a vision, but it doesn't make

a great deal of difference in our purpose of study. We can see how he could easily have gone

over to Elan and he certainly could have been there and. it seems to me that it was just as pos

sible that he could have been over there as to have the vision of being there. That was one of the

of greatest capitals of the Persian empire which had not as yet began in the third year of

Belihazzar and then we find that he was by the river that flows by the city there. There he

sees a ram with two horns and. one horn was higher than the other and the higher one came up

last. Exactly what he saw there is a littler hard to understand but we have a situation-we have

a ram which pushes north and. south. Was this Napoleon or is it speaking about Hitler. He went

west, north and. south and in the verse you perhaps couldn't be sure of exactly of whom it was

speaking but when you get on in the chapter you have no doubt. Does this refer to somethingthe

last times? The ram pushes west, notth and south and none can stand before him. And. he was

great--how long was he great--for a few minutes, for some days , three years for maybe two or

three centuries but this is not told us. It sounds as though he was great for a period. And

there arises a he-goat and he came to the ran and. ran into him with the fury of his power and.

smote the ram with the two horns. Then the he-goat waxed very strong--note vs. 3-8. You have

a series of events described. This ram with two horns and. one is higher than the other. The

higher one came up last. You have it causing every thing all around it pushing west ward, north
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ward, and southward. Then you have a he-goat and you are told what direction he comes from.

We wonder if this stands for some great êdea or does it simply mean that it comes from the

west. He rushes and he doesn't touch the ground. He has a horn between his eyes and when he

comes to the ram, he runs into him in the fury of his power. Here we have a series of events

in which it is difficult to put in many situations in the world's history.

Daniel

Mention of Napoleon's great empire. Was it divided into four sections? How about Hitler?

Was the US the he goat and Hitler the ram? If so, who were the four horns that came up out of

the US? A long series of events and. it is hard to find something in history which they will fit.

It seems that we would be safe in relating it to some definite events in history. Then we look

to v. 20 and see what it says there and. it relates it pretty definitely for us. You know exactly
-

what this part of the prophecy means.
except Revelation.

Daniel is diffeent from any other book of the CT or even of the NT and. consequently to some

ixtent it will have its own principals. We must determine those principals from the study of the

book. We cannot understand any book of the Scripture except by studying it. e cannot gather

out just isolated verses here and there. Study it as ab whole and. see what is taught and then

se" what is meant. We have two great groups of study books today--the liberal group which say

that these were great reformers interested in social conditions in their own day and. with no

interest in predicting the distant future. Then we have many who pay little attention to the

topics of their own óay and grab a verse here and. there which tell about Christ in His first

coming or in His second coming. These verses do, I believe, predict His first coming and. His

second coming. We understand them properly if we just grab them out of context. We have

to study as a whole to see the prophet's attitude in regard to his own day. Then we can see

how their predictions of Christ in His first coming and in His second coming were vitally re

lated to their events of that day and to show God's answer to situations and human attitudes.

Only as we study it this way can we understand the wonderful predictions God made. It is a

difficult study but a vital study too. We notice Daniel is not history in the ozdinary sense

of the word. It doesn't tell of the nation or of the career of an individual. It tells simply

of isolated incidents in the life of Daniel and doesn't elate them together to show how he

became great or what he accomplished. Its purpose is meant for the future--to bring blessing
to the people of God.. It is different too in the combination of two types of material, historic
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and prophetic. The historical has its purpose to bring us wonderful, great lessons about the

future and to show how God dealt with Daniel. He may want to show us through it how He wants

to deal with us. We have all heard the wonderful stories how Daniel and his companions were

true to God. and how they trusted God. Very few of us know much about the last six chapters of

Daniel except for a few verses here and there. Yet the last six chapters are especially re

lated to the first six chapter.. God. has given them there to show the read meaning and under

standing. The critics agree without exception that the book of Daniel was written at the time

of the !4accabees1oetween 168 and 165 BC. I! you take that view you notice that it makes the book

incorrect as it is wrong in its predictions of future and the statements of the past. It is

based to a large extent that it i. b.aeed- incorrect in its ideas as to what actually was the

situation at that time. Archeology and. linguistic study have made great advances. /The

biggest problem seems to be if the Book of Daniel was referring to the Maccabee's period.

The usual evangelical attitude is to ignore it. The critical attitude is to relate everything

to this period. Both attitudes are wrong. The Maccabee's period is right in the Book of Daniel
F.




and you can't understand the Book without understanding the Maccabee's period. There is much

of it that cannot relate to that period. If we are going to understand this corredtly, we must

see how they relate. The 8th chapter is not particularly well known in the Christian world

today. It is one of the easier chapter to understand. It is a good. place to begin in the book.

It is fairly easy to understand. About the ram in v. 3.E.. If you held that this described Hitlei

it would be rather difficult to fit in, but if you said that this meant the Medo-Persian

empire --as empire in which the Medes were the great power but later the Perians became dom

inent and it became known to us as the Persian empire for centuries after that and the law

was known as the law of the Med.es and Persians--they were tied together in the empire and

we might be able to fit this with other historical events and we notice that over in v. 20 the

expuIation is given. The prophecy here is sure and this is a picture of that empire coming

forward and becoming great conquering the countries around about and. to get this into the

critical view--one has to gt all these events fitted into events that happened before that

time and so they have to say that the book of Daniel pictures four great empires, the second
third

beiri Media and the zesut Persia' Babylon being the first and then Greece is the fourth. This

part of Daniel is one of the great stumbling blocks to the critical theory of Daniel. If you

1prove that Medo-Persia are one empire you have gone a long way irj.estroying the foundation of

the higher critics. This is the Med.o-Persian empire. Now in v. 5 we see this he-goat thkt
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he comes from the west and this goat had a notable horn between his eyes--now all this would.

be a wonderful description of Alexander the Great coming aria attacking the this empire and there

is no doubt but that this pictures this. The ram is the Persian empire and the he-goat had.

a notable great horn--in v. 21 it mentions that this is the first king to spread out and

conquer, though not the Greeks first king. Note v. 8. Alexander eita'olished a great empire

but he died fairly young and his aR.ztz generals fought amongst themselves and eventually his

empire was broken into four parts. That has happened in the career of many nations, that the

generals have fought amongst themselves but the part usually have soon afterward. disappeared

but in this case we have Alexander conqering and then we have his successors establishing four

permanent empires which lasted ong period of time. So we have something that corresponds ex

actly with what is given here. j Alexander's empire is divided into these four divisions.

While ther- were these four, there are two which are of special impértance for us. These two

are the empires of the Ptolemies and the empire of the Selucid.s. The empire of the Ptoleinies

was set up in Egypt and begun by Ptolemy, one of the generals of Alexander. Egypt of course

was a part of the Alexander's empire but when he saw how some were trying t0 garb all of his

empire, he showed remarkable foresight by going down and seizing Egypt and Egypt was a section

easy to defend and hard to attack, very powerful and rich and he established the Ptolemic empire

in Egypt which last for at least three centuries So it was a long and powerful kingdom that

he had. established which included Egypt and for a whole century it included Palestine. The

other of which we are partiucillarly interested is the empire of the gelucids. Selecus was

another of Alexander's generals who worked with Ptolemy in Egypt for a time but then left

his service and went up into Syria and there he tried to establish an empire of his own. In

312 B.C. Se s seized the city of Babylon and all subsequent dates began from that date--that

was the first date in history that was used for as much as a century--before that dates were

figured from an emperor, but when he dies they began all over again. There was never a time

before that in history when dates were computed for any length of time but when Selecus seized

Babylon in 312 B.C. they counted, even as much as a 1000 years later, hundereds of miles away

from Babylon and under entirely different rulers, you have Hebrew MSS of the Bible copied and

the date put on dated from this date--312 B.C. That is why it is a very important date. It

established a steady series of numbering and we can say that we are safer in figuring any date

from 312 B.C on than with any date efore that. All dates before that time have a lot of

guess work in them. We have the Assyrians which had a system of naming each date aftee an
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individual or some prominent man in the Assyrian empire and we have a list of Assyrian dates

which go from 1200 B.C. up until about 600 B.C. so we can date a good many things pretty

accurately between 1200 and 600 B.C. but from 600 to 300 5.8. there is a dark period, and in

that period any date in that period is somewhat questinab1y and there are even those who say

that the whole period is nearly a century shorter than is general conceded. In fact in the

Talmud it speaks of it as though it lasted only forty years and the Talmud is written around

the time of Christ so that shows us how much this period had. been forgotten. You can see what

doubt then is cast on any date before 300 B.C. You get back to 600 B.C. and. then you get pretty

accurate again. Back of 1200 you have a good deal of guessing. 312 B.C. is when they began

dating 1, 2, 3, right along until the Romans finally decided why should not we date from

when Rome was founded but the trouble was that no one knew whne Rome was founded and so some

would say this was the 300 year after Rome was founded, or another would say the 500th year

but it was all guess, but they followed Selecus method. In the 5th century A.D. there was a

monk named Dyonisus who said, "Why on earth should we date from when Selecus conquered Babylon
Romi lus

or when when - and Remus founded Rome--after all a far greater date in history is when the

lord Jesus was born, but the trouble there was that no one knew whne Christ was born. So he

figured it out, and some mighty good figuring he did and he got to what we believe today

within four years and so he said that we will call this date in which we are in 14.60 A.D.

and. so in 1900 there was quite a dispute as to whether the century began in 1900 or 1901.

Some people had a big celebration in 1900 and some in 1901 and people now are wondering

whether we are in the first half or the second half of the century and some of our magazines

came out with the idea that there was no such date as zero and therefore the century should

begin with 1901 instead of 1900. The fact of the matter is that with the best of our reckon

ing today the date that was figured was actually four years too late, so we are really in the

year 1955 --after all difference does it make? It is just a convenient way of reckoning time.

This wonderful system which we have for reckoning time goes back to Selecus when he conquered

Baby'-on in 312 B.C. That is an important date to remember and that is the date when Selecus

began his empire and he had no idea that that date would stay but it was very convenient and

his empire last for over two centuries. He had Babylon, Syria but for a full century after

tha,the Ptolemies held on to Palestine. Then around 200 B.C. the Selucid.s succeeded in taking

Palestine away from them and after they had. held. Palestine for some time, there came a ruler
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of the Selucids who decided that he would like to have all, the people of his empire worship

him. Of course that was quite common in Alexander's time. It was not merely that the people

substituted a Persian god for a Greek god but they adopted Greek culture as their foundation

and event this day a good pabt of our culture is founded from Greek culture. This Greek

Alexander
culture which the ttU introduded was furthered by the Ptolemies and these were actually

Greeks and-not Egyptians and Cleopatra was actually Greek They spoke and read Greek and.

were thoroughly Greek controlling a great mass of people. The controlled them in their cul

ture right down through. This ruler decided that he would like Greek culture really dominant

in his area, and because in Palestine they seemed to have accepted the culture the least of

any, he was the most anxious that they accept it the mcst. He wished that all the people would

worship Zeus and that they actually would believe that I am actually Zeus, that would be a

wonderful thing he thought. His name was Antiochus Epiphanes. (Comes from epiphany--outshin

ing.) Fe called himself Antiochus, the manifest god. And most of the peoe of his empire

didn't mind doing it and they thought little about it. But the Jews weren't used to worshipping

Zeus and. many of them didn't want to worship him and the Jews had the greatest time of per

secution, the greatest misery and greatest oppression at any time in their history at this

time. The critics say that at the time when the Jews were fighting for their lives, some Jew

wrote this book of Daniel to encourage them and we are going to examine the evidence carefully

to see what is the truth. That is necessary though the major portion of our work is to find

out exactly what the prophecies mean. Nevertheless, even though we don't find that the book

was written then, we believe that God had the book written 400 years earlier and one great

purpose was to prepare the people for the time of persecution that was coming up at this time.

It could be for any time of persecution and it is not at all strange if we would a reference

to this precise time. We find in v. 8 and. 9--this horn waxed exceeding great toward the

south, east, and toward the pleasant land. We think of Antlochus up there is Syria and he no

doubt did carry on expeditions euuthward toward Egypt and he tried t0 reduce Palestine--out
notable ones

of one of these four ±vi came this little horn we notice. Would it be proper to say of

Napoleon that he came out of one of the four--one of the four horns that sprang up after

Alexander? One might have come out of that geographical area--it would seem that this was

picture Ram which came out bwèween the Grecian and the Roman empire and it seems to speak

quite explicitly of Antiochus Epiphanes.
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Then in v. 10 we find, that it waxed great even to the host of heaven and it casi down some

of the host and of th stars to the ground and he stamped upon them. What kind, of vision was

this that Daniel had.? How could you see in a dream this ram with one horn broken and. a notable

horn and out of them a little horn comes which casts down some of the stars. It is rather

difficult to see this whole thing happening. Daniel saw something which he attempts to des

ribe here. Does this mean that he takes some stars literally from heaven and casts them down

to the earth. There are some who say that all prophecy rn has to be taken literally and. that

is utterly wrong. There are other who would make it all figurative and make anything mean

anything. This no doubt is to be taken figuratively. Surely a conqueror who becomes very

powerful and tries to destory all who oppose Him could be spoken of in this way. But the fact

that we take it as a figurative expression doesn't mean that when see that the he-goat comes

from the west, that west is a figure. There are some who would make the whole book of Rev.

simply symbolic and scon you just make it all mean nonsense. The vital thing as in reading

anything that is that is to get the vital meaning. Here we have a figure of the pride and.

boastfulness of this man.. Is this man Antiochus I know of no other man in that period that

would fit the situation. There are some who say that this is a type of the anti-christ and

a recent commentary on Daniel says that is absurd--how can you say one or the other? Something

may be a type of something else but the point to decide is to know what is it? It seems to me

to fit exactly this man.

In the 7th ch. of Daniel you have a little horn mentioned. I don't think that one

symbol can be dogmatically classedasalways rneaningacrts,in, jgbut each context has to be

tiadi-r So we have here in v. 11 how he magnified himself. In the history of Antiochus we

have how he opposed God. He declared. that he was Zeus, the Olympian -god. manifest. Then we

notice in v. 12 how this one trangressed. in the sacrflces. We know that Antiochus had. his

men take possession of the temple md in the temple there they put up a statue of Zeus and

made it an abomination to the Jews and there was a discontinuance of the Jewish sacrifices

for a period of about three years and one month. That would fit exactly with this that this

is Antiochus here described. V. 12 Is rather ft difficult to understand. and we want to look
one

at the exact words as it stands in the original. I thinkAof the great causes for misinterpretat

ion of Scripture is the taking of one verse and trying to ex1ain everything found therein. I

think rather, the best thing is to find that which is clear end go right through and see that
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which is clear and then one is ready to take the more difficult things and. explain them

through the relation of that which is clear. Our assingrent for next time is going through

the book of Daniel and getting that which is absolutely clear arid explain that which is

unclear later. That doesn't mean that we can't explain some verses alone but we should al

way realize the context. It was only a few days later after three years and a little over

that the Jews succeeded in reconqering Jerusalem and. the soon after the sacrifices were again

begun. It was just a little over three years that the sacrifices were done away with. We

will have to look into the exact wording of this lath verse later on. Note v. lLf. The

A.V. says 2,300 days and in the R.V. It has 2,300 evenings and mornings. Of course in the

Hebrew it says evening-mornings-does that mean a day or evenings and mornings? Most

interpreters sayi that since iiiz evening and. morning make a day, it means 2,300 days. But

Ephraim, the Syr.*n, suggested that it rather meant 2,300 evenings and mornings arid a few

others have followed him. The R.V. follows him. We don't have to come to any conclusion

right now, but it is interesting to note that the sacrifices were made in the evening and

the morning and that this sacrifice was done away with for a period of little over three years

and that would mean that approximately would cover 2300 morning and evening sacrifices which

would be around 1190 days. It would fit very excellently with the idea of mornings and evenings

but to say 1150 days it would sound. rather precise though 2300 would sound more like a round

number and this thou.'-ht is at least worthy of consideration--the time wich sacrifices were

taken away from the temple. That fits very well. This all came to pass at least around

165 B.C. We will look into this more thoroughly later on. We want to see that Antiochus

Epiphanes is actually predicted there. Is our Lord Jesus Christ simply grabbing something

from an old. book that was alreadyout of date and He uses it and quote from it or was He quot

a book that really belonged to the O.T. canon and giving a true prediction. We shouldn't

jump to conclusions though we know what our Lord said was right but we do want to see how

Daniel fits in the prophetic scheme and how to go on and get further truth from the book.

Edward Robinson was the minster of the Christian Pilgims who went over to Holland and then

came over to the U.S. though he himself was not able to come but shortly before his death

he said that he felt that God would cause new truth to break forth and make things that were

previously not known. Now I believe that this book of Daniel has truth vital for our progress

which we do not fully understand because we are satisfied to grab a verse here and there out of

context instead of getting into the solid understanding of the book arid see just how it all
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fits together into an integral whole. We must take that which we are sure of and. stand on

that and then try to fit in that which we are not sure about and then try and fit the relation

of that which we are not sure about into that which we stand upon. our aim is to get that

which is clear in the text and then later we'll go into the obscure things of the text. Do

they carry through their principals consistently. I am a very strong believer in the induct

ive method of Bible study, the same method that is used in any science. What are the facts and

see what there are in relation one to another. One of the great virtues of John Calvin was

that you get your great principals from the Scripture and he always said that if you do draw an

inference from Scripture, always label it as an infurence. Every point must be checked from

an inductive approach and that is the way that I believe the Lord wants us to get his truth.

This number fits very closely with the number and since it fits so exactly I am a little bit

at a loss why so many interpreters take this as meaning days. Of course the big argument is

that in Gen. we read that it was evening and. that it was morning that was one day. Evening

morning can be used as meaning a day but that doesn't mean that it is always used. thus.

It doesn't say evening and. morning, but merely evening, morning. It is not to be labeled one

of those things that we are sure about but it is something that we can keep in mind. It is

either one or the other--we can be sure of that. I found that when I was a student at a pagan

college, I found many of the professors in philosophy and Bible that they would present a

certain viewpoint and show the great uncertainty of that thing and they would point out how

you just couldn't be sure of this or that and you could show many reasons why it couldn't be

this and. yet they never would get specific and say that it must be this or that and both of

them would fit in with the Christian viewpoint. When we get too dogmatic about somethings

that we can't be sure about they are bound. to push us into a corner. If you take it though

with the idea that there is a possibility that it could b this or that, and which of the

two you are not sure but it is one of the two and we could stand on that for sure. One of these

two does fit very nicely. The critics say that we have no proof that the book of Daniel was

known bvtween Ezra's day and the Macc.--The trouble is that there is so little that we do know

about that period that silence is no argument. If someone named some king for Persia during

this time and. told me that I didn't have reason to say he didn't regn, that might be so. But

I have absolute proof tht a man called John Smith never was president of the U.S. The argument

from silence is a good. argument at times but with pleRnty of evidence around about it

hold water.
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On the other hand it is easy to build on the argument of silence and this is a period between

Daniel and Antiochus Epiphanes when we are not even certain of the late. Even our calendar

was made at a later time by someone who just made guess through astronomy and between 300

and 600 B.C. we have only guess work there. To say that Daniel wasn't known at this time

is foolish. True, we don't have ny refrence to Daniel for that time but you might read the

whole life of Franklin D. Roosevelt and. find no reference to Daniel in the writing, but that

wouldn't prove that Roosevelt didn't know about Daniel. The argument from silence if used

correctly is a strong argument. Someone pointed out that in an eight-volume work of the history

of the U.S. there were only three references to Presbyterians--does that mean that there were

only a few Presbyterians? Not at all and. on a history of the church in America you might read

very little about the presidents of the U.S. Our knowledge of this period is very megre. If

the book just was written at the time of the Macc. but it would seem rather strange that they

would believe that this book which was was just written but supposed 1+00 years old to be a

comfort to them if they had not known it right along. In the books of the Macc. we seem to

find echoes of the book of Daniel.

Daniel *r8

Purpose is not to tell you what I think the book of Daniel means but to work with you and

then to find with you the right methods of interpretation. To see how strong or how weak

the evidence is in connection with thesf points. Consequently, it is very important that

you have an idea of these problems as we discuss them. T here would be a certain amount of

value to anyone to sit here and. listen if they knew even a little about the book but if a

person does enough studying to be able to follow our discussion intelligently there will

be real value in it then. (1*-k is explanation of credits) Since our purpose here is to

study Daniel then we must find out what does Daniel mean. Our primary purpose is to find

what the predictions of Daniel mean. Daniel is a book in which you cannot take a chapter

and study it by itself. The book ôs mostly an integrated whole. Your interpretation of

many problems will be interpreted by your interpretation of many other problems in the book.

The way you interpret depends on how you have interpreted in other places. It is not the

thing to do to Liopt the supposition but to make positive the certain view point and if it

doesn't work out abandon it and do a different one. You will find all thugh life there

are things on which you haven't enough evidence to have the full interpretation. The things
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that have just the one interpretation serve as a basis for the others. With the book of

Daniel hanging together in that way we will be interested in looking at various parts of it

that I think deal with other sections of it. I would rather look at it in feature by itself

as much as possible. I would like to say first there are genera] view points of inter

pretation of the prophet. It is possible for one to takeone of these three view points .

or it is possible for one to try to combine two of them. They are taken consistently but one

taken by the great interpretor of the book of Daniel--according to this view point

there is nothing in the book that can be properly called re . According to this

point of views someone who lived in the time of A saw the great need. of the people

for encouragement in that of the greatest places that the Jewish religion has ever faced in
plight

all its history. As far as the Jewish nation was concerned it was a petty p4ee compared

with theopposition of Hitler. As far as the Jewish religion was concerned it was a far

greater plight. It was a crisis which threatened Jud.iaism , the existance of a belief in one

God and threateed the whole foundation of that which God had. prepared. Therefore this was

one of the most important things which had ever happened in all of Judianism or in the world

of Christianity and its history. Let us say that if Christianity were blotted out today in

America stillthere would be many other Christians in the world who have possession of it so

Christianity would go on. If entirely blotted out of Europe it would still go on. In those

days that was the center of the worship of one god. All would have been completely destroyed

as far as its influence in the world was concerned. However all was not successful in what

he tried to do. If he had succeeded as it looked for a time that he would they would have

abandoned their old customs, etc as did. their leaders. If hehad succeeded in doing this it

would have wiped out all that God had succeeded in introd.ucting to the world through Abraham.,

Moses, Isaiah, Jeremiah, etc. It would then have been necessary to start all over again.

According to the view held here by the majority of the interpreters there was a man living

at this time who realized the great nature of the forces and desired to encourage his friends

and he wrote a book and the first half of the book &s well suited to encourage thepeople in

a place like that. It was aundoubtedly the primary reason for the giving of the Book of Daniel.

An application of great ideas and ideals and. it has been of similar value to the church ano. to

the Jews although there never has been a crisis in Christianity which has been 80 great.

In the last chapters he made certain predictions to encourage the people and. accoru.ing to
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these predictions somebody 400 years bee'e- in the time of the great Babylonian ruler, Nebuch.

anezzar had seen what would come and had predicted that he would come and doiterrible things

against them. As you look at Daniel 8 arid 11 it is hard to get any other conclusions than

that something is very definitely predicted to come in Israel. Thus far then we haveno

quarrel with this interpretation. According to this it was not prediction of 400 year s

beforebut someone imagining it was predicted then and then giving the history of the time

befor&as it was known to them. That history on the whole is correct and. the nearer he gets

to his own day, the more correct it is. Re gives it right up to his day arid then he does not

know what is going to happen in the future. So the great instructions of God entering in and

putting an end to the great images are man's imagination as to how An-------------is going to be

destroyed. There are the great vital teachings that the kingdom of God is going to overcome

No actual proof of all of these fine attitudes and. standards. That is one viewpoint anci5t

doesn't fit with our whole Christian background with its interpretation. It is true that we

cannot hold it and our study of the book of Daniel and we must ask what points ask toward it

and what points go against it. e want to ask how much is dependent on Daniel and on the other

for our fiewpoint.

Daniel #9

Much that he didn't just make up but waz o f actual history, it does seem.

Practically all scholars would say, I think, that this was written in the days of

the Maccabees . Dr. Montgomery wrotethe commentary and I don't think I am exaggerating when I

say that I think that this is one of the finest comment&rles every written and it doesn't mean

to say that you have to adopt his viewpoint--he has taken up thedifferent problems and he has

studied them thefu-through and. you may utterly disagree with his points but when he makes a

statement of fact, he has gathered the evidence. It is a mass of very valuable material and it

is not a book for the general reader as he would generally be lost in the material although

there is much that he can evaluate. The other side is that he so definitely takes the liberal

view point and. it is alright for the careful student. It is written at least 500% better than

most of the commentaries as it is far more ccurate. Dr. Montgomery wrote a commentary on

rings and they wanted a porticn cut out and it had to be although it was a portion that he

had put much work into it. That is one view point then and most of the books of the scholars

are written from this view point.
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Now there is a second view point on the Book of Daniel. A view which might say that
Antiochus Epiphanes

is not in the book but I don't thnk it will say that becasue anyone has to say

that he is in the book but this view will say that there is not a gr'at deal of emphasis on
Antiochus Epiphanes

but on the coming of the Kingdom of Christ and. when it says that the great

images will be destroyed it will mean in the days of the Roman Empire not any revived Roman

Empire but it points to a fourth empire, the 'oman Empire. Now in the days of the Roman Epire

a great stone strikes the image and of course Jesus Christ was born in the days of the Roman

Empire and. so they say it was th&coming of Christ and the beginning of His Gospel which is the

destruction of the great image and they say therefore that'the primary thing hereis the coming

Of Christ's .4oc-oming into theorld. and overcoming by its wonderful teaching the great

wickedness of the world empire. That is the thing here predicted. arid of course there is a

large element of truth in that. But is this the whole purpose of the book of Daniel? Is it

possible to interpret a great many of the statements strictly as referring to this? It is

easy in this view point ito say in ch. 8 and 11 that you have Aritiochus Epiphanes. Then you

get other passages which those who hola this viewpoint don't think relate to Aritiochus. And then

they call this speaking of the Anti-christ but how do they reconcile the passages with this view

polit of the book. In general they haven't been too worried about trying to fit it together

bcaise they have been so busy trying to answer the critical attack which is so very powerful

and that has been their main attack. Typical of this viewpoint is Pusey of the Old Oxford

movement--the Oxford movement of a hundred years ago--it was a movement that emphasized high

church ceremonies and apoolic succession and that movement logically lead many of its leaders

into the Roman Catholic church--some of them actually became cardinals in theR.C. but some stayed

and. became quite an influence toward a high church movement. Pusey was one of this group but

basic to all that high church etc, was the death of Christ. He was a thorough believer in the

great facts of the atonement and Pusey in his commen. on Daniel takes up the critical argument

that it is Macc. rather than at the time of Daniel and goes into them at great length and does

a very good job and shows that it actually is written at the time of Daniel. Then he tries

to show the whole of the book is turned towards the birth of Christ and that it is Christ alone

on which the book tk is focused which is the focus of the whole Book and. he triest to show that

is the focus of the book of Daniel. Pusey therefore is a very good exeplar of this certain

viewpoint.
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There is a recent comrnen. that has just come out--The Prophecy of Daniel by Edward J.

Young, now at Westminstrr Theol. Seminary and. Dr. Young has done a very good piece of work on

this book of Daniel and he has gone into the details of it very carefully and gone into the

historical background and has attempted to seal with the evidences to show that the critical

viewpoint is wrong and. that Daniel actually wrote in the days of Nebuchad.razzar rather than

in the time of the Macc. period--that Daniel actually lived and. wrote and takes a very conservat

ive viewpoint towards it all--in general he takes the prophetic sections as Pusey takes them

and. he says that there is no revived Roman empire--it is the Roman empire. The critics of course

say that there is no Roman empire at all but just the Greek empire which is the empire of

Antiochu Epiphanes--he tries to prove that the fourth empire is not the Greek but
theARoman

empire but he says that it is not a re-establishment of it and therefore when the stone cut

without hands hit the feet of the image, that is Christ being born in Bethlehem and dying on

the cross--that is what destroyed the Roman empire. In his book Dr. Young states that there

are two things which he is opposing. The first of these is the critical approach and. the other

he calls the dispensational approach and he lumps tother pracxtically all wo disagree with

him under the term of dispensationalist. If you believe that the destruction of the world empire

was not done by Christ at his first coming, but is omething that is going to be done at his

second. coming, of course Dr. Young Takes you a dispen. per se. So he calls that the

dispensation-alinterpretation. It reminds me of the time when I was teaching Hebrew--I asked the

3rd. pers. sing mas. of the Hiphil of Katal and he said Hicaal instead of Hicktil and when

he said Hicatal, half the class laughed but one of the fellows sitting next to him said, 0

U
hat is the premill. point of view. Maybe a man who has a wrong view on tore Heb. verb might

believe in the premill. return of Christ and he may have a wrong view on .rious other matters

which are not related. and. the exact same thing is true about dispen. A dispensationalist

view'pont that is harmful is when one says that anyone was ever saved through another way than

the death of Christ--that has nothing in the world. to do as to whether empires are going to

be destrvyed by his first ro second coming, nor does it have anything to do with the time of

rapture--it is unfortunate that Dr. Young lumps these views and he includes all under Ironsides

and (abeiein but he is interested in showing how they are wrong. Now there might be others who

might have three or four xxu things which might coincide with what they teach but that wouldn't

mean that all things which they said others would agree with.
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The view is that the book of Daniel is interested in a Divine intervention to put an end. to the

wicked in the world and. dispensations is not proper term for that and. Premelenial is

nearer but is not still the proper term for that. The third view is not a direct anthesis

to either the first or the second view. The first view is that it is all about ntiochus

Epiphanes and that leaves it as written in his day and not later. It has untrue predictions

of the future that lead to it and grow out of it but our big problem is if it is justifiable.

The second view says it is airight to leave out &ntiochus but any intelligent one will have to

say that Antiochus is important in the book but in addition to Antiochus there is great stress

laid. upon the Pirstcoming of Christ and that is the thing looked forward to when there is any

length of time given that is what it points to. The third view is a big stress on the

Divine intervention in the affairs of this world to bring the wickedness to an end and to set

up the Divine Kingdom in place of the 'vil one. You can think of it any way that you want but

it is a Divine intervention by force to put an end to the powers of this world and. that.s the

primary end. I do wih the name i.teeM4e4% dispensation would be omitted. altogether as it

has nothing whatever to do with this particular section. It doesn't relate to these particular

points. On any one of these views you can go to extreme. The other view is not a new one by

any means but under a new name. There are more points of view and books written on this third

point of view than on the other two put together and there are apt to be more books written on

the third view because anything written in the book concerning the future could fit in with this

third view. They may read Daniel and then let their minds wander and. include other material.

There may be interpreters who go to such an extreme on this third view that they try to get rid

of Antiochus Epiphanes altogether and there are some who go to the extreme of saying that he

may be spoken of but he is a type and not at all important but if they talk of him at all I

think he should be included and I think that we should recognize that up to the present time

no crisis in the Juda-Christian religion as important for the question cf the very continuance

of that religion as the Maccabbean attack was and consequantly it would be very specific with

that. Ques. about Dr. Young. His great emphasis in the material he has is on the combating of

the view number one and I think that"is extremely important and his treatment of the third

view is very incidental but through the book he does point out quite often the dispensational

view here and say why it is utterly ithpossible. There are three or four other places where he

does deal specifically with pre-mellenlaism. This third view could. be held with the pre-mellenial
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or an axnellenial view. I think that theattacks he makes would properly apply against any a

mellenial view. The end of thentrod.uction of theroblem as a whole. Ques. The X44 chapter

of Daniel describes a great imagery representing the four empires. A stone without hands hits

the imagery and destroys it. The most natural way to interpret it is to say that it happened

when the Roman Empire was in existance and we know it didn't. Then there are two interpretation

Perhaps the Roman Empire is to be established but if that is the case or not is not essentila to

the question. The thing we're interested in in going through the book is to see what there is

that is established and what is not included. Some try to discard the third view and. then they

say the Roman Empire is not included, etc. I don't think you can do that but even if you do

prove it it still doesn't prove that the third view is wrong. We are not goinE through the

chapters so you'll get my view on the different things but we're going to take the different

principals and try to et evidence on them. It is necessary that we examine some sections in

quite detail at first and then more detail on them later. It is extremely important that we all

havethe idea of the general content of the book. The basic content is important. The book is

divisible into two main parts--the first half is history and the second half is prediction.

Really the first half is not history in the true sense of the word but it is a series of un

connected events. The first half is a series of six stories and it is properly six chapters

because it is six stories and the second of these is the story of the gr'at predtttion.

The last six chapters of the book are far different. The first six speak in the third person.

In the last Daniel says "I" and he tells us what Cod revealed to him, not to some other man.

The last six is made of visions Daniel had. The last six chapters do not form six sections but

they form four sections--fifst, second and third are separate distinct visions and the fourth

fifth and sixth in the second half belong together and. it is very unfortunate that they are divide'

into chapters as it is confusing. Four visions in the last half of the book and the first of

these visions is very similar and closely related to the second chapter. Chapters 2 and 7 belong

topether and must be studd together eventually. Ch. 8 is a unit by itself, 9 is unit by itself.

Ch. 9 requires more decealon from the others than any other chapter does and is less of a founda4i

tion for determining than any of the others. Ch. 11, V. 1 is part of ch. 10 and that is a vision

Ques. and the answer is that I am mentioning these three views and they are different in area

and for us to consider and I would say that every view in the book would fall into one of these

three catagories. We are going to look at the book carefully and. see what is the best view to

hold.
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God might have given a book with such a purpose to Daniel and the ideas based on this 'book

and this view is generally united in disbelief. United often with the idea that there are

inaccuracies in the book. This view is one which I think is very definitely wrong. The

second view points to the coming of Christ and states it as having no other view and the

question is if that is the reason for this particular book. Does this book have other events

that are of significance or this is all? The views and the diapeniations havenothing to do

with each other. Ques. about dispensationalism. We'll take a few minutes on that right now

so it'll be clear. By dispensationalism we mean .t-4.- m there are differentiperiods in

history in which God dealt in different ways. Certainly God deals with His people differently

since th coming0Christ and therefore every pet,n must be a d.ispensationalist in the sense of

believing that God divides the history of the periods. Any person who is not a dispensationalist

at all is either not a Christian or else knows nothing about the Bible at all. There is a

group to day that goes to the extreme of having a great many dispensations and they say that the

only thing in the New Testament vital for us is the three because everything else either

relates to the views or the time of Christ on the earth or relates to a future dispensation, etc.

There is then a harmful dispensationalism that divides the Scriptre up into many dispensations

and. gives application only to one period. We belive that all the Scripture has value for us in

all periods but that does not mean that some of it does not have much greater value in one period

than in another. Cp. Levitcug and John and why we don't spend as much time in reading Levitici.s

as "Tohn. The value of L. then is that 1ar'ely of history and of ow God. wanted the people to do

in dispensation. A'so a foretaste of great spiritual truths which we should get but that we

find more often given more clearly in other books of the Bible. Therefore it is altogether

right that we don't spend as much time studying L. as John or others that deal with our present

dispensation. A hyper-dispensationalism which carries in many little sections is something

that rests on no clear Biblical evidence. Another aspect of d.lspensationalism which is quite

apart from this one. This one is the idea that the people in the OT were saved be.cause they

accepted the law and people now are satd because they believe on Christ. It is definitely

wrong but it is not the most important thing in the whole world but the important thing is not

as to how Abraham was saved but how can we be savea. It is very unfortunate to have wrong ideas

on how Abraham was saved. It is too bad that there are those who do not strike the important

aspect of salvation by grace and this has been missed by a great many ministers as they have

put their stress on the law of God and the law of God is vital for our leaaership but not for
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such emphasis. Ill, of chapel speaker--a student, saying that he was trying to save himself

in the Lutheran Church by doing works. How shocked Martin Luther would have been. In many

cases the preacher doesn't understand and then he preaches that and it is no wonder that the

people get that idea of salvation by works. On the other hand. there are Godly men who know

that is the way of salvation but they give the idea of works to their people and. then too there

happens that many times people think only of the Salvation by grace and forget that we are told

in the Bible that we are to do good works too.Abraham as save& in exactly the same way that

we are so there is an error that can be called a w&ng, harmful dispensational error but that is

not as harmful as making people think today that they can be saved th6iugh their works. It is

most vital as to how we're saved today and then important too to instruct people as to how/the

ones were saved then. It is proper that we give them the correct attitude toward the law öf

God. Now there are these two aspects of harm in dispensationalism and they are unrelated

and one could have one of these harms without the other one very easily and I don't think either

is as harmful as the opposite extreme would be in saying there never were any dispensations.

The people who believd in great future events are apt to be the same ones who get excited about

the Goépel of Grace and they have ceased from listening to wonderful presentations of the law

o f God and found the wonderful teaching of grace and then have gone to study anu. they finci that

Christ is going to come back and we don't need to think that we can set up a wonderful time of

peace and happiness on this earth as God has not promised us that but He is going to and we

don't need to get discouraged about making the whole world Christian as God is going to take

care of it in his own power. There is no reason why belief in fture events should have any

connedtion with either of these two aspects which we have spoken of aharmful in certain types

of lispensationaliam and. it is a'thing unrelatd. to them. I'm sure that Gabelien and Scofield.

Bible and Ironsides would be very strongly opposed to the two and. they would be far nearer

to the view.

Daniel #12




When one reads of the1salvation of grace and then as he reads he reads of the

coming of Christ again, etc, he wonders how they fit together . There is no where in the

Bible trat it says there is going to be 2,000 years before Christ comes back. There are

various ways to try to fit it together. ]D. Young seems to criticize what he calls the
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the dispensational view on certain grounds. One thing he doesn't like about it is that it talks

about Antiochus Epiphanes is a type of the antichrist. Dr. Young says it isn't anything ofhe

kind. I would agree with Dr. Young except I wouldn't state it quite so strongly. I see no

harm in saying that he might be a type of the antichrist but I do see harm in a book telling us

of Antiochus Epiphanes and then thinking that tells us what the antichrist is t0 be. It may
it

be a type in the sense that/is similar and you can get some illustrations from it but you can

not prove a sinle thing from it. I think typical teachinc in the Scripture may be very useful

for illustrations but I don't think it is anything to build a doctrine on. I quite agree with

him that you can't build a teaching on the end of the age upon the belief that on e thing is

the type of the other but we find, I think, valuable and interesting illustrations. He speaks

rather strongly against that and also against what he calls a gap theory. Dr. Young says you

have 70 weeksk'the d*spensationalists say 69 weeks to place before the death of Christ and the

70th week is postponed until long in the future and he says this is preposterous. He says a

continuous periot is a continuous period and there can't be a gap. There cannot be a parenthesis

The illustration spoken of a bit ago about the propheta clock having stopped and it is of

course the popular way to present the idea of gaps. Can there be such gaps? That is a vital

question. Dr. Young speaks very strongly against them in certain places. If there can't

be such gaps, let's stand on it and apply it logically through out. We cannot assume there are

any gaps without proof but is there proof that there gaps? Discussion of Christ coming the

first time and then His coming the second time. We have to recognize that there are gaps, there

are parenthesis at different places in the Scriptures. Let us see if we can interpret the book

of Daniel logically and consistently without assuming any gaps or parenthesis. Let us see if

it is possible to hold t0 the second view as to the first without introducing principles

of interpretation which require the third view. The first view is dconsistent one but it is a

none Christian one as it assumes thbook is full of mistakes. If the second one is a true

one, how far can you go? Do you have to stop there at that one? Can you hold the second view

and not accept any gaps? That is what Dr. Young does--he says you have four great empires

and. he says the fourth is the Greek empire of .Antiochus Epiphanes and it says this fourth empire

is here and the writer says the Jews are fighting against this empire and Rod is going to destroy

this empire and. therefore it is dealing with the destruction of thatempire and the setting of

the kingdom of God. The second view says no but that the fourth kingdom is not the Greeks but

it is the Romans and D. Young says "the stone cut without the hands is the Gospel of Christ. "
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be
and. it deaes- doesn't say a revived Roman Empire but it is the Roman Empire so it must/the

Roman Empire that is struck by it and. therefore it is the first coming of Christ and. can refer

to nothing else. That is taking the gap consistently but does he carry the view through con

sistently? Do you find in some other chapter that he takes the principlal in opposition to the

first view which logically will provide for the possibility of the third view all the way through

That is a question which we should examine carefully and come to a conclusion. The first half

is to encourage people in times of persecution and especially in the time of Antiochus Epiphanes

The contents of the first six chapters--chapter 1 is where Daniel separates himself from the

wicked life 'of the king's court. e risks his life for a separated stand. and even though

you may suffer for it, even die for your faith, He will honor you for it. In ch. 2 Nebuchanezzar

is the great dictator--he calls in men andtells them to tell him what he dreams. Daniel gave the

meaning of the message here and he tells the king the meaning. God is going to triumph in the

end --it fits that time as well as it fits our time too. It is not a book of history in the

proper sense or it would tell us what happened to Daniel --it is simply a series of incidents

and we are left to guess what the meaning ii. Ch. 3 gives no mention of Daniel refusing to

bow down to Nebuchanezzar's image but we have his three friends saying that they will not bow

to the image and Our God will protect us. Even in the fiery furnace God brings them forth

safely. What an assurance for people in Antiochus Epiphanes's terrible persecution. God was

able to proct even in a fiery furnace. In the 4th ch. we havNebuchanezzar with another dream

and he is told that there is a greater monarch and God. tean intervene and touch some little spot

in Nebuchaztezzar's brain and he goes out to live and eats grass and then he comes back ana gets

his kingdom back. If God can do that , why do you need to be afraid of persecution?

Nebuchadrazzar
Daniel In the 5th chapter ±zi simply has disappeared and. we are not told what happened

to him since it is not a history--it is not written to tell us a course of events but written

to show us certain invididual happenings to show us special happenings and show us how God work

ed these various things out. In this 5th chapter we have a new king mentioned-Belshazzar and.

this new king gives a great feast and he does blasphemous things with vessels from the temple

and uses those eared vessels to drink liquor from and there a hand writes on the wall and

no one can explain it so Daniel- is called into his presence. Daniel tells him that his kingdom

will be taken away from him and be given to the Persians. Beishazzar stands by his word and

gives hm great honor even though he said such terrible things about himself. That certainly
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is very honoring of Beishazzar to stand by his word after he had been told, such things as that

and I am afraid most people would have killed Daniel instead of honoring him in this situation.

That very night Beishazzar was killed, and Daniel lost &l1 the honors that he had been given.

It again proves that God reigns and controls and therefore why hou1d they be afraid of Antiochus

Epiphanes. God will always take care of his people. These names are mostly Bablyonian names

which honored the chief god of Babylon--it is like here they changed a fellow's name who was

Hui to Timothy though it would be a lot simpler to say Hui than Timothy but Americans are more used

to Timothy than to Hui and so they thought over there in Babylon, those queer barbaric names like

Daniel they would change to Belteshazzar. This writing fits pretty well with the Heb.---it is

a play on words. In the six chapters Daniel doesn't sit down and say that He is going to proceea

to tell all the interesting things about himself, because he would tell us where he came from

and who his parents were--it is not like Joeexphand we are told a history of his life, but in Daniel

he simply takes outstanding illustrations of his life which God lead him to put down that would

help the people in time of Antiochus Epiphanes. It is altogether possible that Daniel wrote

another book, "A Story of My Life" but his was God's book. It is done as a prophecy and not as

a history. It doesn't say what purpose he wrote it for so we have to conjecture in any case.

If it simply to give us a history of himself, he would say something of where he was born and

tell about the events connected with his history and tell us when he died--it is simply isolated

incidents. Take a man who write a book on the presidents of the U.S. that I have known. The
the rulers

characters in the first part are tii and not Daniel. Of course the first chapter is very much

about Daniel but the 3rd chapter never even mentions about Daniel. His friends are mentioned

there but they are not mentioned after that and we don't know what happened to them. It is not

a hStory but a series of events. In the 6th ch. we have a new ruler, Darius and of course

the critics ask who is Darius, the Med,e and nobody knows. Now since nobody knows, what makes any

one think that the book was written during the time of Ezra. Why would anyone at that time even

imagine a ruler that didn't even exist? But if someone wrote 400 years later it would be quite

easy for him to get mixed up and so they say that this fits very definitely with the idea of a

late date for Daniel. Of course the critics used to be able to say that there never was a Bel

shazzar or a Darius so of the three great rulers two of them never existed and therefore it &S

only someone's imagination. Unfortunately for them we have since found out all about Beishazzar

and now we know that the statements about this king are remarkably accurate but we still are in

a position that we don't know about Darius the Med.e so they still have an argument as to who this
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man is. If there wasn't any such man, then of course that would prove that the book was written

later but half of the argument is gone and. for anyone to say that there never was such a man is

pretty difficult for anyone to say. We can say that we have no evidence aside from the Bible, but

to say that if there is such a man we would surely know about him and. since there isn't then there

never was such a man--that is what all the critics say so they make the book as unrelkble but of

course we don't have follow along with them in this. In the 6th ch. we have told us how Darius

the Mede was fond. of Daniel and a trick was put over on him. That is one trouble with these

great arbitrary dictators. They may be very wicked men and then it is terrible and all have to

look to God for any help but some would wish for a good man and say how wonderful that would be.

Here we have Darius the Mede and he wants to do that which is right but if he does e has to be

consistent and so it was quite easy for the wicked men to tie him up in his word and get him to

give his word in something wherein he didn't realize the implications and the result is whenever

you have a dictator that is wicked it is terrible but even if e is a good man, h' still can

get into a situation where he does a lot of evil and that is what happened here. In this case

the result shows us that when he was ptt in a position where he couldn't help himself, there came

a case where Daniel would have been killed for his loyality to God and when he knew he was in

danger of his life, he knew there was nothing that Darius could do about it, he went right ea'

and prayed just the same. Yet many a person today who things that he is a very fine Christian and

1o:al to t}'e Lord wouldn't bow his head in a restaurant for fear that some might thin* him fanatic

al and would recognize in a public way for fear that some might make fun. I have been told about

fore missionaries on the boat woh tell people that they are going into educational work, because

they thought if they told the real purpose people might look down upon them--I hope that there

are not many like that but the book of Daniel is written for all of us. Daniel didn't hesitate

to pray with his window open and though he didn't parade ii'ront 01 people and didn't flaunt it,

yet he continued with his regular devotion to the lord, in spite that it didn't mean people look

ing down on him or ridiculing him but it meant death as far as he knew. In this particu'ar case

God delivered and. God can deliver but he din't know that God would. deliver him and God may not

choose to deliver you but to know that God is able to deliver if He chooses is surely a sufficient

reason for encouraging one in his loyality to Christ in any time of persecution or trouble. Now

we see all the first six chapters look to Antiochius Epiphanes and none except perhaps the 2nd

chapter has anything to do with the first coming of Christ. Do they just look t0 Antiochus and

the Roman persecutions--doubtless that enters into and. the persecutions in the Reformation enter
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in also, but nothing has come which fulfills the whole of the image prediction as given as in

the second chapter. According to the view of the critics, the vision of Daniel has four kingioms

and the fourth is the one under Antiochus Epiphanes and the result was that they knew that God.

was going to deliver them arid God was going to nd the Stone right in their day and wrieck the

empire of Antiohg and according t0 this they must have be"n mistaken, but this all is supposed

to fit in better but as a matter of fact when Antochus died the Jews had to fight another 20

years before they regained their freedom. The critics believe that it was around 16P or 16 B.C.

that Daniel was written but the conservatives would say that it was written +00 years before.

# 14 'This sheet that has been given out is a history of the background of the book of Daniel

Now you notice at the tip the Neo-Babylonian empire rather than with the Assyrian empire but it

was destroyed by Nebuchadressar and. so he reigned from 605-562 and then his son came Amel-

Marduk (562-560) then came a general--Neriglisar (560 -556) who was Quite an old man by this

time;then he was succeeded by Nabonidus and. thnBelahazzar came along who was co-king for some

time with his father. Cyaxares, king od the Medes cooperated with the destruction of the

Assyrian empire and married Cyaxare' granddaughter and Daniel did not teach a aepar&te Median

empire and then came alone Astyages and one of his subordinates, a Persion named. Cyrus estalbished

the great empire of the Medes and PersiIns and Cyrus conquered Babylon in 539 B.C. Now the

dates of the Persian empire are not particularly important except with consideration of the 11th

chapter--This empire last from about 539 until about 323 B.C. Then we have Alexander the Great

who conqered the great and yet peaceful empire--for 200 years it had established practical peace

oer the whole and gave a chance for people to develop without fighting all of the time. He

married a Persian woman and decided. that he was great like the Persians but he died. in a drunken
half-brother

bout when he was only 32 years of age. He left these generals but no one close to him. His sex

was half an idiot and this woman whom Alexander had married was expected to give birth to a son,

but he was rather young to have much t0 do with the ruling and some thought the illigimate son

should be the kin and all want so and so to be a ruler that he could sway so in the end. it broke

up into four divisions. But we are interested in two of these--the Seleucid and the Ptolemaic

empire and these rulers have been named up to Antiochus Epiphanes. At last there was the eventual

conquest b$ both empires by Rome during the first century before Christ. Caesar died in 44 B.C.

Charlemagne was crowned at Rome P00 A.D. and the end of the so-called Holy Roman Empire was

around iPik. I give you these dates not because they are so important but because it shows

what a long time has elapsed since that time of Antiochus. (7-12k is testing of machine.)
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We noticed. last time that there are three general attitudes taken toward the book of Daniel.

To some extent these attitudes are combined some times with the person not caring one of them

through consistatiy and if you have an ironeous view and. then you can't. Of course that is

a good way to find the truth on a matter is to carry it through consistently. Naturally we

don't have a completr understanding of anything in this life and therefore whatever our view

is we're going to find the apparent differences and the apparent difficulties. There is nothing

in all science that if you will study into it you will find, apparent inconsistencits. This will

be 'becatse of your ignorance of some of the factors that enter in . You will find that you

can not carry a view through consistently without coming into some difficulties anc. at least one

should try another method and. see how far he gets on that. The view of the book of Daniels tn&t

they take is that the book was writtin by a pious view in the time of the Maccabbees and at this

pious view at he writing of the time of the Macca'bbees wrote a book encouraging his people to

fight valiantly against the oppressors and in order to write it he imagined wonderful things that

might have hapDenèd t4e £OO years before in the time of the great emperor and he got some

very good stories but naturally some of his historical background is erroneous when he trys to

reconstruct situations that far back and then he pictures these people that long before as having

predicted events regarding the future andbf these events he had predicted until he gets up to his

own day and the predictions he makes up to his own day are quite accurate on the whole except

there is error on them as would naturally be expected when a man in those days when a man is tryin

to give summary of history of a long period. He does make some bad mistakes but on the whole his

history is good. He continues with his predictions telling what is going to hapen after his day

and he makes some guesses and they all go hog wild. Some say that when he comes to future pre

dictions his details are not literally accurate but the great principras of them are true and the

spiritual truths are true and very valuable for all ages. Even if he does say one thing and work

out another way there is still a groat truth. If some one takes the view that he makes some

guesses and they are all wrong v if they take the rather pious view that though his guesses

are not literally correct they involve beautiful theories which are beautiful spiritual truths.

As far as prediction is concerned it has no value for any ti:e subsequent to the Maccabbean period

It i easy for us to overlook the fact that the book as a prediction did have a very great interes'

in the time of Daniel. There is no question to that. An outstanding purpose for the book is to

prepare the days for Anti------------------------------. It is written with that as one of its great purposes in mind.
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It really doesn't matter if it is written earlier or later. The predictions don't matter as

they could be either earlier or later and so we donot accept this first view. We are anxious to

know why. The second attempt is that like held by Pussey and others. It takes the boik as dealin

with .Antiochus---- and with the first coming of Chst. The b.ok does not give us valid informatio

about the end of the age but it does us about Antochu s correctly and it does tell us about

Christ3.s coming to preach and. the destroying of the kingdoms of wickedness. The 70 weeks of

Daniel run up to the time of Christ and end there. Some would say that they ena at his

birth and some would say that they end. with the destruction of Jeniem but in any event they

end. around the first coming of Christ and the stone cut without hands is the beginning of the

Geepel which fills all the earth and. destroys all the kingdoms. This is the view which is taken

by the latest scholarly commentary which has appeare on the subject.

The third view is that the book has its primary purpose dealing with Antiochus Epiphanes

but that it also has an almost equal purpose of importance to give us some information that is

of value all through ages as we look forward to the end of the age. Certain attitudes, certain

viewpoints which will helpful in dealing with the forces of inquity and also to give us certain

understanding of some certain specific things to help us and encourage us is given for the end

of the age. Now those *ho go to extreme on this thtd view will simply forlook Antiochus and

/make
every related to the anti-christ and we must not do this. Does this look forward not simjJy

to the first coming of Christ or even primarily to the first coming of Christ but refers also to

his completion of destroying sin upon this earth. That is the view of which Dr. Young speaks as

the dispensational view and some places he give one or two views of men who he doesn't like and

and then sometimes he will give the same view from another man and not categorize him as a

dispensationalist and then will agree with him under a different heading. I do not think that

it is right to speak of any view as the dispensational view because the particular error that

may come from the view does not tie up specifically with anything in this book and. I don't

think that is at all a good view to use. In fact I am not sure that there is a view that would

tie up with the details of the second coming which is particularly different from the view

which has been held. by many through the ages of the Christian church. As among these three

different views, one cannot study any of the three without examining all three. You could look

at the first and third without the second. view. You cannot consider the thrid. to the second Etk

without ecually considering it to the first. The question is-Are you able to deny the first view
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and hold to the secona or in denying the first view into these principles of interpretation

which carry you beand the second view inevitably into the third view--that is a question that

I think will become clearer as we look at more of the details of the book. One thing that we

must ask ourselves in the books is, To what extent are technical terms used. It is always

possible for anyone to use a technical term. When I use the word D-day I mean the aay that

there will be an invasion of Normandy but if we attack Italy and someone says that is D-day,

you say NO--it means specifically the day that Normandy is attacked.. VE day is the day of

ending the war In Europe and. J day is the day of ending of war in Japan. You take a technical

term and this is what it means but when you take a term like that it is best to take some word.

which is specific and not just a common word. If you take just a coomon term it will be very

hara, inadvertently to use a word in another sense. We must be very care1l not to assume that

anything is a technical term unless we have proof of it. I think e.g. that often the Day of

the Lord is used as a technical but in its later uses it seems to be used. as a general term.

In Daniel when you come to a term, "A little horn shall rise" it is quite natural that you take

it as ikz a technical term. Let us not assume that it means the same perscn every time that it

is used. Couldn't someone see a little horn and then why ki couldn't he again see a little

horn and why could these two little horns be different things? You go along the country and

see a little house and you say that is the little house where so anu. so lives and another time

you see another little house and yet is is a different one. Why do you have to assume that

that the little horn is the same person unless you have proof? That is one way we can easily

run into difficulty if we simply assume a technical term. Young also criticizes very strongly

the Head. of making something a type of something else and maybe his criticism-to a certain

extent might be justified. We must be careful not to make types per se as proofs. A type can

be very valuable as a means of expounding something. Just as that happened so this will happen.

It prepares you to understand how a thing is going to be--it is very useful for illuation

but it doesn't prove anything. You need. something other than a type to prove anything. Let

us not say that a type is a proof--'et us say this is this and that is that and then you but as

for a type, that we should leave until later. He discusses the k idea of gaps and shows how a

bsurd. ,You have a ccntinuous things there is no chance for gaps heays. Well, do we have such

a thing as gaps in prophecy? Can we jump from one to another thing. If you have had my course

in Prophets you will very often see how the prophet looks at this and looks at that and aoesn't
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mention that there might be gaps in between. But that would not inself be proof that you have

gaps in Daniel but it isn't right to say thit it would be absurd. to think that they were there

without proof. You can't assume it though unless you find proof. According to the second view

do you fiirn in raps in Daniel or can you hold the second view and go straight along? I hope by

this time everybody is quite familiar with the contents of the book. In the first division there

is the 2nd chapter which is quite different from all the others in this first division. According

to the third. view I would say that it was about equal--the emphasis on Antiochus but n the

first view it has to do mainly with Antiochus Epiphanes. I think both the Maccabbean and

last days are both trnascendently important. Your second view would hold that there are two

focii--the Macc. period and also the first coming of CHRIST. The thira view woula hold that

the first coming of Christ is not emphasized in this book--it is the end of the age that is

emphasized. The general purpose of giving strengbh to those going through persecution would

be of help in any period at any time, even from the first view. If it were done in the Macc.

period it would be of comfort in all future wperiods. The way that God blessed the people

here would be of help to all future genrations. As to whether it has particular predictions

about the future--does it predict the end of such a situation. You can know that the persectuion

id not going to destroy the church so as to the prediction finds sufficient fulfillment in the

time of the Macc. period--this can be entirely secondary. As to whether a primary purpose of

the book is to inform us about things that are going to some at the end of the age--that is the
the 1±zt second

question between and third views and of course the attitude generally of te second is one which

we find rather commonly. It is the attitude of taking every prediction of the birth oChrist

and hold to that very literally and be very insistent about these but when it comes to something

beyond the frist coninp--to take the attitude tht everything is very vague and that we cannot

get specific information as things at the end of the age. The first half of the book has a

chapter of extreme importance in the prophetical field. There is nothing in the 2nd chapter

with re'ence to Antiochus Epiphanes. I saw a ltter that spoke about the he of gold still to

be set up in the last days. It says specifically in the book that Nebuchairazzar is the head..

This head of gold can't be anything else. There then comes the body of silver but that is

explained that it is not Antiochus Epiphanes. How about the next portion of brass--it says that

he will rule oYer all the earth so that couldn't be he. Could all the earth mean all the land

and mean the land of Palestine--it could but in this context it surely conic, not because he is

speaking with Nebuchacirazzar who is far away from Palestine and Daniel is telling him that God
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has given him dominion over all, the earth and after this will arise another kingdom that is

inferior and the third kingdom of brass will rule over all the earth--it d.ovsn't have to mean

the whole world but a world-empire is in mind. Antiochus had the whole land. of Palestine but

in the end it broke away from him. Then the fourth kingdom will be strong as iron-'-Antiochus

Epiphanes is not one of these four kingdoms--he is referred to later in the book as a little

horn that comes out of one of these four horns--he is very definitely not the whole kingdom.

Some may say the thttd. or fourth kingdoms are related to him but neither of them are a direct

predition in any ease. In the picture of what is going to happen--it says in v. 34 that

stone cut without hands smote the image upon his feet. If he is part of the image he is

broken but not specifically. There is no definite statement that could be related to ritiochus

Epiphanes and then it goes on to say that a kingdom will be se up which will not be destroyed.

It shall stand. forever--there is nothing in the 2nd chapter that can be related to Antiochus.

Of course anyone reading the second chapter during the time of the Macc. would be comi'orteo. to

know that Antiochus would be included in these world empires and forces opposing Christ and

this is all to be destroyed. Nothing is told about his risin' or about his specific downfall

in the 2nd. chapter.

Now over in the 7th, Pth and 11th chapter according to the first viewpoint you have

the downfall cf Antiochus Epipanes specifically related and according to the 2nd and 3rd

view you have Antiochus Epiphanes. That doesn't seem to be generally realized becauxse

they see only a great deal about the anti-christ in Daniel and that is quite natural because

we naturally are a great deal more intersted in thin to come than what has already gone

.2OOO years ago. We can say that Antiochus is a rood type but it doesn't prove anything about

the antichrist. The Schcfi&&d Bible does point this out.

17 There are a few thinEs in common that might lead. you to think that ch. 2 and ch. 7. Both

are talking about world-wide mpires even though they use different figures. There was one image

and here four beasts--how are they similar? These arE' four kings and the other empire is speakir

about four kingdoms--they are both speaking about world. powers. If I talk about the rise of the

Manchu regime in China, the risk of !apoeleon's European empire--I am talking about empires that

cover tremendous terriotyy and the subjects are related and you will find the methods used have

much in common and th results in many ways are similar but the thing is not the same. In this

case what reason do we have to think that the general thing in cli. 2 and ch. 7 are the same?
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You might say that you saw a chute in which coal com down and you saw this Goal coming down and

simply flooding over and I said there was a Eret wrold conquest that covers a tremendous :or

tion of the world and I had a dream you could say, and I saw a group of Indians come out of the

woods and they rushed across a rat territory and they over-ran it--this is a discription in

each case of ree territory covered you could say. The conquest cou'd be the same though the

pictures might be very different--they both might describe Napoleon, both the Manchu conquest

of China and one might describe Napoleon and the other the Manchu uprising--they both would be

similar in that hey both described the establishment of world empires but what makes you think
is

that the same empires are spoken about here? The first important thing to notice that they both

are speaking about world-empires and the second is to notice that in both places he is speaking

about four world empires--if you had two you might have a little reason for thinking thus- you

might say you had a dream of the notth and the south have a great contest an then you say you

had another dream of the nohh and the south and the first might refer to the American civil

war and the other might be the struggle between north and south China in the 1920's--two are

so common that it necesse±aily doesn't mean anything but when you have four in both cases it

certainly suggests a similarity--the use of the number four in both cases is extremely important.

Of course in the fourth beast it says that he has tm horns and in the image it doesn't say that

he has ten toes though that could be assumed. There is a supernatural destruction that takes

place both times with the fourth kingdom--In the first case it seems t0 refer to this time and

in the second it doesn't. We don't necessairly infer that it is but it would seem likely. I

coild tell you about Napoleon and then I could tell you about Manchuria but when you have fo'ir

kingdos predicted, you have many similarIs --it would seem to strongly suggest that it was

speaking about the same thing. If we hadi the 7th ch. alone we couldn't be sue when it began

but when we have the first one specifically told to as and the other similarities IAam sure that

few wo'ld even uestion about ±e two being equal. The great sea to someone in Palestine would

/
no doubt refer to the Meditterrean sea but to someone that had left Palestine while a boy and

/ he gets over to Mesopotamia and he had the Persian Gulf right below and the Caspian sea the

north, I am not sure that one could draw too much from that. I think it would be just as good

an interpretation if you think of the book as written in Daniel's time to say that he saw a great

sea or in a dream you might think of the Mesopotamian idea of the world having a great sea around

about and. in a dream he sees this great sea. This does stress the universal nature but if you

were sure that this was written in the time of the Macc. it would be quite right that this
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referred to the Med&terrrean sea since that was bout the only sea they knc'w anythin about.

One possible interpreation of this 11th verse is that here you have four beasts and the fourth

one is destroyed but the first three are allowed to live on--I would suggest that an equally

possible interpretation of v. 12 is that he saw four beasts come up one after the other and cue

had. its time of supremacy and. then a second and then a thtd and now a fourth one is destroyea.

Each one has lost its dominion to the next one--but that it had continued for a season woul

refer to the second chapter--you have the head, the shoulders, but while you have th sho'fuers

the heau is still there--you see the image as lasting --then at the end the whole image is nes-

tvuyed. If an atom bomb would come and destroy the United States we might say that the g'ory
away

of Greece passedA but the country lasted and the glory of Rome passed u; away but the country

lasted and the glory of Napoleon passed away but the co'*ry lasted. We might say the the U.S.

was utterly destroyed but that wouldn't mean th country passed away but that it came to the end

of its 1ory. The other would seem to fit in to the general attern. (fl'iite a bit of class
discussion interspersed throughont the record.)

We have noticed tat the two chapters- 2and 7 are so similar that we can say that

they are pictures of the same thing. When you have a book of 12 chapters and if you have as

much in common as these to chapters have with each other, you are in a uifferent position alto-

gether than if you bad a chapter here nd another that spoke about Guitar or other book entL'e1

and had just this similarity--in any two religious books you would ask whether they were speakinr

about the sane thing. But when you have a book of 12 chapters like t'is, I don't thing there is

any question. A man in the Macc. time might be trying to encourage the people that they would

be delivered from wicked oppression or he might go further and tell them that He actually was

going to send His Messiah but from anyone of the three views there is an ifltegral part of the

picture that there is something that is oing to be after the image or beasts are destroye. Is

the book stressing that there are going to be four kingdoms and then these be destroyed or is he

saying that there are going to be four kinoms and after these are destroyed this righteous one

ill be set up --is there something more than simply a negative but a positive establishment of

something good--one escape that there is, at least in certain p1-aces in the book and one

of the thlrgs we should do in the book is to see how much it is stressed and what it can mean.

When he says that a kingdom will be established which never shall be destroyed--how are you going

to interpret that? Are you going to sy that it is a kingdom that lasts for a certain length of

time and then there is some change made in its general fc'm or does it rule out any such contiu
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Or does it have to mean some eternal state when it uses that king of terminology. That is a

uestion that we want to look at before we rinish this course. Is Antioc-us Epiphanes spo:en

about in the book--that is one thing which I want all of you to determine and in this Pth chapter

I don't think anyone can get away from it. Now what reasoio you have to feel reasonably sure

that Antiochus Epiphans is referred to here in the °th chapter. It comes from the Grecian

kinEdom which destroyed the edo-Persain empire and one that is split into tour kindo'rs and

those are specific points that just wouldN't fit any ccuntr;. tler pvercame the country of

Greece but he didn't overcome Medo-Persian--Germy was split into four zones-uu put them

to-p-etherand there is a pretty definite allusion t0 that kinom of Greece na his .t1exa.nder. Out

of it cones this little horn and then a aescription of what Antiochus Epiphanes Lid. When yu

get back to v. 9 you have another fact. He lead. ti expeditions down south against Egypt ana

wastward towards Persia but never went westward since the Romans mauc his father promise nut to

cross a line westward aria Antiochus never did try to go westward or northaIu--trLe pleasant

land all agree is a ref. to Palestine and of course he was very powerful in the lana. Y 9 is

quite specific and you rave a lot of points that ift fit Antiochus--when it tells about his com

ing out of the country cf Greece it is getting pretty specific and it can't be Nero, Constantine

and there ii h--.s never ben anyone yet who has fit it except Antiochus an it is very aifficult

to sey that all things are yet going t0 happen in the future. It is pretty hard. to think of it

meaning anyone else. Iv-Z-.-he will magnify himself in his heart. It says that he will be

broken without hand--that sounds like the imagat was cut down with a stone cut out without

hands so this statement might refer to that which was spoken about in ch. 2--stone cut without

hands but not neccessaril. Sone cut without hands means that it is not a human projection but

is a supernatural thing--he uk shall be broken without hands sugeests very clearly that

it cou'o. refer to Antiochus not being killed by an army--that it is not a great expeaition or

conquering thine but is so''ething that is quite insignificant that will affect this man. Suppose

that one of the Janitors in his palace wer- to get verv angry at another jan&tor ann were to pick

up a stone and hurl it at him and just as he did. so Antiochus would come around the corner and

it would hit him and kill him. It would be the janitors hand. that threw the stone but surely it

is something that would fit this passage. He is broken without hands. Suppose thkt he ware to

receive a message and the message were to say, 'e don't want you t0 beat us anymore and he woulo

become scared and upset and give lip that which he was trying to o.o. That would be broken without

hands, even though it was the fear of sore great expedition that woulO. come if he didn't lay off.
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This statement, broken without hands doesn't say very specifically what happened but it does

say that a great conqueror who magnifies himself but in his downfall it iiot the great nations

of the earth that cause his downfall as they did, against Hitler. You coulln't say that Hitler

was broken without hands even though he did kill himself--he was broken as a result of half tne

world gathering against him, but it would fit Antiochus Epiphanes. As far as he was concerned-

the Macc. revolt was a pretty small thing. It did threaten one portion of his empire because it

threaten Egypt and. it was the border area that he wished to keep in first class cono,ition;that is

why it is reffered to as thus. He used to take the treasures out of the tcmples and one of the

time in a small temple he was killed in a tiny skirmish--something that would come through

accident. One of his genaaals came with his eon that was nine years old and made an attack

against Palestine--'-he didn't care much about Palestine. How about ch. 11? Is he spoken about

anywhere in ch. ii? From vs. 10 ff. there are historic events described--is there one that very

specific t}at refers to Antiochus. Did, anyone thi* that verse 20 refers to him?

# 19 Alexander--that is something. that he never had to do--that was raise taxes. Alexander

had plenty when he started and after he conquered the Persian empire he acquired tremendous
to

booty--I'd like o through ch. 11 and look at the particular verses referred to. I believe

that most interpreters unles they think it is speaking about anti- christ and there aren't many

who do, interpreters of either the first, second or third views agree that v. 21 describes

Antiochus and from 21 on for some distance we have Antiochus described. Pr a number of verses

we have a discription of things that Antiochus did and it fits--in his estate might su?;gest

that soneone came 2000 years later would come but hardly. Ch. 11 starts at v. 2 and this seems

about the worst chapter division in the whole Bible as v. 1 should not be included here.

It was done because someone was very, very hasty and there is no similarity as the two verses

are utterly different. Actually there is no ch. division but there could e a paragraph division.

Then in v. 1' we see how his kingdom is broken to the four winds of Heaven but not according tohis

posterity or according to his dominion which he ruled. Hs kindom would be plucked up besides

t}'ose--Alexander died leaving an ill, sun, a rather idiotic half brother and a child who was born

a few months later All three of these weret.sed as excuses by men who came later anawanted to rule

Sometime during the n'xt ten years someone each who had these different ones tried to make them

the ruler. Alexander was the ruler andthey all should obey him. In the end they all three were

killed, either poisoned, murdered, etc. and none of them ever h any power. Oneof these kingdoms

destroyed aria, one a± the generals took it over and another one was destroyea. so in the exil there
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were three. Then w havt the kind of the south and the king of the north. We read in v. 5 the kin

of the uth---now there were three kingdoms 'allel on the se4-north and the one on the south.

Talamy was strong and one of his princes --Talamy h. a governor named Philucus and rushed over

to Babylon in 312 and seized it and it recently had. belonged to him and. established an empire which

was the greatest empire of all four--it wasn't the richest as Talamy's was perhaps the richest

arid in a way Ta1aniys wa3 the strongrst as it was the best protected and. one thing you can't get

away from is the description of Talazny and. Philucus and the relationship of their sons and up

to v. 20 there can be easily found an explanatoon to the relation of the Philucus and Tal.amy.

Almost any commentary will give them and they will agree on what they are because there is very

little doubt and there is critical argument as'to what they are and here you have event after event

in the course of dozens of rulers and it is interesting to go through it. Up to V. 20 there is all

this specific detail about these people and we wonder why we should be told about each separate

king who has ruled in the world. history and we wonder why we should be told all of this about the

Greek kings. ]t seems that perhaps the r-ason we're told is that we might point the finger to v.

21 and this shows what has happened and how'it came up to the coming of this one. That is the in

terpretation that most peopleigive to it and from v. 15 to v. 19 you have a description of a gr'at

ruler who was Antiochus's father --Antiochus the Third and he turned, stumbled, fell and he wa

killed. That finished up his reigh and his kingdom wa ruined by the terrible wars that went on.

war was ended with Rome and forced him to reach a certain levfe and forced him to give up

Hannibal who had been one of his great supporters in the war and then it goes to v. 20 and there

it shows to us what has hapened. The kingdom was bankrupt and he did the only sensibletthing

by cutting the budget and increasing the taxes and he got the country again on a sure, stable

foundation and he did an excellent job at that . When Antiochus the Third. was defeated by the

Romans one the conditions of peace With the Romans was that he sou1d turn over to them his son

to live in Rome. When Antiochus the Third died Selucus was allowed to go and become his successor

The youngest sonwas kept for a time and then released. Antiochus was a most remarkable man aria man

of his features were very outstanding. When Selucus, the firstone wa bout 60 he took a young

wife and then his eldest son, in his middle twenties, became quite ill and after much care it

was discovered that he loved his father's young wife and Selucus toll his son that he could have

his father's wife to be his wife, have half the kingdom, etc. The people diaaproved as they said

it was contrary to the law and. they then decided that what the king did was all right.
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He was a man who arose by his ability and Alexander saw him and. how he turned his back on the

morals and did what he pleased as he was the king. You hear here of the most degrading things that

you have ever had. under any king--people cutting up their children, poisoning families, etc. Much

wickedness. Antiochus had the background of this and his father a great conqueror who over

ran all the nations around a-4eek- until the Romans attacked him and. took away most everything

he had. Here is the son with that as a background and, he goes to Rome as a hostage and for 15 year

he lives in Rome and the young men are the sone3of the Roman aristocrats meet this young prince fro

the East and they learn from him as he learns from them about Roman rule, etc. Heis brought up

with that and he learns Roman life, Roman rules, etc and when he is allowed to leave that he oes

to Athens and he made friends with everyone there and he is a gr'at lover of Greek culture, and he

was elected the chief official of Athens and they made coins with his picture on tcem and then

his brother died and there was a kingdom of Peridum which was near them and they saw a change to

get hold of the enemies of his father and so the kingdom of P. sent to Athens and he asked young

Antiochus if he would like to take over control of this kingdom and Antiochus was much interested.

The king of furnished the money and let him get into the country and he went aüut tell

ing the people that he is the one who should be king. In a little while he had control and. in

v. 21 we read. about the kingdom. Antiochus Upifese was very proud and he had all that ed.ucatic

and also plenty of money his brother had railed there in that place and he went and built temples

all over and wonderful buildings and in a great extent impoverished his kingdom . V. 25 tells of

the gr'at army he took and went on two expeditions into Egypt and the great army came against him

but his sister was wife of the king and he was able to be successlul there so he tried to take

control there in Erpt. There was much conspiracy between them and. anon the different leaders

and in the end they turned against each other. V. 27 shows us how they tQ do. They actually were

conspiring against each other and in the end they turn against each other. What happened was

that he went donw for a second expedition and the son had. made up with the broer and the brother

was now in power and the son had been married to his sister but when he fled and. been in his

uncles's hands and the people had made the other brother king of Egypt and he had. married the

sister who had. ben the wife of the older brother so now the arrangement they had. made was to brine

this fellow back and to give this wife again and the two sons would rule jointly so they had the

two kings ruling jointly now and really the three in the family were ruling. ntiochus comes .own

and the brother refuses to give anyth'ng to the be e-aad-4he-e4-unc1e and the uncle comes

with a big army and he gets right to the border of the city and he is just about ready to take the
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city of Alexandria and. he has taken most of the rest of Egypt but the ships of the west will come

against him and. he will be turned and. have te indignation against the holy covenant. He began

his trouble with the Jews after he returned. from Egypt and. it was right after this time. The

Romans were doing nothing about it as they were having a last great war with the last of the

accedonian Empire --it was quite a long war and while it was going on the young son. of the Erptia

sent word to the Romans, "Come andhelp us." The Romans did not do anything about it as their hano.s

were tied but now the war is finished and a Roman officila who has known Tallamy came down there

and there was Tallamy who had taken two-thirds of Egypt with his army and he was just outside of

the last great city of Egypt and here cane the Roman ships and according to the story the Roians

love to tell---this counsel came up and Antiochus saw him coming and greeted him and 4d-said how

glad he was to see him and the fellow put on a very stern face and. toithihim that he had a letter

for him from the Roman Senate and it was that they wanted Antiochus to get out of Egypt, take his

army and go back up to Asia and not come to Egypt again. That was the Roman desire and of course

there was no Roman empire. It was the Roman democracy tht ruled the western world but clidnot get

to rLe the East but they put their nose in the East whenever they felt like it. Antiochus took

it as somewhat of a joke but the counsul stepped up and drew a circle and told Antiochus that he

must give an answer 'befoe he stepped out of that circle. Antiochus told him he would leave and

then the counsul's entire attitude changed and they M- had a banquet together ana Antiochus

covered his disappointment with a smile and then he left. He hoped. the Romans would have a war

again and then he might be able to do something and some turned against him and then he was 4a

afraid others would. do that so he said they must turn away from old-fashioned. worship ad begin

to worship Greek gods and then he went and spent money in big games, exhibitions, etc all over his

empire and. all this was done to try and. forget his disappointment and. he returned an had inaigna

tion against the Holy Covenant and most interpreters have felt that is fit exactly with Antiochu

and. there are alot of things here that do seem to describe t-e way that he behaved. He young

son became sick and this says here that 4-ye -ee- he shall die in Palestine and actually he

died Lithe East and not in Palestine and actuaUy the latter part of this is not true and some

critics say this describes part of it and then some of it goes off into things that never happen.

There is a gap and the writer look forward to another one who is going to do this and that there

is a jump forward. Some say there is a jump between v. 20 and 21 and more have said that some

gap between 35 and 36 but if you have a jump forward then you have the definite principle of the

gap in the book. If there is no Jump I don't know how you get away from the critical view that
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erroneous and you could imagine what is going to happen and what did happen. You have to have

a jump somewhere it seems to me and if there is not a jump how will you explain it. If you ave

a jump forward someplace you may have one some other place.

Daniel 21

In Jeremiah wv have it sometimes Nebuchznezzar but usually Nebuchrenehzar. The acutal Babylonian

name is and. you can see this w'uld easily contract into Nebuchanezzar and so accord

ing to the spelling of the name would be more correct but we wonder how it wo'ild get from

to . It seems more likely that Nebuchanezzar was the more natural way for the

people to speak a word. If that is the case it does deem that you would ha.e anie1 in the court

and Jeremiah living across the desert in Palestine knowing most about Nebuchanezar by the official

wfritings and in those dedarations 4- he would read those names but Daniel , not

w±iting in the Babylonian language but in he Hebrew language which is a different type of writing

anywa he would not simply put what had been written but he would write it the way you would.

pronounce it and so the idea writing it as it sounds is very much that way instead of writing it

and. in later writing he is referred to as Na'ouchanazhour or something like that. The :giirnent

about the name of NeOuchadrahzar would not be an argument to prove either the lateness or when

when the book fo Daniel is written. Farrar feels very very strongly that Daniel was written at

the time of the Macc arid feels that it is an athentic product of the time of the Macc. he was

the grandfather of General Mongomery and is khe author of the very well known work of the Life

of Christ and has written books on many phases of Biblical studies and on phases of Chrucli history.

There were some points of the Bible that he accepted very strongly such as the iivinity of Christ

and this he held on to very strongly. He is represented of the English school right in the

transition period when they are living in the light of the old conservative view and have a

tremendous love for Christ and are very sure of those points and adopted then some of the

higher critical points. Today you find people either having given up the whole supernatural

viewpoint or else they have given up the old critical viewpoints of the C.T. It is a transition

period when you find a group of En'lish writ'-rs who were very rich and fine in their devoted

pious attitude and yet very much convinced that the higher criticism was somewhat questionable.

It was this attitude that Driver had but logically their successors have gone on ana. ended with

th'higher critical position throwing over all that hinted of the. supernatural character. The

difference between O.T. and N.T. miracles is pretty hara. to prove. It is like Smith, who wrote
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In the Days of His Flesh--the preface was one of th most peculiar things I ever read in my life.

Fe is absolutely convinced, of the synoptic criticism but yet when he reads the book of John

he feels there is something in it that proves that it is true. He is sure that we can depend

upon John even though we have to give up everything else and of course it is better to believe

in John Gospel than to believe nothing but it utterly illogical. With that influnece of that

background--love of the Lord arid for the Gospel--he gives into them ana. yet tries to cling to

some of the old truths and is quite inconsistent. Of course the Barthians tx try o fini lessons

in it all but at the same time they reject the historic teachings in the Now as well as the Ol&

Testaments. George Adams Smith is wholly unrelated to David Smith. A man once told me when I

was in Palestine and. e told me how he had studied in Scotland. I had been in Germany the year

before and had planned to go back there the next year because they were looking at things there

from the f1/4ctu.al viewpoint. They might accept the higher criticism but they want to know what

was the evidence and. what are the facts and that was what I was trying to get--what is correct

.nd what is not. You could get that better in Germany at that time better than other place I

knew of. But this man was trying to persuade me to quit ('rermany and go to Scotland. There he

told I would get that which was beneficial . There you have the old Calvinistic background and

the old Scotch background and then you have the influnece of the Moody meetings which were so

wonderful and then you have the higher criticism which has spread all over the country which

made everyone keenly alive and intellectual and when he .'ot through I thought that he had the

most terrible sotè of hodge-podge and I much preferred to get the higher criticsm straight and

get the Moody influence straight and of course the higher criticism originated in Germany. I

remember one of the Scotch students in Germany remarking ho some f the German prof. who were

envying ±ka± the people in Scotland becausLe in Germany so many minsters would hear the hk;kher

criticism and then they wo'i'd go off and for get it and. teach the Bible as true while in Scot

landthe higher criticism which was all, wrapped up with this devotional life aria then mixea in

with this intellectual denial of all the teachings of the Scriptures and it made a very attractivE

combination but one that wouldn't last and the result is that it you go to ScoU,Ind as I was therE

two years ago, you would find the railway station just like a tomb. Sunday afternoon, not a per

son around and abs'ute quiet and now just since the war two or three might come up from England

and only recently have any through trains been put on. There is a great deal of the old tra&itior

but in the great bulk of the churches there is higher criticism. The result of it is that you

can go into these huge cathedrals which 40 years ago were packed to the doors and today you might
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The people just don't go to church because there is nothing there for them. Out in the country

districts the people still go. I was up in the north part of Scotlana and. a man told. me nut

to peak over 20 minutes because the people will get so restless after th.t they will want to

leave. In the morning he spoke a bit on a nice little philosophical discourse on why it is

worth while to believe on the hereafter and the people sat very quite ann after he got through

most of the wondered what he had been talking about and. filed. I spoke that evening and I am

sure they had difficulty understanding me--at least I did. them and I just gave them a sinle

presentation of the Gospel and after takinE 35 minutes you could have heard a pin drop. People

were simply hungry for spiritual food but weren't getting it. But here was a man that had all

these things that the man spoke about from Ohio Wesley. He has the o'd Scotch Calvinistic view

point, that is dams Smith and has a keen mind and great imagination and often he will give a ver

good interpreation of difficult passages but he will rearrange chapters all around and when you

through with what he says about all you have left is what Geo. Adams Smith theories are. It is

extremely unfortunate that this is the case.

# 22 Parrar points out that Daniel is on a lower level than the other prophets because

he doesn't use "thus said. the Iord"--Daniel is in an entirely different position. He is in the

land of opcresion and God is giving him visions of things that are going to pass--we read that

the angelaid that that he was giving the Word of the Lord..We must come to this conclusion ana

that is not to expect people to be logical. When I was in the Presbytery of Phila. someone

presented. a resolution right after Pearl Buck got out her book praising the book--Rethinking

Missions--it was suggested. that we have criticism of Miss Buck because she was one of the

missionaries on the board. They put it up to the Committee and. they got in touch with the

Board in New York and they passed a resolutón parislng the board. and then at the end of it

they suggested that it might be a good. thing if they would put an end to the circulation

of her book--I got up and. mentioned how illogical it was to pass a motion praising the board

and include in it a condemnation of one of its missionaries--it seemed to me t had. to be one

way or the other and how could one vote either for or against and. they accepted. my suestion.

They divided it up into two and then proceeded to pass both. You needn't expect people to be

logical but I think the Lord. expesets us to do our test and then in dealing with others we

recognize that though others might be illogical we will logical. You will find. some very clear

thinkers who will get their emotions arouaed and then will become illogical in their thinking.
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Farrar was straight on the great doctrines of the Bible but illogical on higher criticism end

he lived. simply at the time when there was this transition. You don't have to attack a man

wholesale just because he pets off in a few points. Ellicotts Comm. on the whole Bible and

the Bible Commenatary are very good. and funainental. They are quite brief and, not extensive.

There is no commenatary that can be recommended unqualified but there are some that are better

than others naturally. I was quite disappointed on this commentary of Young on Daniel. He is

quite good on the the historical passages of Daniel. Dr. R. D. Wilson on his picture gives a

summary of the evidence and on the whole it is pretty good. . He will give the dispensational

view on it and he'll give the view of a certain thing and then he promptly give a reply. He'll

give a view on the thing, the view of the church. Quite disappointed in some of his interpretatio:

while it is somewhat good. he does not give a good strong presentation of any view but it is not

at all clear. You can pick up three or four verses here and there that would present a very

good view but when he comes to a problem he simply dismisses it and doesn't bother really stuiying

it tiw through. He will say of a passage for instance--this applies to Antiochus but then

he will say these verses cannot possibly refer to Antiochus and proceed to say they explain

the anti-cist. I think that it might be worthwhile to read some from this book of Bevin

he has written this book about the Jews in the inter-testament periods. He wrote the book,

The House of Selechus and this book is called, Jerusalem under the Highi Priests**he tells

about the development of the persecution that lead to the Macc. revolt. He shows how upset

the Jews were and from Mm . 13 - 15 is reading a couple of paragrpis from this booki. He

shows how this was the first organized persecution for religious reasons.

# 23 There doubtless were individual instances but there is no evidence of a large scale form

of persecutions. He thought nothing of asking the Jews to bow and worship him as Zeus and those

who were used to many gods thought little about the new arrangemeit but Antiochus wishing to have

a unity in the empire found the unity broken by a group of people who refues to conform to

what he asked and all this was not a matter of conquest since he already had. conquered Jerusalem

and a great many of the leaders had. alreaiy adopted these customs and were reaily to hand them

on down to hers but now they were going out among the poorer people in the villages and giving

the people the choice--they had the choice of worshipping Zeus as their god. or else be punished.

He says that paractices so irrational and uncouth--he thought all this would. soon give way to

that which he wanted. The Christians were prepared for persecution but the Jews were the

pioneers in this role but how did the verses of the happy death of the righteous sound now
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There is a continuation of the reading of Mr. Edwyn Bevin's book (Mm. i-+) He contends very

strongly that this was, that is the book of Daniel was written at the time of the Mace. and

of course he says if we had. the etimony of God as to when it was written that would be final

but where there is strong evidence in one direction, it is very sure that what is alleged the

testimony of God really is the testimony of God. He is right. Don't let anyone just say the

N.T. says this or that and that settles the matter for you but look the thing for yourself and.

see what it says. 0-et the exact evidence--if Christ definitely takes the position that settles

the cuestion for us. It, that is the evidence should be gotten for oneself and not just takez

someone else and. be sure that is really the testimony of God. I think that is very vital but

he has not done that. (Mm. 5-7 is again quoting from Bevin's book) Here is where he is right

when he says the book of Daniel came just when those bewildered hearts required. The book of

Daniel had the very message which they required and written in the first instance to bring those

people of that time comfort in that vital and most crucial situations--in the Ihole history of

the world --it put wings under thier feet. If this book, as he claims put wings under thier feet

to predict and make out that it was predicting things to come to pass 400 years in advance ana.

was just now being written, it was a pretty mean sort of a fraud--somebody then might have written

the book and pointed out the situation and. told them that God. would help them etc.--it is such a
wings under the

fraud that it would be pretty hard to see how it could putfeet f the devout people of that time.

They would be the wings of fraud and deceit while people in the generation think of Daniel as a

wonderful person--it wou'd. certainly be a pretty weak expedient. Most of the writers don't put

it as written at this time but two or three years later, when the little band was fighting for thei

lives and of course in that time the book would be equally valuable but if it was wttten then,it

would hardly be much comfort. To think of someone writing a lot of lies to be encouraging- it

would be written right during that time and. of course that would require pretty speedy writing.

A few years ago they said that it mentioned Bels}iazzar but they said there was no such person and

it would be something that one who was hastily writing ook would be likely to do but of course

now w know that Beishazzar was known and. though others had forgotten that there ever was such a

man, yet what is aid. about Belsha zzar has proved true. OU may say that pious people in the days

of Josiah wrote the book of Deut. and of course that is a pious fraud. But there is ten times

the amount of fraud in the book of Daniel because after all it would be far easier to have someone

make he laws of Moses than to suddenly rake up the story that ill this had been predicted 400

years ago and then expand how he loved God and His Word--it is ten times arder the religious
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The thing that I was trying to bring out was the fact that Bevin brings out--it put wings under

thier feet and the book of Daniel and Rev. have been a source of comfort to people that lgved the

Lord all the way down through the Christian church. They are the two book par-excellance for peop'

in the time of persecution and the book of Daniel had this as one' of its chief aims. If it was

written at that time it destroys the whole spiritual tcr. Certainly it had that purpose, we

certainly must recoize that God did. it 1+00 years earlier.

# 21+_-

We shall now look in ch. 11 in a bit more detail. We'll look at the 2nd v. as v. 1 we have said

is part of the previous ch. In this ch. we have evidence that Daniel was so interested in the

Maccabbean period. I don't thnk this proves at all that this was written in the Maccabean period

It was written with a great purpose of the preparation of the people and written by the Lora.

Some of you feel that Dr. Boswell has a dif±ernt interpretation on this passage but after a night'

discussion we reached. an agreement ad it doesn't matter if there is a certain alteration here and

there. He recognizes the possibility of v. 21 meaning .ntiochuz and v. 31 . hopeto

discuss the chapter further with you. Ck. 10 is not a ch. which any of you mentioned in your

pc.ters this morning and this cli. does not make predictions regarding the future. Ch. 1J is the

introduct.on to ch. 11 but in 11:2 he says"now I will show you the truth-.------" Does it mean that

there will be only three more kings in Fersia? The fourth is to be far richer than they all and

E ask who the 4th one is--Cyrus the great is the 1st one and the third one would be the fourth

one of them all. Ch. 10 says in the third year of Cyris, king of Persia. Many commentators take

the view that the third cf these three kings would be the fourth one in the ruling of the kingdom.

That thing of giving one muiber and then going on to another is quite a common thing in Proverbs

and it does seem plEallel here. In line with the usual reading of Scripture it would seem that

the 4th would be the 4th after these three and not the 4th counting one that is not one of the 3

who is already here. That is not an extremely important matter. The important natter is that thei

there were actually a dozen more kings in Persia but he is writing in the days of the iirst kingf

and he says there will yet be three and the fourth will be richer than all of them and then in

v. 3 " " and I think that all who read it feel it is Alexander the Great. We ask how you can

get Alexander the Great after three more kings of Persia. Montgomery has a very simple answer.

says in the oks of Ezra and Nchemi you find four kings of Persia mertioned all together.

No other kings of Persia are named and thus the one who wrote Daniel was familiar with the tarts

of the Bible already written and he could only find the four kings so he thouglthat was all there
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were. Actually he was mistaken but you can't blame him as the Persian empire was ended. 150 years

before'the time of Antiochus and. it would. be perfectly simple for a person to be in error on that

point and think there were only four kings when actually there were a dozen. Ifthis was writttn

in the clays of Antiochus it was an E'asy mistake for a man to make and it fits in with the idea

that it was written at that tithe. Young in his commentary discusses who the king is and. I think

his discussion is quite good but he passes over with no question whatever what this vta1 problem

is and makes no discussion on it. He says that it is true that the:e were more kings and he leavE

it. It is t?e that it is a problem and we wonder how it is going to be answered. It is an im

portant enough problem so you look at various commentaries and see what they say. What is your

attitude going to be? One commentator does say that four is a round number and he 'ust means

there wil he alot. Cues. Ill, of Pres. Washington in U. and how thewriter says there will be

three :wre presidents and there will bea president who will send his army and conqueror the Japan

ese EmDire---why would. he say thre? Cues. It is not the matter if the book if genuine but

what is the interpretation of the prophecy? If we interpret the book of Daniel in such a way

that to escate the argumentl.for its being a product at the time of Antiochus we must introducéc

principles about the'futuristic interpretation of the book. This is a very good verse, I think,

connected with that. Ques. about the archbishop. He thought it all sounded the same--the a

beginning of each ch. as he made them thus he made the oh. divisions. Aatually it is continuing

the discussion of the previous verse. It is a mistake of the archbishop out looking closely we

see it is a mistake and it is not correct. Calvin takes the view that there are three kings

after Cyrus and he says that oneof the three kings is an usurper so we will not count him but

leave him out and then Xertes is the third but fourth and. he is the one mentioned as he would

be the fourth after Cyrus. Others agree that it is Xertes but they don't agree that he will be

counted as three here. tlpold? on Daniel--a good commentary and well worth publicity. He is

Am. Lutheran. It is my opinion that of the Lutherans you have the Concordia--the Missouri Luther

ans who are very conservative and the United. Lutherans who have much modernism in them.

In the third verse, everyone rn4h4 conservative and liberal agree on it. He1was mighty and. he

ruled with great dominion but so did many a man who had an empire far smaller than Alexander the

' Great and there is nothing satd here of his conquests at a71 but it is only from the context

that we decide it is Alexander the Great. We have brief mention in the verse before and in the

verse fter we have his kingdom divided but everyone agrees it is Alex. the Great. The descrip

tion of the conqueror who comes from the west and destroyes this great land. night there I find
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a very unfortunate thing in Niopold. as he says in ch. 8 here the great horn is broken and he

says that is not Alexander the Great but it is the whole unified kingdom through him and his

immediate successors but in ch. 8 it does say the great horn is the first king so it does seem

he is departing from the precise ch. and I think th.t is unfortunate and I think that is a tendenc,

of Neopold. to interpret things as forces or movements rather than as individuals.

Daniel

I think it is worth noting about v. 3. Here is a verse taken by itself it could mean any one of

a hundred things but in context I don't know anyone who thinks it is someother than Alexander the

Great. The verse before --about stirring up --Montgomery thinks it means the last king of Persia,

Darius but all conservative commentators think it was Xeres who made a great effort judiciously

Persia would be like the Philippines resisting the U. S. --along distaflce to get over but a great

force to do it and. if it had. not been for all sorts of natural catastrophes it would be hard to

see how the people could possible have been prevented from overcoming Greece though beside all

of this there was a tremenduous valor on the partU the Greeks and. the reaainess to fight. There

seems to be a big space if this is Xerxes, between v. 2 and v.3. Of course if someone holds that

it was written at the time of the Macc. one could say that they knew nothing about Xerzes. 539 BC

is when Cyuus and Cyrus conquered Babylon and 331 was was when he died--there is about 130 years

rap. It is an interesting point but not one that is very vital. Let us look on to V. 4--now this

vrse uses rather vague language--stand up cou'.d b taken up as shall stop--stand in the Heb.

often means to stop. It is a general picture--looking at history in a general way you see this

man stand up--it isn't a kingdom that suddenly rises up and stays for a period. of hundereds of

years and he did conquer a good deal of the Asia clear into Asia, conquered all of India but

in the course of the following ten years the empire gradually broke to pieces and. 22 years later

his genrals decided to call themselves kings, but looking it up as a perspective when he shall

stand up his kingdom shall be broken--over a period of years. The four horns againi is rather

genral---?tolemy breaks off from this that is tried to be kept as one and then Selechus, and then

we have two rore break off--in the end there was three though there was a time when there was "four'

Macedonia was one of them and for a time Asia Minor was separate, aria Selechus himself conquered

Asia Minor and while he was there he went off to look at a monumennd while there his young nep'ne

Ptolerny--}1s c?os' friend that worked with him--he sinrp1 assinated him and that put the ena. to

dream of conquering the rest of Europe so the whole thing coula have been united except Egypt
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if Selechus had lived another few years--so we would say that the four winds there was pretty

general. You have three main ones though at sometime there were more and other times less.

This 4th verse is very accurate but not to his posterity--they tried to keep the kiricm to

give to his half-witted brother then when the son was born, they said he should be ruler ana

all the time they were really fighting whether this generaor that general shoulu. be ruling

and then they killed the two sons of Alexander and. killed his half brother so that none of his

posterity had anything for any length of time so that it was not divided to his posterity aor

according to his dominion which he ruled because this whole area which he rulea broke uinto

sections--who are th'se--isn't that his posterity which is the most natural interpretation.

Young says no, these mean other sections which break off but I don't see how you can get that

out of the verse, but that is only a very small part of the verse. V. 5--the king of the south

shall be strong--that is Ptolemy shall be strong and one of his prince s--natuaally he had. many

princes but this one shall be strone woi'd of course be the stroneest general that Ptolemy had.

This was Selechus was his name. When Alexander died he asked to be ruler of Egypt, that is Ftole!r

and he was very vise in that--he picked a territory that easily could be defended and he never

made any attempt to be Alexander's successor but simply took the empire of Et and ruled that

for 300 years. The other Eenerals tried to be Alexander's successor and in the course of events

most of them ot killed and they had terrific wars and fought for nearly fifty years back aria

forth but Ptolemy simply grabbed EGypt and held. it. He was the only who aid tis. Selechus was

made ovenor of Babylon and after a time he saw how his life was in danger so flea from there

into Egypt and took service under Ptolemy and so the Bible is giving an accurate statement but

not giving the whole truth. After he had chance to get Babylon again, Ptolemy gave him some

troops and made a rapid forced march up there and seized Babylon and. became ruler over a tre

mendous area but not an area that could easily be defended like Egypt. This very accurate

how Selechus became stronger than Ptolemy and he had much more wealth and his dominion was

indeed a great dominion--in v. 6 you read that they will join themselves together--who are

these. Could it not mean a later king of the south. You can take the statement as with what

precedes an have it refer to these two or you can take it as with what follows which I think

is bttr and you findhow Selechus doing this. You find Antiochus II married Ptolemy II and

t}is of course was a marriage made for polital reasons--the daughter of the king o the king ad.

south will come to make an agreement--the grandson of Selcuchus married the grand-daughter of
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Pèolemy and this Eirl&s name was Bernice but the one trouble with this marriage was that

Antiochus was already married. The people did not believe in polygomy and they did not usually

resort to it. If they wanted several wives, they would usually take one after the other. So

when Antiochus married Bernice he already had a wife and in order to make this political arrange

e-t-ment he divorced her or just put her 4ee4e aside just as Napoleon wanted to do when he wanted

the daughèer of the ring of Austria for his wife and. he just put her aside. Antiochus did the

same thing. Ptolemy was an old man and he died and when he died Avitiochus said there was not much

use in trying to make a friendship with the king of Erpt as that king is dead and that young

boy who is becoming king what does he care if his sister is married to me or not so he put Bernic

aside and went back to his first wife. He did not reckon with his first wife's attitude and hhe

was a woman of character and of determination. She said she was not going to take any changes on

being put aside again so she poisoned him and you read here that she will not stand and neither

will the strength of his arm ---- and. who all is meant by this we do not know all together but

Laod.icea encourgged her son Velucus to kill Bernice and so they killed her, her chila, ana all of

this to make sure Velucus would be king and they murdered the people standing with her. It does

fit pretty well with this statement but it is not given in too much detail-- he that begat her

wo'ld literally mean her father who died before she was set aside and some say with a little chang

it is ot he that begot her but he that was begatten by her and of course, if you took it that

way it would moan her infant who was murdered. Bernice's brother, the 3rd Ptolemy of Egypt. did

not altogether like what Ptolemy had done to his sister so he took an army and marched into

Assyria and he attacked Velucus the 2nd and he defeated and he overcame and took alôt o booty

away.? He wasn't a man of much characte' or of much force but he was evidently aroused in his

anger by this time and. showed a great deal of determination and he succeeded in doing what he

set out to dc and then he went into riotous liing. Then we read how he will come into the king

dom of the south and then return into his own land. Velucus made anothe attempt--he made an

attack against Egypt but it didn't succeed and he came back. It all fits in with the history here

It step by step leads up to the one who is the subject of discussion here. Some say it has nothin

t do with Antiochus but it is all leading up to the antichrist. If that was the case we woula

not expect it to start with Alexander the Great. No one could say but what all these things might

yet come to pass but they fit with that perèod.. It is hard to think of all this in any other way

than leading up to Antiochus. Quite a discussion here about v. 9 and the different translations

of it. Ab..ut tWu y.ars latei, about 240 when Velucus gathe together again power against the
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terrific loss he had. had and marched against Ptolemy and this seems a better rendering as it

fits with an event which actually occurea. though the other is a possible rendering of the word.

Ques. about the standing of many years and since there is not the adjactive it is easily possible

to take it as standing years away from them. It can be taken either way. If you take the next

verse as recapitulation and the next one s an attack upon him . He could have taken all of

Antiochus's kingdom and the Egyptian people were all stirred. up about the way their late king's

daugher had. been treated and they said this was unconditional surrender to such a force out the
amount

king said no when he had a tremenduous/booty gained and he was smart to realize that when you

have a large empire to def*nd. you can get into all kincis of trouble defending it. It was a part

of wisdom on his pt to not over extend it and so he will stand at this prt and not go farther.

He will last longer than the king of the north. All of these men had some other name--like the

lover of his father, or the lover of his mother or some such. We cannot get this ch. very well.

We should go on and look at the details in the ch. so study in commentaries on these different

views. Get an answer to the critical statements. Decide with what events the writings are con

cerned.

Daniel 27
At our last meeting we were discussing ch. 11 and. a very interesting ch. indeed it is but a ch.

that is the cl at the viewpoint of the book. Whether you take the unblieving view, the incon

sistent view or the Stblical view you will find matters involved in this ch. which will affect

your decision. I perhaps owe an apology to those real Christians like Canon Frear who believed.

that Daniel was written in the time of the Maccabbees and yet I called him an unbelie;ei'. He may

be a true Christian believer but I think that as far &shis attitude toward Daniel is concerned it

is an unbeliever's view . The book has so much in it that claims to be predict on on the face

of it but it is ciorneone at the time writing it as if it were prediction and that is getting pretty

close to unbelief. Then when Jesus spoke about it and referred to it as the book of Daniel and

then t0 say a later man wrote it and put Daniel's name on it. I can't then feel we are unjust in

calling it an unbeliever's view and then of course it is true that the great bulk of ones who hold

the view are unbelievers. Now the 11th ch. has difficulties f:om the viewpoint of a believing view

to so eat an extent that a German writer, Zifir, in his understanding of it says the ch. include

an interpolation and al]of this detailed material is interpolation and. he does not believe this is

in connection with the Divine prophecy and there is a very brief statement about it originally and.

someone in the time of he Maccabbees added in all of this precise detail. That is the view that
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Ziffer presents and then such a fine man as WriEht, the commentator an Daniel and. on hechariah,

has adopted and maintained this view. Dr. Robert Dick Wilson was careful in dealing with the dif

ficult problems and this may be one case in which it did. nct impress him as a difficult problem

and he cast it -aside rather briefly and. he said there was nothing contrary about it. Dr. Wilson

usually went far into the difficult details. I don't think we should condemn him for having cast

aside this problem so 'briefly. e do wish he mipht have dealt with it more in detail as it is a

real problem. It is valuable t0 know about Antiochus as he is one of the important figures in

history and he was one used of Satan to threaten the whole testimony of God and among all the

enemies of God's work in the history of the world there is none more important than Antiochus

and. some say they are an interpolatin while others say they show that Daniel did not actually

write it. The liberal scholars say this is clear proof of the facts of the events o the Persian

E-pire and a brief summary and then when you et into the years of the century preceeding An

tiochus and there is so much detail here that that shows that the writer was writing at ti-at

time and that he knew that detail. If he did he is making out that somebody has predicted it

and for someone to write and. claim that somocne predicted. it when he .id. not is either a deceit

and a fraud. or certainly could. not be effective in inspiring and encouraging people. Ill, of the

confidence which Washington had. If they thought what Washington had said was ot true then he

would. tot have been able to encourage them. Regarding the difference between the second and. the

third view that also enters into this ch. Then he says there will be three kings of Persia and

a mighty king sbhll stand. up. of student. Quite a discussion here --7-9 about the seating
a strong king

arrangement in the class, etc. There are three kings of Perbia, a fourth king of Persia,/stands

up, and when he stands up his kingdom is broken. If you hold the first view you say there are

four kings of Persia and then they say they don't know if the-e are more. As further evidence

they point to the fact that the Talma'de we havekvidence which shows that the later view started

the whole Persian empire. The fac of the Persian Empire were forgotten among the Jews so it is

natural enough then tat they wouldn't know the facts in the writing of the time of the Maccabbees

Here we have an evidence of the writer's ignorance of early times and so this is an important poini

as relates to theosition. Is this a part of the writer's ignorance or did. God. actually give it

in this way? Those who hold the 2nd and. 3rd. position insist that this ruler is Xertes and not

the last ruler of Persia. They say it refers to Xertes as the 4th ruler and whetherhe is the 4th

of the 3 or if he is the fourth after the 3. In either case I think all believers take it as
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Xertes as the ruler. Those who hold. the first view usually say this is the last one. The ones

who take an a-mel. view or a post-m. view, they insist that the book does not contain gaps and

it gives things right straight along. How can they do it here and yet say it is absolutely im

possible elsewhere? If they are going to say it is possible here why don't they say it in between

That is what I call the inconsistent view. They will take the same things and when they attack

the futuristic view they will wax eloquent in the fact that such a thing is utterly, impossible.

Ques. cf student. It is entirely about what the views are and it doesn't make any really particul

ar difference as I can see if it is the 3rd cr 4th king. The first king is Cyrus, the second is

Cainbutton, and then there as and he only reigned a few months. He k illed his wife (not

clear on the record right there). Darius, Xertes, etc. I think it is more logical t0 count

SMerd.us and not to count Cyrus simply becausdof the parallels. I believe that all conservatives

believe herr'that Xertes is the one meant here as the king. The liberal interpreters say no.

Daniel 28
They say in the Bible you find a king named Aruertes and a king named Ahaaaura and they say they

must take the kings mentioned elsewhere in the dible and that way get four kings. If you get four

kings that way wLich one will you take as the fourth? Since v. 3 spekks of the man who destroyed

Persia it is natural to think Itis the fourth one. That came from the time the Maccabbees.

All will agree that there are a number of other kings after Xertes--between Xertes and Alexander.

They will say Xertes is remembered because he is the great, king who tried to conquer Greece by

his great forces. He made many attacks against the Greeks and if it was not for theremarkabie

valor of the Greeks united with remarkable good luck, as far as weather conditions, etc. were

concerned, the Grerks coula. never have kept their independence against Xerte. Early history is

filled with Xertes attacks on Greece and all that Xertes tried to do with them. Then it is quite

natural to say there is a Persian king who stirred up all the realm of Greece and then a Greek

kine comes along and he goes to conquer Persia. It is a logical rather than a chronological re

lation. A number of the Persian kings were passed oer and you come to this one who stana.s out

because he came to attack Greece. So in Greece and then suddenly the one stanas out who went to

csnquer Persia. There arehese gaps and it is alright to have gaps in prophecy. That is how

every conservative interpreter takes it and then they accept it as part of something which Daniel

could have written instead of believing iVis the mistaken view of the man who was writing two

centuries later. That being the view you take on this, it doesn't say there are gaps later on but

it does not say that you cannot say that there ardnot or cannot be gaps later on. You can't say
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say then that there can't be such gaps. Be ready to examine the evidence and see. V. 2-3 is a

very important matter from the viewpoint of the criticism but it is also very important from the

viewpoint of the interpretation of theprophecy. Once you admit the critics are wrong on this point

you. cannot deny that there may be gaps in parentheses elsewhere aria all of this scorn which is cast

by certain people upon the idea of the parentheses view in the church or any thing like that. All

such scorn, if they are logical they must go ahead and say Daniel did not write Daniel and it is

a fraud from the time of the Maccabbees. Whether there is a parentheses or not must be determined

by a study of the passages but if you do take the scornero view you must say Daniel, the book, is

a fraud at the time of the Maccabbees. We o on and we notice the mention of Alexander. e stands

up and we notide that his kingdom is broken and divided to the four winds of the heaven but not

according to his posterity or according to his dominion. "plucked up for others besides those" and

surely the those means his posterity. Some try to make out it is something else and thus make it

a problem but I see no problem to it. A9 we look at the two principal divisions into which it is

made we know the king of the south is strong and one of his princes and he is trong over him ana

has dominion which is great. Ptolemy Logu.s, king of Egypt--he is strong but Selucus comes with

cne of his generals for a time and then with his help goes and. conquers a great empire in the

north, a larger empire than Ptolemy has., a stronger force and you could say he has more acute

strength but less strenh--more temporary strength but less lasting strength. Ptolemy was

very clever and he seized Egypt which was not one of the mainlarge divisions but it was a siheable

division, one easy to defend and he established a kingdom which lasted a hundred years longer than

any other section of Alexander's empire. He got into various troubles and parts of his empire brok

off and there was fighting all of the tive and eventually it was destroyed a century beforetthe
-'I

Ptolemy one was. This 5th verse is true and then in v. 6 they shall join themselves together.

The kings of the south and the kings of the ncrth---the king's daughter of the south --the grandson

of the king of the north first mentioned here and they make an agreement and. his daughter goes off

and marries and then "she does not retain thepower or the arm ---------------------------------he that begat her-he that

strengthened her, etc." and we cannot exprect to explain all cf this in precise detail. It shows

that she comes up but she does not stand and Antiogus divorced his wife in order to take Beriice

and then after her father died he no longer feared getting on unfriendly terms with her father

o he wanted to get rid of her and get his other wife back again. Then the other wife poisoned.

her husband. Sheut her own son on the throne and then she reigned in his name and they are a
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series of unpleasant events that do not really deserve too peat a pl:ce in the history records.

Cues. of student about who Celucus reafly is. Aèxander was succeeded by his son but the son

was not yet born. They all said that they did not want to wait until the king was born but thpy

wanted to make his half-brother king. They fixed on one of the generals to be the protector of the

half brother and to have charge of the administration. They wanted to appoint governments.

Ptolemy went to Erpt and. became governor of Egypt. He acted supreme there and did not pay any

atention to what anyone told. him and 20 years later he began calling himself king there. 0e of

the young generals was Selucus and he wanted to he made governor of Babylon .na he gas. he set

out to try to me himsief independent and then the one who was in charge was killed aria another

one came forward and tried to be ruler and when he took over one section an then another ana when

he say a general who ;as powerful he would get the man to come visit him and then give him poison

or something in order to be sure t at he was the strongest. Selucus saw he was next on the line

so he fled from Babylon and went to Egypt and became a general for Ptolemy and then when this

man came to attack Ptolemy Selucus was his general who drove him back and. helped keep Egypt safe

from him. Selucus then got back into 3abylon and he was established as ruler over the empire.

There is constant fighting back and forth but it ends up with Ptolemy holding Erpt and Selucus

holding nearly half of the empire and with another one of the generals holding Macedonal and anothe

one holding Asia Minor and at one time it looked as though S'lucus wo"ld get all of them in his

hands when he was about 80 years old. Fe had the son of Ptolemy who had fled from Ptolemy

and after much commotion ti son wondered why Selucus should have it and why he should not.

The people did. not all rally behind young Ptolemy but what happens is that when it settles down

you have, these four different kingdoms instead of one. Ques. about what would be good books to

have on this.

Daniel 29
If you find any place where there is trouble and then a year or two after it has happenea

if you ask someone to write up what has happened you will find it is very difficult to get two

people whc would write it at all alike. They would be apt to write exactly op,,--,osite. Also in

connection with the things that stand out. There may not be anyone on hand reaay to write the

details of the events impartially. As we look back it is often the question as to hew mach we

do know about this and howuch can we be sure of in connection with all of this. So for the pur

pose of our course I think it 16 good for us to know that here we have a brief account of all the
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things that have happened. Alexander the Great conquered Persia and his empire broke up into

four separate kingdc9s which were nt ruled by his posterity. More detail is interesting and

you can spend months studying it but it is not especially necessary for tti t of Daniel. The

main thng to know is that when the empire did. break up there were two very important kingdoms.

Cne was more soutern than any of the other ones and. one north of this southern kingdom an

the largetcf he three northern kingdoms and. thus could properly be called the kingdom of the

north. Ptolemy the king cf the south and. Selucus the king of the north we:e closely bound togethe

from the beginning and from this time on the two kingdots are closely related bccaus they touch

each other. The only kingdom that the Ptolemy hingdom touched was that of elucus and in addition

to that Palestine is right on the :order between the two. Thenever they would fi ht they go acros
existant

Palstine and the kingdom of Egypt is absolutely self-r4-et4 except in one regard.. They had all

that they needed---good supplies, wealth such as no other nation had and it was the easiest area

to defend. . Erpt had no wood. and in the nartii of Pa tinc, in the c-'d.ars of Lebanon you have
important if

good wood and so it was/possible for Egypt to hold. Palestine and. Ptolemy held Palestine the first

century after the tLneof Alexander --that is the only thing outiae of Egypt tat Egypt held, and.

that was Palestine. You see then how very important for Biblical hist.j these two kingd.omi come.

e have the account of the first two kings and then we jump to their granachila.ren, the son of
and his daughter marries

Ptolemy/married the son-grand of Selucus and from those days these events are remembereu, in

NT histor:: be-cause the- were cities everywhe e named for Ale.and.er and .ntioch was a great Cit

and in fact there wee several of them. There is the disagreeable episode of the murder of iernieE

the daughter of the king f Egypt and. this called a great bit of stir so it wa t in here.

In v. 7 of the branch of her roots--- " and how can you better u.escrie her brother than out

of theraach other roots . Continue beyond the king of the north and. we wonder if that meau live

a little longer than the king of the north it tht is not just what it seems. He will probably

continue longer than the king of the north. In other words he will do this, takes alot of propert

aria, then comes back to settle and then settles down into luxurious living which that climate in

Egypt is apt to produce. Then in v. 10 it is very interesting in the Authorized Version we read

"that his sons shall be stirred up" and. one shall come to overflow. One here is in italics and we

ask why it woula be in italics. Why did. the authorized interpreters do a thing like that? You

¬4could. leave out the one and. it reads just as smoothly but does it road. as accurately?

Yes, the latt part says he will return and be stirred. up to his fortresses. They put the one

to show the tense. The Revised Version did. not do that. The RV says "His son shall me war and
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shall aseme a multitude of great forces which shci1 come out and overflow-------------" There is

a footnote which snysttthey will come on or he' -hY Thatgives you the choice of they or he.

The AV says "one" and the RV says "they or he iy do they give you the choice? In the footnote

they give you what the Hbrew says and then in the other they change it ana make it a smoot er

sentence. It is smoother but it does not fit the Hebrew or it does not fit the fact. The fa:t

of the matter is that ycu have the two sons of Selucus the 2-id, 3rd and Antiochus 3rd. and -h two

sons assembled a multitude of ereat forces. The older of the two sons Selucus 3rd reigned. from

227 to 223 'out in 223 he died and his rother Antiochus the 3rd took over the realm and ruled from

223 to 1P7 so the to brothers are the kings andthe caring on of the war and then the older one

went on as the younger one had died and the full details are not given of it as the bible aoes not

st out to give th full details. I don't k:iow if this would be holden by someone with the Macc&O

bean theory or not . It is not extremely important in the relation of God to his people but from

the view of the history of Palestine this is a very important verse. Heis such an important person

that he is often called. ntiochus the Great and the reason we call him great was due to the fact

that he was a greateerruler than any ruler since Selucus the First. He as a man who accomplished

great things for his kingdom and a man who if it had not been for the intervention f thomans

he would have succeeded in establishing a powerful empire but the Romans interfered.. They had tu

fight pretty hard but they did it and that is interesting here as it knows nothing of the Roman

Empire but he fourth is Greece and yet we find here Rome already at this time overcoming the

greatest king except for Selucus the first. They put a stop to his effor, made him destroy his

navy, his elephants, etc. They treated him very much like GErmany was treated after 1942, not

entirely so but pretty much so. Antiochus is described. from v. lO- and there are many details

of the empire given here and it is important because of his greatness in the Selucian kingdom a-nd

it would have been very great if the Romans had not interfered and. stopped. it. Mention of Hannibi

here and what he did. In the end the Romans killed. his brother, threw his head. over into his army

and in the end attacked Africa right.n the end. Hanni'oal killed himsf so it is interesting to

tie it together with that great event in Roman history. In Biblical history ntiochus 3rd. is very

important because he conquerored. Palestine from Ptolemy and that the Romans let stand and so Palesti

up to this hai been controled a whole century by Egypt now is no longer controled by ER rpt but is

controled. by Seluciac.
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Daniel is a big subject here and a very interesting one it is. Daniel is a el in many different

discussion. Between those who think that Daniel is a book of human ideas and view points and

those who believe that the Bible is inspired message and they try to fit everything in the Bible

into thrir system. Instead of going to the Bible and trying to get the system outof there, they

try to fit the Bible to their system. Dr. Robert Dick Wilson used to say that the book of Daniel

is about the most difficult book in the Bible to understand when it came to the dispute between

the Bible believers and the modernists. He said it was the most difficult one from four different

viewpoints and I think it is valuable in our study to keep these four different phases in mind.

These views are history, miracles, prophecy and languare. I don't know if it is strictly accurate

to say that from every cne of these four there is another as strictly accurate as Daniel but there

surely is no other book which has as many difficulties in all four put together. In view of these

Daniel is surely one of the very hardest books in the Bible from th viewpoint of the Christian

and yet it is vital to study the authenticity of the book because once you admit thatthe book is

not what it claims to 1e-- a book which represents te rnessa&:es that God gave to Daniel and the

way that God interfered in the life of Daniel and his friends--logically, after you have admited

that much, you must go on and say that the rd Jesus Christ was mistaken when he predicted certai

things and said they would be as described in the book of Daniel and then he spoke of it as the

book of Daniel. From either vi'w, if Christ d.id.not know about it or if Daniel dicinot wr!e it

thn we would have to say that we didnot havc a Divine Christ. If Christ thought it was written

by one who did not know about it or from either view then we would have to say he is not a Uivine

Christ, and the Creator of the universe. So it is vitally connected with the integrity of our

Christian religion. Is the book of Daniel a genuine product of the time of Nebucanear written

by Daniel as it claims to be or is the book of Daniel a product of the Maccabbean period? Is it

a book in which it gives actual predictions of what is to happen centuries later and these pre

dictions were fulfilled exactly as prescribed or is it a book written in the i4accabbean period of

efents occuring previous to that time and. then they are given as predictions. and if they are

predicted before when actually they are known to the man who had seen them hapen or heard of them

He goes on and gives predictons from then on and between these two positions there is no middle

ground. It is vital for the Christian to know which is rieht in connection with the book of Daniel

We shall look into the four views now a hit and. we shall probably ta!e the least time on language

o let's start with tat. In order to deal with the language properly you have to either take a

great deal of time on it or dal with it but briefly and so we shall give only a brief summary now
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If it was a course in in pe4ate- trod.uction of Daniel instead of the course in interpretation

then we would. probably giv' half of the aourse to the study of the language. It is vital that we

know something of the situation regarding it even though we shall not go into it in detail in

this interpretation of 4-he prophecies. In the older book from the critical viewpoint it is

statedci that the book of Daniel. contains Greek words or words that woula not have been known at

the time of Nebuchanezzar and of course this is a positive and a powerful argument from the view

point of the language. If it contains words not known at that time but known later it is a pretty

good proof thatit was not written at the earli'r time. If you have a book written about George

Washington and it has the word garage, chauffeur, etc, which has come into the English language

in the last half century we would t en h'ye pretty good evidence tiat George Washington (Liu not

actually write it. It is a powerful type of evidence. In this case aoout 100 years ago the evia

ence from this viewpoint looked very strong but then examination of new material in Meopatamis

brought to life proof that tn the time of Nebuchanezzar there were Greek musicAns at the court

of Neb. in Babylon and these particular terms are largely terms dealing with music and if there

were actually Greek musicians at the court in Babylon there is no reason why a man writing in the

court should not be familar with the Greek words. They might not yet be known to the people of

the land. as the Greek civilization had not yet penetrated through th:t area but Neb. was in a

rosition to impore the best of the cultrue of the natiun and at a great distance from the court.

Not only was he in the postion to do it but we know that he actually did do it. Thus no reason

why a man rieht there after it happened shoua.a. not be able to use these particular words so that

argument is not one thatis much used now. That is the strongest type of a language argument.

The other phase of the language argument is much less tangible and is much more difficult to canon

The language used is not such as the man wo'1d have written at that tie. That is very hard to

prove. You must have a great deal of evidence before you are in the position to say . For in

stance someone could read from Queen Elizabeth's time with all the "thee's ano.ous" and then

you co':ild read from Gen. Eisenhower's and. there would be no thees and. thous there and. you would

remark on the differemne. It is in the grammar and. the usage of the English language. When you

find sometMng with thee nd thou in it you say then it comes from the early period and not later.

Occasionally you har a pastor go into the thes and. thou's in a sermon and it is the effect of

the studying of the King Jars version. Anyone knowing Eng. history as it might be known as a

German would know it or to a Frenchman would never dream that anyone today would actually use

thee and thou today in conversation. Ill, of visiting a family in Germantown an the man asking
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if 'thee"would. like some pie. Many would not know that there is a religious sect that keeps up
evidence

the use of the "thee". They use it in all common speech within the family. Language/ can be

very important but it must 1e handled with great care. In the book of Daniel the argument was

based largely upon the view point in the develpment of the language. The Aramaic language is

what half of the book is written in and there is a very intereting problem. You have the first
of the 2nd ch.

ch. and the first four verses/in Hebrew and then the rest of the 2nd ch. starting in the middle

of the verse is in Aramaic and you go on in Aramaic until you get to the end of the 7th ch. There

we o to Hebrew. Why Aramaic up to this point, rte? There have been all sorts of efforts to work

out a reasonable explanation why it should be this way and perhaps the best argument for it is wher

he is talking about the four nations i- he uses Aramaic and when he talks about Hebrew people he

uses the Hebrew language and yet this does not work out either. The 3rd ch. tells of Daniel's

companions and ow they stood up for their faith and how God protected them and. .t is dealing with

the Israelites and. how God protected them. Thus it does not 'k out. Why should the 11th ch. De

in Aramaic when it is dealing with great world events? There is gust no logical reason from that

view point and it is an important thing to kncw in studying the Bible or any other subject. I
an open

(You

go to something -ee--4 mind you are then apt to go away with an empty mind. An open

mind, in the sense that you have no theories is a mind that never accomplishes anything. I have

known people who have taken a verse or two from the New T. and drawn a belief from it and then with

that in mind they will go to other verses and explain them away to fit that particular one. Ten

it srould not be used to say that this is what the Bible teaches but it is an hypothesis. If find

ing a verse that does not agree do not explain it away but think over your interpretation.

Daniel #31
Let us not take it alone and explain away the rest of the Bible to fit it. God wants us to start

with the easy passage whereever they are and then go to the hard passages thus we are given the

Indctive method, the method given as the method of progress in any field of science and a pro

gress in any field of study. If you try various theories and you don't find any that work ano.

then you grab at just any one and say you will use it anyway. Let us recognize the fact that then

is not a theory that accounts for the use of Aramaic in one place and then not in another place.

dke of riller with w?ite hat. It is true that the color is not especially important. I know

some people who will try to take of the number of the fish drawn up in John 21 and. make a big

thing over the specific number. Actually why does or should the Bible make any particulariier-
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as to how rnarrd there were--why can't the Bible just tell us how many there were. Now in this

case why couldn't Daniel have written in a way that was natural to him and writing in that way,

he dealt in way that was natural to him and the Holy Spirit kep Daniel from error but that doesn't

mean that every word he said had significance but it is this woro. and not a iifferent wc.r that

is used. How can this language be two. I was much interested by a rn-an whom I assisted for some

time and under whom I studied while at Princeton Theological Scm--Dr. R.D. Wilson--He was a great
student of O.T. and stidied in Germany for quite a while before he began teaching in western Sem.

in Pittsbur and Dr. Wilson has a very dear friend, Prof. Sachau who was one of the greatest

authorities on Aramaic and I waa to visit Prof. Sac?'au a year before he died but as I looked

over some of the correspondence ef Dr. Wilson with Prof. Sachau it was very interesting how one

would begin writing in his own language and then he would refer to some that the other had said

and then he would chanp into the otcr 1enEuae and then be would write along in that language

for a while and then something ould occur t}-at would. c*use him to go back to the other language

and when you Fret to the point 'hen you can speak two ''ing"ags with pretty nearly equal facility.

you are pretty ept tc use the languaee you began with until you come to so-e thing that would

cause ou to change and then you would z'o along in that, and you don't stop at every sentence

and ask yourself what would be tie best language to use/ I remember when I was in Germany, there

was a young fellow th"re from America and as we walked we got to practicing our German azia it see

md to be oulte an erfort to him, eno. after a while I asked i he wculu. care to go up ana visit

this ftteni. of mine and say Hello to him--we will talk to him in German just for practice an I

kept on in German--Herr so and so and these two were having quite a time getting their thnghts

into Germai, and neither reliazed the other knew English--they were rather disgusted in the end

that they had used so much effort but all thi had ;one on ithout my realizing it. That is the

way that Sachau i use to talk t0 il:on. He would keep on with oc language or keep on with

another language. Daniel wrote in Hebrew but *hen he was at the court ofNebuchanezzar he spoke

Aramaic and he trobably L.iked it more than he talked Hebrew and in v.4 of ch. 2 he tells

how the people came befor the king and it was natural then to o into Aramaic as that would

be what they were speaking. Iind it i easy when I am talking to someone and I soy that he said

something, it is very easy for me to o into German as I am telling of someone who speaks in

German. Cften it is difficult to Wake a translation but you can see how easy it would be in this

case. In ch. 8 he started telling of anothr vision which he had haa and it was most natural to
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go back into that language. It was a natural development rather than one that has specific meaning

I think it is even a further proof that it comes from the time of Daniel and it is very significant

that at this time he would use some Hebrew an some Aramaic. It would be so natural t switch fron

one to another that e would not notice while at t}-e time of the Maccabbees they were all talking

Hebrew and. Aramaic was a dead language and to use it would be of a definite effort and thus you

would not do it in the middle of the book. ( A discussion here of the naturalness of talking in

the language with which you are most familar.) The argument here has been based upon a philosoph

ical theory that the Aramaic language has developed in a certain way and in developing in thus

way you have the eastern Aramaic and t1e western Aramaic and in the later times we have the east

ern and the western and we have specific difference. We had nothing from the time of Nebuchanezzai

until fairly recently. So they say the bookof Daniel hs some characteristics of easternAAramaic

and some cf western and the 4g- characteristics of western Aramaic are sufficiently common to

indicate the book of Daniel is not an example of just one or the other. Some sa the character

istics of the western Aramaic are so prevelant that it could not have been written in the court

of Nebuchanezzar in the east but must have been written in the court of Palestine in the west.

That was the theory presented and maintained by Dryver and others but in 1912 in a volume of study

by the faculty of Princeton Th. Sem. Dr. Robert Dick Wilson wrote an aticle on this matter of the

Aramaic language. It was not just on a theory but it was an induction of facts and. he was in

the position to have the facts. Prof. Shau-- was only a bit older than Dr. Wilson but when he

would get new documents dug up n Egypt he would send copies of them to Dr. Wilson and. then he

had the first chance to study them of anybody. They arpen an'published now but when he would

get a new document he would. make a list of all the words and then study the facts in these and

got the use of the Aramaic earlier than any previously known Areinaic in Ejpt. He came more and

more to the conclusion that the difference between western and eastern Aramaic had not yet develop

ed. So Dr. Wilson advanced the theory that there was no division to the east and the west at the

time of Daniel nd he brought forth evidences to try to prove it and theêcholarly world was so

amazed that they paid. little attention to it. It is airight to have theories but label them as

such. Test the theories. It looked as though people were going to ignore this article until

192 when H. H. Rowley of Un. of issued a book on theAramaic of theOT and he began the

book with practically these words, This book is long over due. It is already 16 years since

Dr. Wilson ----------- and thus he set about to answer Wilson's arguments and he wrote his book

trying to prove Dryver was right and. Daniel is west Aramaic and not eastern Aramaic and there is
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not such a unity of hhe two and. if Rowley had. written his book ten years earlier it might have

had a greater influence. Dr. Wilson, the last thing he did. before"nis death was to make prepara

tion to write an answer but the answer was not so important for the simple reason that Rowley
in l97

was aireany out of date. Prof. Bomgarden? had written a series of articles/on the Aramaic of the

CT and in this series Prof. B. does examine the evidence.

Daniel 32--R.D. Wilson has proved his point --the idea there was a difference between eastern

and western Aramaic is false and so he admitted that that argument which had. been put forth by

liberal shholars and. that which Roweley put forth in l92 was out of date and the further pyrii

discoverees lit in with Wilson's argument. It is rather odd that Rowley includes Bomgartden

arguments though he uoes list his work in the bibliography. Of course that doesn't mean now

that Born. admits that Daniel was written at the time of Daniel--from the liberal viewpoint no

one can believe that, so he built up a brand new pilè&ogicai argument to show how the tramaic

doesn't fit with Daniel but he did give up the previous argument altogether. Right after that

R.R. Charles, noted. prof. at Cambridge, author of the great set on Apocrypha and ruaepha-

in l92P he also issued a commentary on the book of Daniel and in this he quctes Baum. quotation

of R.Wilson but in this case he says though it is not the usual thinE for Baum. to agree with a

man like Wilson, but he admits that Wilson proved his point and then R.H. Charles evhtently did

not think so very much of the brand new argument of Baum. because he ignored it and made u

another one of his own. So the whcle three hold on linguistic grounds that Daniel is late

but hold. different reasons. Whhn you find peopi' who are convinced that a certain argument

is sufficient to prove a certain point and you find various intelligant people agreeing with it,

you might have reason t0 believe it but when you people who agree in uaiori but think that

each other reasons are no good it makes me wonucr whether they are not bust looking for various

arguments to butressg up their conclusion and not actually reaching it with facts. Today it i

pretty well disproved on liguistic grounds through the work of R.D. Wilson. I don't think you

can examine the evidence of Dr. Wilson carefully and not come to the same conclusion that he did..

Now for the argument from miracles:This is a point hich may be greatly affected by the

general viewpoint. If you believe that a miracle couldn't have happened. then it couldn't have

happened at that time. If you are going to take a theoretical aprroach to something of course

that settles the matter. In 1910 people in TT.S. were convinced. that a machine heavier than aft

simply couldn't fly and. the Wright brothers in Ohio were flying as much as half a mile--their
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plane woulo. go off the ground arid land and. thoigh the street-car line went right past the place,

but everyone said that such a thing just co-1dn't happen so there waz no attention paia to it

whatevr and when people asked the government to look into as to its valie from a military view

point --they just laughed at them since it was impossible and. it was only after Germany and

Russia were already interested in seeing whether they could purchase--it was only then that the

govt. Pave a very critical examination to seeing whether the outfit was worth locking into. Here

Was an actual thing being done 'out people paying no attention since it was simply impossible. That

is what happens when you go to anything with a preconceived theory. It is a good. way tqrevent

progress. Go to the facts and see what they are and see wh're they lead and when you find, a great

many facts which evidence a certain thing, natually hold t0 that tenaciously and you should have

pretty strong evidence to dislodge that and you never make in progress simly on theories. In

this matter of miracles you cannot prove it from an objective viewpoint since there is riot W8j

e can o back to prove. We can't make you believe that miracles can't happen no more than a

person can't fl:, except that some day you might be rudely aakenea. with '.omb droped from a

plane and if you want to believe that miracles can't happen, you have a rude awakening when the

greatest miracle in the history of all the world happens-when the Lord returns to this earth aria

puts an end. to wickedness and puts up His kingdom on the earth. Aside fccm that you can look at

the miracles from this extent. Why is it particularly important to a liberal scholar not to

believe in the miracles of Daniel. Tley are quite different from those in other books. They tell

about miracles that happened off in some obscure corner of the world somewhere but these happened

: the court of the greatest monarch of the earth. Abrah* was mere desert shiek and no one cared

as to what happened. to him. But here is a book that claims that the miracles happened right there

at the court. You couldn't have the story that great miracles were happening at Washington, D.C.

'without ettjng it known pretty well. So the liberal, if he doesn't believe in the Supernatural

can't believe in the genuineness of the book of Daniel. Prof. Montgomery was very much influanced

by Dr. Wilson's evidence, he said that may be a part of it did come from two or three centuries

earlier and I think there was criticism of his saying that. Rowley criti.ihea him for it. There

were at least six times that I heard him myself--which was written during the time of the Macc.

he would emphasize. The miraculous , I think has a lot to do with it. Of course when you open

the Bible you don't find. a miracle on every page. You find that they come in four great periods )

and the book of Daniel would present the third of those but there is reason why there should be

a great period--the very existence of theGod's testimony was at stake and it is very reaorable
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that God would interfere even though He ordinarily doesn't do it. So in a Supernatu"al God there

is no reason why we can't believe in the supernatural miracles--this is a particular argument

in which we cannot prove inductively.

1ti±y--The argument from the viewpoint of pro;'necEy has two viewpoints. (L) That a man

living at the time of Daniel eou'dn't hac put down with such remarkable accurey but if you.

believe in a Supreme God there is no reason why it should be rejected on that score. The other

phase is that the predictions are given with remarkable accuracy right straight up to the4tlme
of

Antiochus Epiphanes and then they go heywire. Then after that it tells of things that are going

to happen and they didn't happen--he says that there is going to be a resurrection, that the

who'.e earth is going to become the kingdom of God and this hasn't happened. It says that there

will be a great expedition against Egypt and it continues talking and it sounds as thought it

is still speaking of Anticchus, but he didn't have an expedition against Erpt. They point thi

out as a very strong argument --there is only one way around it and. that is that Goa predicted

in the time of DAniel an that he predicts up to the time of Antiochus at the great crisis and

there is a big gap to the time in contrast to Aniochus who tred to destroy the Gospel, God is

going to destroy the wicked forces. It is very intereti- how some believinr scholars deny the

idea of rap an then when they get to this point they just try t0 avoid it. They say that

Antioch'is Etipanes i a ype of the antichrist, particularly after such and such a verse

and when you get to such and such a verse-, he says this verse coildn't possibly apply to Antiochus

et. Th reasonable way to take t would be up to this point is to take it a having the gap unles

you want to be a liberal. Those who try to deny that Christ i. going to :orne back t0 set up

Ills kingdom ret into all kinds of absurdities and making false statements. If you aamit this ap

you can say that Daniel wrote it but if you deny it you practical have to take the liberal vied.

# 33- If you think that it was written at the time of the Mace. 'ou can't very well hula to

a Supernatural God because your predictive prophecy is clearly a fraud. Up to that time he claims

it to be prediction and then it is histhry and then there are e.ther things that are to happen

and they haven't yet happened. You better throw the book of Daniel out of the Bible, and say

that it was written at the time of the Mace.

History--The ariment is that an unknown writer in the time of the Mace. made up all this

and he naturally rot t}e history quite twisted. Then when he got to his own dc-,y he got more

accurate bit nearly as Izua±z many mistakes as beforel. Cf. the story of Nahonidus and

Belsbazar. Forty years ago it was pretty difficult to defend t'e history of 5th ch. of the
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book of Daniel that Belsazzar ever lived. Subsequent investigation has ironed all of this out.

Prof. Doughtery of Yale wrote a whole book on this, Nabonidus and elshazhar. It is almost

fantastic that anyone would have the details down so hell that didn't live at that oay. There

mere many details that didn't seem accurate at first but on investigation i: has been sown that

they are true. 0±' course the big problem historically is te mention of four kin-from the

liberal viewpoint it is very easy in the time of the4acc., that if th Fersain empire ha dis

appeared 150 years before he would think t}'at there were only four kings--of curse in the Bible

only four are mentioned and this fits in with the idea that it was written at the time of the

Mace. but if you take the view that there can be gs in history, then he could say that there

'would be four kings--and call him lerxes and then aftr a gap of cight kins then you have a

great Greek king coming and destroying tip Persians. If you admit this gap there you can have

svething that might have been given there and. it would be true prophecy--there are two possible

views in th book of Daniel. One--that i is a fraud and just made up. (2) Thc truiy

:upernatural view--that God enabled Daniel to know about Antiochus, and that some lay Goi would

send His Son n the clouds of heaven. THen you have the Amill. or Post-mill. who have it refer

only to the first coming of Christ--cf. xoung's commentary. Many places in te book it ridcu1es

the idea of gaps. Next time take ch. 2 and 7 and compare the two chapters very well.

We have taken the first view of the book--that it was written in the Macc. period ---there are

problems, one or two in them btt there are none of them t at are the really most important

argwent for the Macc. date though they are very vital subsiduary arguments. The most im

portant argument is the purpose of the book --in fact, I. M. Christ*s book Monuments on the CT

which is on the whol& a conservative book and a very excellent one. Some say it was not written

then but he says there is no reason to say why or why it could not be written and it fits the needs

of the Macc. period. The important point i if it is directly apDlicahle to tat purpose or not.

As far as there being no need of it in the time of Daniel but the fact described in it actually

occurred in the time of Daniel and there was great need of giving the people those facts an givin

them the fatth by it at that time. The taking of the people from their land into another land

and giving them every opportulty for success and for advancement which they had not known in their

homeland and then tie this up with the worhip of false gods and they must have been subject to

great temptations of a different type than they had been used. to having and if the things descrioed

here there must be real purpose in giving them at that tirnebven tho the primary purpose would not
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be for giving to the people of Daniel's day but would be fo the purpose of preparing them for

that which is ahead. To prepare Jews and Christians for what things would take place in the

future. The relation to the time cf Antiochus Euphines is a very important relation out if one

can believe in predictive prophecy then this relationship is not a sufficient edence to compel

us to believe that the book was not written until t1--at time. One of the arguments must have been

more final than that one and at that ti'e. The argument about Beishazzar has oeen an important

one but it has been about shattered. It would be -ooU to collect all references to Darius or to

the Medes in the book of Daniel.

Daniel 314

The three views, the one Young calls the Dispensational viewpoint, the one that Young tries to

hold in his dommentaries that Dainel is trying to show the coming of Christ and then the higher

critical viewpoint. Now all of these views are profoundly affected by our attitude on Daniel

11. There is no point in going into some of the details at great length because they are matters

history which all interpreters agree as to what they mean. When you. get along a little further

there will be points on which there is not near that agreement and. on those points there wil]be

real value end worthwhile to go into much detail. My present purpose is to show what is quite

aefinite and well agreed upon by interpreters of the book. We have noticed how it tells about

three kings of Persia and how the fourth will be far richer and then it menions no other kings-

does this prove an inaccuracy in the book or does this prove that there is a gap in the book?

I don't see how it fits in with the second view--Young simply sliaes over it without comment and

I think it is very unfortunate. Then he discusses the empires of the Ptolemies and the Seleucids

and after he has discussed this at length he starts to discuss Antiochus kuz (the Great)

he begins with v. 10--it mentions sons so some say it must be they but the Heb. says "he" and you

wouldn't use the sing. for two men--it is quite clear that it changes from the plural to the sing.

You might say Mr. Allan began a book-store in Phila. and she is still carrying it on. We might not

say it exactly ti-at way but in a prophecy you might say' it that way--He egan a bookstore and she

is carrying it on. You will find his name in the Bu1ltin even to this day, thou I guess he has

been dead for 20 years. In this case it says that the sons will come ann will be stirred in the

multitude of great forces and one shall certainly come and overflow--it is describing the first

attack by the kinc-s of the north and the youner one, Antiochus the III is ruling. King o the

cuth is mentioned in v. 11 who is Ptolemy and he will fight with anger--so often I wish that

we would go back to the Latin Able or else get a ne translation of the Englth because this
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translation has so many words that mean nothinE to us today that it it very deceptive. This

was Ptolemy Ph5.lcpater Lover of his father. So Ptolemy IV was aroused to anger with his fine

atmosphere end strong barriers around it and with absolute pow'r and his vol'iptous and sensouS

Pleasures of ER rpt--for them to arouse themselves and. make a big milatary campaign would oe

something to take strong incentive---AntioChUS III wns making a strong attack against him, so

Ptolemy was filled with anger and he shall set forth a 'reat multitude out the multtuae

shall be given into his hand. Who sets forth the multitude and. into whose hand is the multituae

riven. Naturally it doesn't statt out to give us an account of all the aetails--oae of these

kings raises a large multitude and the multitude was evidently given into the hands of the other

one and we know in this case that Ptolemy was victorious and overcame Antiochus and a large

potton was taken into captivity. The account doesn't tell you here who beats who but there

was a tremeQd.ous battle and it all fits into a certain line of events. If someone would say

in the days of Geo. Washington, there will be a great war between the people of Europe and

America and they will have a fleet of submerines and they will try to stop their source of

supply--he wouldn't say which side had the submrines and which side put an end to them but

anybody now looking back to World Wars I and II would know that the germans tried to put

n end to the transports from here to Europe and that the Americans ventually worked out means

to put an end to them and if we read that today we wo'i'd be amazed how this was predicted. He

woudntt have said which side, and if he had w o'ild be able to think of plenty other questions

and your predictions be complete unless you wrote a few encyclopedias and even then you

think of some further questions.All the events are 'list too many. He just picks certain

events --one is o±nc to conquer and takes the multitude away f:'om him and that hajpene. Then

we find in v 12 that after he has taken away the multitude his heart will op lifted up aria he

shall cast down tens of thousands, out he hall not prevail. Now Ptolemy aia suceed in his

victory but he ot very proud then, cnd gloried in how he was able to defeat this army--he

settled back to his hanaueting and voluptousness ana forgot about it anu. let the aelenses iall

into disorder and thout he didn't need a big army anymore and the whole more or less aeclinea.

The result was that some years l'ter Antiochus III had again got hola of a tremenaous amount of

supplies and trained another hue army and we sep in v. 13 that the king of the north shall

return and. send a multitude ereater then the former. This implies that he han sent an army

before--and he s'- all, come on at te en.i of the times, even of years and in those days shall

many stand. no ae'ainst the king of the south. We find at this time that Antiochus did not come
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alone but other kinoms joinea with him, partiuularly from Asia Minor aia in aAiaition to

that there some uprisings in Erpt because in Erpt there was always the aan'er that some

disaffected relative amon the Ptolemies would want to be king axiu. this would op used as an

excuse to start an insurrection and sometimes there were some kings that were a little kinder

hearted than the others who would let their brothers and sisters live--so many shall stand

up aainst the king oa the south and there also we read an interesting phrase--also the

children of the violent among thy people shall lift themselves up to establish the vision

but they shhll fall--who would thy people mean: would they be the Seleucid8 or the Ptolemles?

±_21 --It would be Israel wouldn't you think? What vision would these cause to stand? In the

co'it- t i would seem very reasonable to infer that when the king of the north had made con-

siderable .D"o-ress against the king of the south. it would seem that some Israelites who were

intrested. in motives for ettin something for themselves rather than in the -lory of God,

would think that they had a vision, a message from God. o'- a derived revelation, and as a

matter of fact we find that Palestine had been under the control of the Ptolemies, for over

a century. until the time of Antiochus. When Antiochus III made this zreat attack against

Et, people in Palestine said, Here is our chance to get liberty from the Ptolemies. It is

a very common thing that when you aregainst somebody you think that you are a frieno. of any

body that has ouenemy as their enemy. It is a veryjoolish attitude out a very common one.

ILL. of .hen in college they had no national fraternities but we had two local ones. They hao.

all the evil qualities for which they are noted--One was the Owl and Chi, foundea. by a missicria

but it had degenerated down to a very very low moral tone. When I would enter their house I

woiid see all kinds of lewa sings ad pictures. The OMA had a ml trnx somewhat higher tone

and aidn't o quite so much for the husky athletes--they were called the Apes-they went in

more for leadership in other lines than something that @ust depended on hawn and they had.

a very close knit faternal attitude. I had a friend that had. one of these slowing DersonalitiE

and came f'on a fine Christian family. The Apes were very an bus to pet him in their group

but be didn't believe in them and didn't Eke the evils that came with them and didn't think

that be as a Christian should be joined to unbelievers and he declaind, thou 'reat pressure

was brought upon him to join. A year or two late very Itter opposition arose against him

from this fraternity andhere was a particula-' pce where the other one was at fault--he came

out with the idea that the Owl and CM are a ood fraternity. From any reasonable viewoint
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what ever the evils we-p of ti-is one, we-e somewhat worse than thether. I thouht that it was

a rood example ti- way in which a person in opposi soethin is apt to take an attitude which

is friendly towards something that may be worse yet but which doesn't happen to come i'ito your

own prrview. and it is a danger that we shou1.d steadfastly avoid. We should keep our sits

fixed on the true emphasis. We must oppose the harm which scme do but on attituae should be

(;uite differe-t f om our attitude towards those who are definitely enemies of the Christ. In

this case the oppressors of the Israelites had been the Ptolemles for a century and they hadn't

been any worse than any nation, autocratic, than any such nation is apt to be but any such control

is apt to be disareea'ole. There were many who said, thy should we be subject to those thus

down in Egypt and now when the king of the iorth came down clear through Palestine aim drove oack

the enemies clear back--there were people who evidently thought they knew God's will on the matter

so here is the vision of getting independence so let us pet out and establish our freedom aria so

they -rot out and tried to win their independence. Now I am not against anyone gaining their

independence and it is a ocd thing if there is any chance but a very foolish thing if there is

no hope-'here in ti-is case it was only a forlorn hope. They tried to fight against the Ptolemies

but they failed in that. We don't have much historical evidence upon this but a little, and it

may be exxthat some of the evidence was caused by this particular statement. We have the

Israelites brought in here fo: the first time. Here are the Ptolemies oppressing the Israelites

and some say, 0 let is h1p Antiochus--why should we help the Russian bandits feht the German

bandits; if we found it needful to fiht one of the groups we could fight one and be neutral to

the other but there is no point in making friends with one grou of thugs in order to fight another

oup of thugs--in the end you would be worse off than if you had stayed out of it all together.

This was a case of a small nation and they tried to make an uprising but failea, but .ntiochus suc

ceeded so the king of the north shall cast up a mouna aria take a well-fortifiea, -ieither his

chosen people or selected troops, --his S.S. troopsout he that corneth against him shall ao accord

in- to his o will and none shall stand before him and he shall stand in the glorious lana, aria

in his hanshall be destruction. The glorious land of course is here used to mean Palestine.

He et control of the other force and destroys. We have Antiochus III here, and before it happened

it would have been difficult to tell just what it meant, but afterward it is very easy to see how

all these various small details cane to pass.Zeokler followed by Wright makes all this out to be

interpolations, put in by a writer at the time of the Macc. but most conservative scholars say

if you are going to put one interpolation here there is no place to end. I don't see why the
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Lord shouldn't have Elven th.s much evidence but of course the critics say that this was written

by a person that knew all these facts. If he knew them, then he would have statea them more

specifically. Very evidently he was trying to state it in such a way that it would look as

tho'ih he had otten f' cm something given long before. I wouldn't say one nation is going to

fipht another nation and o-e nation is going to uae submerines--I would say ermany and TT.S. and

ou'd use specific names but lookinp forward you miht do it this way. If this many were in

the times of the Macc. and setting it forth as prediction then of course it is not a divine book

//4d
certainly shouldn't be in the canon of the Bible. !oteir.--he shall set his face to

come with the strength of his whole kin dom--he roes aainst Egypt and succeeds and forces Eypt

into his will and he shall give him the daughter of women --who is the daughter of women? She

shall not stand neither be for him. We know that when Aritiochus III conquerea Egypt, he gave

his zx daughter Cleopatra and that is how Cleopatra, the name ot into Egyptian His66ry--there

were dozens of them after this but she was the first. It was a name that was in the Seleucid

family and as one of the terms of the peace, Cleopatra had to marry the son of Ptolemy which

of course was indeed a ye clever scheme. That was how the kinE o Tyre did with his auiter

Jezabel married to Ahab an&you remember how she corrupted the whole land and about got co.'itrol

it all. Athaliah ruled the land despotically and killed all of her own children. In this case,

here was a clever idea and that will be a si of friendship between our nations and it seemed

quite usual when one nation conquered another nation to have a spy right in the midst but in

,this

casc it didn't work out that way. After Cleopatra '0t to Ecrypt she turned her loya'.ity

to her husband instead of t0 her father. She was a loyal Erptian after than cast her ifluence

on the side of Egypt and instead of havin a spy down there, there was simply a family relation

ship but it didn't mean anythinE. So Cleopat'-a said. I am lad you are my father etc. but when

it cores to politics I will stick by my husband and she is not the only one that has done a

thin like that. But it was rather a shock and surprise to poor Antiochus but he had more

shocks coming to him. V. 1P--After this shll he turn his face unto the isles ana it is some

times used of the isles in the Mediterrean Sea but by this time Antic chus has taken over Pales
# 36
tine. Fe thinks that everyone will be friendly down there in Ept since his dau hter is own

there but now he wants to extend his empire to the west and. so he sakes and army into Asia

Mionor and Pops towards reece and makes great conquets--this is an episode that could well

occupv a chapter if Antiochus were one of our characters of primary importance. He is only

beiw giv'en o read up to what follows. He turns his face to the isles -'4 takes venenace.
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He was very successful and established the greatest empire that had been since Selechus I had

established or Alexander the ('-reat. "but a prince shall cause the reproach offered ).1, hlyr to

cease: yea moreover, he shall cause his reproach to turn upon him." That is not particularly

lanriiage. but here is a prince for his own behalf. He doesn't say that the isles are gong to

fight back but a prince--certainly it is a proble interpretation that a thira party will say

that it is to my advantage to interfere here. You know that Hitler concjuerea Cheecholovakia
ii lI

and ccnguered. Poland and Great Britain said stop1-They said that we will take action it you

touch Poland, but did England do that for the love of the Poles. The very year before

N. Chamberlain had. said how absurd it was that we should dig trenches .nd put gas-masks on

account of people in Central Eurppe of which we know nothing about. They let Hitler take

Chezch. and didn t think of Poland anymore than they did about Chezch. ano. they prove today

that they didn't bece the Poles are under a tyranny far worse than Hitler ever thought 0±

iving them today. The British have done nothing about it--simply they insisted before they
recornized Machiolvich--he went over from London and became one of the cabinè members and

then all the other members that went with him were killed and he would have been also except

that he escaped with his life. The British didn't enter the war because of their love for Poland

They enter. the war because they fiired that some day they would be the next on the li't and

they had betterd put a stop. Britain did i-t.ervene but not for the sake of Poland and when

we were in the this past war, peoile didn't say, We are fighting for Poland or Britain. Many

said that this was a war for se'f-peraiion and if Hitler conquers Poland, we are next on the

line. That is exactly what is expressed here--a prince for his own behiaf would cane the

reproach offered by him to cease. Surely that would fit the case if far gwai Italy woilla have

powerful rulers who would say, Izook here--if Antiochus conquers Maceonia, he .ill be so strong

that before lone he will be right on us. Let us attack him now before he gets to us; that is

exactly what ha:pend. So the forces of Rome fought against Antiochus and there was a long bitter

war. They had fought war 20 years before that, and Carthage had been forced to surrender to

Rome--Hannibal had. fl!d for his life and he was with Antiochus, a very very aole general. The

war went on for quiRte a while. "Yea, he shll cause the reproach to return upon him"--Here is

Antiochus who has conquered Macedonia and e has conquered Greece and he had this tremendous

empire--The Romans look across the sea and they say, This is going to be a real menace to us.

We must stop it before it gets too large. The Romans make war on Antiochus and at the end of

war the Roams draw a line through Asia Minor and beyond this line they told him, he must never go
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They told him that that was the endf the territory which he aared cross. They tolo. him to

destroy all of his elephants and your navy anti your sons must be sent to oe as hostages.

You must make you self subject to us here in Rome and you must pay us a lot of reparations

and. when you get through with it all, the reproach that Antiochus had put upon the Macedonians

when he conquered now comes back upon himself. The Macedonians are now an independent nation

and no. there were two medium strong nations in the East rather than one powerful one. Of

course you realize that the Roman Empire was unknown to the author of Daniel, and the fourth

empire is Alexander the areat but here Rome caused the reproach to cease. Now look at v. 19.

The he shall turn his face toward his own land: but he shall stumble and fall, and shall not be

found. The Romans give oneof the most potential conquerVof the world a terrific set-back.

They destroy his elephants and navy and of course he naturally felt pretty badly. One of his

associates plunged his daEar into one of the Roman officers and another man a rhetorician

wrote a beautiful ode in memory of him and showed what a wonderful hero he was, who killed the

Roman tyrant--the two mn wee then sent to tome. Antlochus went back, having lost all this

money, ships, territory and so he went back to his o.n land to try ana. raise money. He went

into a small temple and there was trying to take a little sum, about half a million aollars

and one of the people there just came out and. killed him--so he stumbled ana fell--he a.iea not i

like Hitler in a tremd.ous battle, not like Goering who was trying to put it over on the people

but here he died in a petty skirmish. A man in the time of the Macc. might say I want to show

all of this is predicted and write this, or God. could have given this which fits the facts.
I.o
Then shall stand. up in his place one that shall cause in exactor to pass through the glory of

the kingdom but within few days he shall be destroyed, neither in anger nor in battle. His

son took over the kingdom in bankruptcy. They made him leave his sons in Rome but the brother

of Antiochus went back to the kinm and of course while thc're he could have new sons born.

There is a description here that in his place a raiser of taxes wl1 be raised up and. he tried

to establish the land on a sure p fiscal foundation--in the course of doing it, he sent his

fine administrator Hieladorus to try and raise taxes and if you go to the Vatican in Rome you

will see a picture there--you willse an angel taking this man out of the temple there in

JP usalem and that is a story which we read in II Macc. It shows the reputation that Hieladorus

had far raisin ney, but he saw a chance to advance himself go he poisoned the king and took

the little baby and said this was the king but the people didn't take to this idea very well.
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He set himself to raise taxes and set the kingdom on good foundations so we see how Slechus

raigned only 12 and an in comparison to Antiochus he did reign only a few days since he reigned

46 years.It is quite natural to say that in a few days he will be destroyed. We might say that

Roosevelt had a long reign--three full terms and part of another and that is a long time for

a President but when we compare Edward VII we say that he reigned only a short time, though it

was ten years because his mother, Victoria had reigned around 60 years. It is a comparative

mattr. In a few days he shall be destroyed and when in anger and in battle he idn't fight

but just worked out a good idea to get rid of the Kingdom. After Selicus IV the next person

was Antiochus IV who reigned. The description we have in the next few verses describes Antiochu

and practically all interpreters are agreed it is Antiochus but not all. St. Jerome said it

was the anti-Christ and a few have said that out most say it is Antiochus IV. Ques. about who

was the brothers, etc. Take a paper and please write this ques. 1. When is the image destroyed

2. When is the 4th beast destroyed? 3. Does the image have any toes? 4. How many toes does the

image have? 5. Is there anything on the 4th beast which might perhaps corfespond. to the toes of

the image? Work on these questions and some of them you may know the answers to them and some

you may have to study. You may use your English Bibles. I don't want your opinion but mainly

ch. and v. about what the Scripture says on the matter.

It might all lead up to the anti-Christ and take then the future things which are just like

these things and you could say then that is what is going to happen in the future. It seems

exteiiely unlikely to me that v. 21 is talking- of anyone but Antiochus IV and it does have state

ments which fit Antiochus exactly and they tell us exactly what happened. Use of the word "vile"

seems pretty strong language and then when you think of what he did to the Jews vile may act be

too strong a language. Does vile mean wicked or just what? One who should not be king? Anti

ochus did not mix in the line to be kingand he had a son who would reign aria. then his son woula

naturally reign and his son was about 9 years old when his father died and he told the Roman

Senatehis father had died and he felt he should be sent back to be king and the Roman did not do

anything about it but there he was and he had a right to be king. Then his father haa a younger

son, a little baby. People didnot like the idea of ruling and doing it in the name of this

baby but in Rome was the man who would logically be king. His uncle was Antiochus. They

didn't give the honor of the kingdom unto him and they didn't invite him in but he came in peace

ably. He rasied up his great forces against Theodore and killed him and took over. All this
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time 4 friends were made and then he was able to conqueror much aoout him and. he wanted to

defend Palestine but in Jerusalem they said tht they had their law, their Goci, etc and. wanted

to have nothing to do about it. So sometimes there re phrases that don't fit Antiochus anci

then again many of them seem to describe him. It is difficult to say all of this is about

Antiochus and in v. 37, for instance we ask just what they mean.

Daniel 38
When we get into these later verses we have no way to fit them with Antiochus although the

earlier verses seem to describe him. V. 21 on fits Antiochus very, very nicely and up until 35

most interpreters think it is a very excellent description. It is quite plain from 36 on it is

hard to fit it with Antiochus and you have alot of things described here of the characteristics

and you don't know anything bout Antiochus and we have alot of acts which he did anci we know

nothing of A'itiochus doing them and. in v. 14.5 we are lead to believe Antiochus died in the East.

Some try to "'ake the descriptions fit Antiochus but they have no proof that he did or did iot

do them. They try to fit it all in and then the description goes crazy hen they see he did not

do them. Something from the west that brought Antiochus out of the east and what this would

mean we know nèthing about . The recapitualation theory gets rid, of a few of the u,ifficulties

out nbt many. Ch. 12 is the beginning of an altogether artificial division, Here in these

first verses we have pictured the resurrection and we ask if it comes at the end of the time of

Antiochus. It just throws a big gap anyway you word t. Your history here goes from the kings

of Persia and Alexander the Great to the Resurrection and that has not yet come so there must

be a ap somewhere e and he then describes the time of Antiochus and then jumps forward to

the Resurrection or he describes the people up to the time of Antiochus and then suddenly jumps

forward to the Anti-Christ or he describes p to an including Antiochus End then jumps forward

to the Anti-Christ and most interpreters say that somewhere between v. 31 and v. 14'5 and most

interpreters say it is at v. 36 but you don't have to be dogmatic on that. You take the second

idea that says a gap or a pharent}'esis is foolish and there is no such thing as gaps or paren.

then how are you oin to get around th difficulty of the Persian kngs --you hav to have a

gap or you find the man in utter ignorance in regard to the Persian kings and. so it would fit

with the first view ad not the second. It is interestin- how Young in his commentary takes ulp

this idea of a jump &r a gap and says it is completely wrong and then some say that Antiochus is

a type of anti-Chist and. he says thatis ,ight--he is a type paticular],y from v. 36 on and then
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from fverse after v. he says it cannot possible aptly to Antiochus anu. they 'o on to say there

must be the difference there. You can't say it is Antiochus and a type of anti-Chi st ana vise

versa it does all seem nonsensical. Antiochus as a type is an expeaient which some have usea.

but I don't think it :orks but actually what he does is give all the ground work for a gap. It

may he a gap after the Resurrection. The big thing I'm trying to bring out here is not wheretthe

gap is but that you cannot consider this as God's work without saying there is a gap somewhere.

Where the gap is 'e don't know. There is the definite start with Alexander the Great ana a

definite end with the resurrection and not all that happens between there aregiven. Thus you

are driven to either the first or the third view. You have to say either it is written by a

Macc. author who described the things up to his day as is he was predicting them from then on

and from then on let his imaeination run and it didn't work out that way. He thought maybe the

Resurrection would come in the next ten years. Young doesn't see that but assails the dispen

sationalist and says there is no such thing as a ap but then he says here--we have Antiochus

iphnes as a tyre pa ticiilarly after v. 36. He is a type or isn't a type. If he is a type,

'hp is one all the way through but how is he a type particularly after v. 36. Row is a type

at all. You might say tbt Adam is a type of me--he walked on two feet, heardad saw ais probably

was saved na so u am I--maybe Adam was a type of me--that sort of argument gets you no where.

If a thing is "roin to he a type of something else, there must be an important reason why this

certain thin is given to give you a certain fact about that --there must be a special reason.

It is my personal opinion that you can find wonderful illustrations out you cannot find specific

teaching from types. You get your truth clearly stated anu. then you take this as a onaerful

illustration. The idea of Abraham sacrificing Isaac is a wonderful illustnation of Gad senaing

His only Son but it is no taught there but elsewhere and we can take it only as a beautiful

illustration. You can't say look here is Antiochus so that proves how the Anti-christ is going

to be like this and that--it is Antiochus that He is speaking about--it is one or the other.

If all of it is a type of the antichrist you must find characteristics all the way through to

prove it. But if you say it is a type particularly after vers' 6 is to say something that

simply doesn't make any sense. If it is Antioibhus who is a type of the anti-christ, then

everything after 3E should also mean A!ltiochus. mit he has just said that this cannot possibly

refer to Antiochus--why then say tbrt it is a type and if Antiochus never did this or that, why

not say that it isn't Ant ochus but the anti-christ and pt in a ap or parenthesis.
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Of course we might point out that the wod dispensationalist has no relevance to the whole

matter at all of gaps. It is very unfortunate that there is an attitude of taking a whole boay

of belief with a thousand points in it and take this body of belief and name it the dispensation

a'.ist viewDoint and if any of these meaninps mean that, and there is no reason why that term

should be applied, but in addition to that this is the only way to interpret the passage if

you take the Bible as divine Sc"ipture and not the erroneous ideas of one who tried to make it

look as though it were prediction. That is briefly the bi arment here abou Daniel 11.

I didn't eroect that it would take as as lone on oin into details on which all interpreters

aree since it ;ill take three or four times as long on material on which they disagree. Of

course it would be valuable for all of you to take time and do some study upon it and. it .'ou1d

behoove us to take some time on some other impotant matters.

Now let us look into the comparison of ch. 2 and 7. You were to have this well in mii aia

tell what corresponds between these two chapter. (I won't be here next Monday and of course

the following Monday will be vacation so I ..,ill have a test for this coming Monday.)

39 For anyone taking the course for one hour, a 1 hour test anu. for two hours unaer

graduate work it might take an hour and a half and for two hours arad. work it should take the

two hours. The test will cover everything that we have discussed in class. In it grad. credit

you should have all the Heb. in the book of Daniel. For undergrad. for next time have the l2

ch. in the Heb. For the use in the test you mv use your Heb. Bible. How many here now think

that ch. 2 and 7 are dealing with entirely different subjects. How many think that there is a

very close resemblance--one has an image and the other has four beasts--the interpretation seems

to most interperters to produce a very close reseblance and it is interesting to note in

Young's Comm. in the first part, finds the resemblance very very close and then in the last

part he gets entirely different results--that of course is an interesting question. Are the

two visions parallel all the way through or just in the first point. What does the image stand

for? It stands for the great world empttes and. the beast stands for the great world empires.

The first one stands for Nebuchadrazzar. We are not specifically tolu. what it stands for anu.

yet Young agrees that both the head on the image and the first beast stand for Babylon. Young

mentions that we are never told how many toes the image has--I think all interpreters assume

that the first beast is the same as the head of the image. We are told that the first beast is

one kingdom, then there is a second, third and fourth kingaoms. As far as I know all commentator
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that a"ee on this point. There are so'e who try to make out the first beast as being

Assyria and t1-ey make out that a story was written at that time--at any rate the beast ana

the head of the imae are agreed by everybody that it is speaking of the same thing, thought.

ne 'here is it mentioned. Here is an image that represents four kingdoms and th first is Neb

uchadrazzar and the second is the body and the third is the legs and. the fourth is the feet

and then it sa.'s that a stone st-ikes the fourth tkti kingdom or the feet aicL it topples the

whole image. This 3abylonian empi'e included all of Erpt Palestine, Assyria, and Mespotamia-

that was a tremendous empire. The actual territory covered was actually greater th'n the

territo-y covered by the Persian emrire though the Persian empire might have been more wealthy.

You have four empires in each one and you have a stone cut without hands in ch. 2 which hits

the toes and topples the imace. Some take the fourth beast to b Alexander the read-this

empire will be destroyed by a stone and the empire iven to the saints of aod and since it

didn't hacren, the man who made it up was simply a liar. In the second view Young s,vs that the

Stone cut without hands is the cominr of Christ at His birth and he says that this meant the

end of ickedness and this was the beginning of the kingdom of Christ. he points out that

the dispensationalitts say t'rat there a'e ten kingdoms but the ima"e i never told us that it

hs ten toes, and therefore he says that there is nothin to this and says that it is all speak

ing of the Roman empire but hen he 'ets over to the 7th ch. he says the fourth oeast is the

Rom-anempire aria goes beyond that but the spirit goes on--he is quite dogmatic as to how many toes

and how it doesn't say. You might have an image and not have the toes sketched on it out this

mentions specifically that it has toes. (Mm. 13-15 are very inaistinet.)

# O--If someone had said that the four beasts had nothing to do with the image there might

be come aurnent alon that line but if someone comes along and insists that the fou here are

same four as the four kingdoms mentioned in ch.2, and are only parallel in some portions, then

you have no system at all. ( A quostation is read from Young's Comm.)He brins out how

the stone comes and topples the whole image. If you would want t0 wish the image to fall,

would you strike it on the feet? Th feet wou1.d be one of the last places that you think of

hittinp it--that is bat one gets into when they try to reject the critical position and at

the same time a'-e so do''mat1c o thei" views against the so-called dispensational view.
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We want' to see what the facts are. It is all right to make hypothesis

but we should label them as such. ?e have noticed that there are three

main hypothesis :or the interpretation of the book. The ftrst of these

we have called the hypothesis of the critics. The book is written at

the time of the acoabbees; it has no value for us beyond the historical

value at the time of the time of the iace. and this interpretation seems

to have a good many points where it seems to fit in with the interpretat

ion but we have found also that most of these points can be fairly well

explained end most of the problems are not insurpable so that -;ie would

have to deny that Daniel wrote the book and now the question is--what

are the two chapters that are the crux of your whole problem? Ch. 11

and '7 are vital in this conection. There are statements in these two

chapters that prove that it couldn't have been written at the time of

ntiochus Epiphanes because they simply don't fit with the facts. If

I were to make a statement about a man coming 100 years from no and

say I was writing a 100 years ago and tell about a man that was going

to win a re-election and he was quite a piano player and if I had done

this it would be foolish for my to insitst that it had been written in

1850 end yet just bring it forth now--no one would believe (Le. If

someone said that this man is going to fly around the world in something

that is faster that sound--it might be so or not but if I were to describe

this an and tell about his playing the major legues and that he would tak

part in big legue games occasionally --no one would think that was written

in 190 because everyone knows better than that--everyone knows that is

not true. Now when you take up cli. 11, the situation leading up to him

would describe him perfectly.

ii 41 It would be difficult to see how any book would be accepted that khad.

obvious errors included therein. Certainly someone living right at that time wouldn't

put down, that he died in Palestine if he died. away out the East some place. It

is a prbbleni--are you going to say that it describes the anti-ch1ist, but there is a

jump we would have to say. There is a gap--up to a certain point you can say that it
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it speaking of Antiochus and. then it seems to pass over to a man that is similar in some

ways bpt i different in other ways. The idea of a gap is something that is seen else

where in Scriptures, and if you do not assume it here, it is either an incorrectt descx$ption

of Antiochus and. so it makes it mighty hard. to accept the critical interpretation. Right

now we are trying to deal with point No. I, though it is a little difficult to keep them

destinet because they do over-lap with views 2 and 3. If you have a description of

someone that comes a great time later--that is te only expla*ation that I know of that

fits. It would seem absurd for someone in that day describing someone that hadn't yet

lived and. trying to make him out as having done so. That seems the greatest difficulty

of view # 1. Another difficulty is that of comparing cli. 7 and 8. There is nothing

in ch. 2 that refers directly to the Anti-christ orAntiochus though there might be a place

where we might think that he fits in but there is no direct reference to either one of

them. In cli. 8 we have a description of Antiochus Epiphanes and it is perfectly clear that

it is somebody that comes out of the Greek empire and the description fits perfectly with

Antiochus Epiphanes--that is your little horn of cli. 8. But we might ask ourselves if

this little horn is the same as found in cli. 7? Does ch. II simply talk about Antiochus

or does it jump forward and talk about something different and does cli. 8 describes Antlo

elms as the little horn. In cli. 2 we have the four kingdoms which pressed Antiochus and

we ask what these four kingdoms are and then we get into ch. 2 which gives us four king

doms before the destruction of the great world power. What the four kingdoms are is a

tough problem. says there is nothing that is more definite from the viewpoint of

exegesis and. that the fourth kingdom is the kingdom of the Macadonian ; the first is that

of Babylon, the second the Modes and. the third the Persian*. Re is very positive and. he gives

his reasons for his positive stand on it and. that is the stand that is shared today b7 all

who take the Macabean dew. ?hers have been other views to take these four kingdoms as

other than these certain ones . The ones who take this first view say that the fourth

kingdom is the one of Antiochua. !wslv, one very important in the history of Pentateuch

criticism, said there was a story written about Daniel who lived in the time of the Assyrians

and so the first empire was the Assyrian empire and then the second id the Babylonian, the

third is the medo-Persian empire and the fourth is the Macadonian empire and that fits

perfectly as there are the four empires . The difficulty is that it explicitly says in
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ch. 2 NThon oh fling, are the head. of gold.? So the book of Daniel fans says the

first kingdom is the kingdom of Neblishanezzar and. there is no question about that. Daniel

was in the time of the Assyrians and. then it went through a new revision and somebdd.y

connected him up with the great king N.buchanezzar instead of with the Assyrians and. what

it says about the first one is actually with the second.. So thus the Assyrian empire is

prece.ding the Babylonian and the view of the Assyrian is not in the book as it stands.

The view of Ewalv requires there be a very groat editing of the book and it would be a

hart thing to try to get around. this thing and. you only have three kingdoms around. N.bucha*-

nezzar and Atiochs. Then Hip,.ee made the second, event. Ratig (spelling indistinct.)
German

anjoth.r noted. commentator said. the first kingdom is that of Nebu.chanezzar, the second is

that of Belshazzar and the third kingdom is the kingdom of Neo-Persia and the fourth is

the Maccatonsan. The difficulty in that i t4-4 that it speaks of them as kingd.oU

and the last two are kingdoms that have a long king and. it i hard. to see why N.buchanezzar

alone would. be ue and Belsha*zar would be the second one and. it is pretty well given up

and. not adopted. by scholars today. This then was the second. attempt which did. not work

and. was not accepted and they said. the first was Babylon, the second. neo-P.rsia and the

third is an empire of Alexander the Great and. the fourth one is the successor to Alexander

the Great --that is Antiochuses and the Seleucid.a. There are those who adopted. this

interpretation but that also does not fit and. many will hold that the fourth kingdom is

that of the Macedonians and they hold. that the Modes and Persians have two different

empires -- ion do have Darius the Mede and then also Cyrus, the Persian. You have in

ch. 5, when Darius the Made, took over the kingdom when Beishazzar died. In ch. 6 we

have Darius the Mode mentioned again and that might suggest that he had a great kingdom

would it not. So taking the facts by themselves, it would seem that the Modes and the

Persians had. two distinct empires. There is less difficulty with this view than any of the

other views, and therefore I think that we can say that all critical scholars accept this

view. Of course there are some who would disagree such as Farrar etc.

42. I think that we must be very carefnl about making theories without enougti facts.

I remember reading in LIFE magazine which mentioned about a man who drank rye whiskey and.

namE soda water and was drunk, then brndy and. soda water and he was drunk and then Wed. he

drank some other alacolic beveridge and soda water and was drunk--here is a variable and.
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yet each day he was drunk, yet he drank soda water each time so that is what made him

drunk some might argue. The article was making fun of a superficial scientific method

because something happening just three times in a raw is not enough to prove anything at all.

I heard a hissing sound a little bit ago and at first I thought that it was connected with

this machine, instead of the water pipes over here, but unless that happened every time that

I turned on this machine, I would have no reason to think that the two were connecteo.g

You have to get all of the facts and find, out then what is in common with them all-

there was another common factor, and. that was aichol but that might not at first be obvious

to one that had. examined various factors and. found. the tbmmon one. Now it is easy to

simply pick out a fact here and there and. prove that the book of Daniel teaches two distinct

empires, but that is not taking all of the facts tPat are shown. We do find some facts

that look in opposite direction. Someone might soy that in the image in ch. 2 the man has

two shoulders and. that proves the duo-idea of the kingdoms, but no where is that stated.

But in the 7th ch. or th, you find that this horn came out of the he-goat and then another

horn came out which was higher--it was quite evident that there is some meaning connected

with where the horns came from and suggests that there are two different parts to this

kingdom--that there is one that comes into prominence later than the first and it is the

more important of the two. You know that this empire was first a Median empire and. then

the Persians took over-.-it fits the facts and. there can be no questioni here but that here

it is speaking of a duo-empire and. then in the 8th ch. it speaks of the kings of Mecio-Persia.

It uses the two together and is spoken of as a unit. It speaks of the law of the Modes and

the Persians cannot be broken and. If the next empire is the Persins, why would you talk about

them as though they were together. There are a few isolated facts that one could take and

make out that . Just because Darius is spoken of as the king, doesn't prove that he was

the emperor. Napoleon made his son the king of Rome and it has been quite a common thing

when someone is emperor to have several kings under him. Of course Darius might have be'n

one of the emperors of the Medo-Persian empire but the difficulty with that is that we have

no historical proof outside of the Bible that he ever lived. Of course the critics make

much of no empire of the Modes being found and they would like to prove that Daniel was

utterly wrong and of course that mesas that the book was not written by Daniel but by

someone living at the time of the Macc. that didn't know any differently, and of course

if history doesn't matter and the facts don't matter, but just the great spiritual truths,
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then it doesn't matter, but if it is God's Word, then we would look for another answer.

Then we would contend. that the Medo-Persian empire is one and counted as one in the

book of Daniel. There are two places it speaks of this man Darius as having become king.

It is i$áresting that in those two places there is unusual praise used about him.

The first of those in Dan. 5 and. there we have the reference as becoming king. Darius

the Mete sreceived. the kingdom". It is a bit unusual the use of this word. It toes ............................................

not give the impression of being seized. The other the other reference is in 9:1.
not

When it says made king, it is an unuenal phrase to use. It does fit with the hypothesesis

that there is a great Median empire etablishe& by force after the Babylonian and before
sub

the Persian but it does fit with the hypothesis that Darius is thesom-e4-4e king under

the Meto-Persian kingdom--the one conquerors and. than he makes Darius ruler over it.

We have this other evidence of the Metes and the Persians in the books. Taking the book

apart from any outside history, it is highly questionable if there is taught here any

separate Median empire but intead it goes the other way and it is taught instead that

it is Medo-Persian. The book as it stands has another purpose and. it does not fit twith the

- critical idea that it is all about the Maccabean period. That is one thing it is looking

to btt it is by no means the whole view point. In eh. 2 it tells of the stone cut out of

the mountain . This stone break. in pieces the iron, gold, etc. and. this stone makes

sure what is to come to pass in the future bit we find, that the great world. gov. continued

after that and continues until this day. The prediction in ch. 2 does not fit with Antiochus
stone

unless there is a great gap. In the 2nd oh. we have four kingdoms and things cut without

hands seems superiatural. In sb 7 we read of these four animals. He then says that

he beheld until the body destroyed and. there was oe like the Son of Man. The stone is

cut wôthout human hands and then the fourth beast is destitoyet and. burned up and there is

one who comes with power supernaturally. The two will thus correspnd.. This latter one

has control and power over all kingdoms. '!his being the case then it seems to show this

is the end. of the 4th kingdom and. then there is set up the eternal kingdom and. it destroys

all other forces. We find that Borne is not the 3rd. and 4th kingdom and. we find there were

Jews who said. the fourth kingdom is the kingdom of Bomele not the 3rd of Paul but is the 4th.

In the middle ages you had the great Turkish empire which was bigger than the Roman had ever

been and. the Jewish Rabbi said it might be the 4th kingdom. Calvin devotes about 9 pages to
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this view in his commentary. I wish you would take Calvin for next time and outline

those pages and. get this view. Was what the big arguments are. See what Calviip(g Ives

an answer to this and. about the stone cut without hands. We are not so interested. now

in the Turkish view. This is then the difficulty in ch. 2 and. now as yo go into ch. 8

you have the king of Medo-Persia which is the two horns and you are told. of Ant1ochu

who stands up against the prince of princes and. was broken without hands. rh. Romans came

and told him to clear ofand he did and went out and soon died. and thus no hands broke him.

In ch. 7 we cp the 4th beast is destroyed and. there might be room for a kingdom to come in

here. Same difficulty in eh. 11. The verses here do not work out in perfect description

of him as there are many details that do no fit Antiochus. Th. Macsabean view does not

explain the facts of all the book airight. The question comes up why anyone would talk of

4th kingdom in Antiochus's day. That is no great question when we realize how he was told

to get out and. he did immediately and the 4th kingdom was In close view. The Macc. view loci

not quite fit but in handling that view as to deny the Macc. view, ,n it is then a little hard.

to stop with the 2nd. view. H. will stop on passages and. then on other passages he will

give., views that a-c inconsistent. Why should he attack it and. at the same time admit the

views. Discussion here about the views. When there is something that looms largetth.n

there is no reason why there can't be quite a many things that can boa large also. It

becomes a question of examining what becomes large and. what does not. The destruction of

these kingdoms has not yet occurred. and. it is important to determine what has happened

and what has not. Die, again about the kingdoms and. just what ones could be destroyed..

Now we have been looking at this first view that all had application to the Mace. view.

The view that it was written at the time of the Macc. a Christian cannot accept because so

much of it is a fraud and. misrepresentation. Although if it was written at the time of

Daniel it had many historteal statements that did. not work out that way. So I think we can

say it is strong enough to give us the opinion that it deny. the accuracy and. dependability

of Daniel but it is also sufficient to us to prove the opposition of the primary interest

and. so I think it is sufficient to us to give up the critical view of the denial of the

book of Daniel. There is at least one more focus i the book of Daniel which is of great

interest. Things that are going to come to pass we dust find, evidence if they are ping

to come at one time or later on and. their relationship, etc. If we do not take the first

view then we would take the one that the book is talking about the Macc. period. but it i.
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also looking forward. to the qthf Christ--that greatest event that has ever occurred. in

history and will ever occur. There is no greater thing than this. Thus it would be

entirely proper for the book of Daniel to have ti, important things--first to tell us abaut

.Antiochus and. then secondly to ten us about Christ coming and dying on the cross. The

question then comes if that is the case or if there is still the third view in the book.
Daniel 444.

The question then comes as to how great an extent this second view enters into thebook.

The thing is stressed. ahead. of the Macc. or behind, everything else is the question also.

Is there another focus different from this thatis vital in the book? Intro, of Dr. Young's

book and there you would. not get the impression that there is much beyond the caning of

Christ. not sure that you would et the idea that there is more than one coming even

involved.. Quote from p. 17. "although the exile did bring to an end. the outward. organ.isatioi

of the people &t the establishing of Sinai and also introduced a new period and. it may be

regarded. as transitional, etc. etc." the exile was the last great repentance before the

coming of the Lord. so you see there are two great views in the book. Antlochus is before

the co-ing of the lard. Th. awful things that happened. to Antochue and theperiod of

indigation--in fact you might almost say there are three dispensations--the period ofSiaai,

the dispensation of Sinai and the dispensation of the cining of the Lord. Th.-pe4.d.-e4

The dispensation of indig. begins in 566 and when the days bgindo run their course God

reveals the facts to Daniel and. gives him the times, etc. Withing a period of 600 years
with

you have the one great event you are looking forward. to " The Indig. begins/the exile.

The first ten years would have been the ones and it is hard. to think of them as important

when the entire time is 600 years. You look forward. to the great event of the persecution of

Antiochus and it comes at a certain time but in there there is a gap of years. It is very

peculkar math. and. it is an inference from the bcok. It is an attempt to picture the history,

of that time. The cming of the Lord, the trouble of Antiochus and the setting of the kingdom

are the things dealt with kri. As you go through the hook the general impressions fit with

this description but every now and then he takes an opposing and critical viewpoint. He

thes a view of dealing with something that has not even yet happened. after over 1900 years

since the coming of the Lord. It is an inconsistentcto of view and. not much taken today.

1 da1ing with views as you study into them you may find where you think the man is most in

consistent. There may be an important phase overlooked. and maybe he does not have1the points
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connected and. when you find, something that does not come to your views and. then you

should put it up on the shelf and say that there may be a vital factor which you have

not considered. They take up these points one liby one in context of material. If they

would. put them aside and. then compare and contrast them you would see more to it. Ill.

of Newton and what he has done with the facts here. In the b,ok of Daniel we should

not condemn the wrtter's intelligence if he has overlooked. some of the facts but we should

look at it botlfva.ys. Then the second view gives forth the book as it stands. You do not

have here a great prominence given to Christ and. the sacrifice h4- itself. We should

see if there is a problem and see then how the writer has dealt with the problem. The

second view has Very little that deals with Is. 53 and. John. There are many things which
this

are brought out which are very different. We a-c living in the shadow of thea.-great event4

and sometimes we look for other things and then again we don't as we should. We should not

overlook this great event. The difference between v. 1 ant v. 2 then is the coming of ghrist
to die on Calvary.

/ and then in v. 3 is the coming of Christ to set up the kingdom. It might be said. that way

but it is not necessary to say it that way. According to the 3rd. It may be prominent and it

may not be at all. There are events of either a third great focus or a second great focus.

We are interested, in seeing if the book if properly interpreted from this 2nd. viewpoint.

Take the second cli. and. there we have no mention of Antiochus whatever. We ask then where

he is concerned and where he does come in. We must be careful to not drag hm in.

Daniel 45.
We ask why the 2nd. cli. was dven. Did God, give it to the Jews? Did. He give it to Nebuchanezza

It isn't important to Nebul.chanezzar that ether. will be an anti-Christ but it is important

to him to know that his kingdom will not be the only one but that there will be others after

his. It is important to him to know that God, Is going to sometime bring all the kingdoms

to an end. It is written down for the Jews but it is given in the first instance for the

king--the vision he has is interrpreted. by a Jew. There is no indication here that it is in

opposition to God.. V. 38 recognizes that Nebuchanezzar's kingdom is a diving kingdom.

Quote v. 37. The beasts of the field,, fowls of the air are in his hands. In this ch,

he is not talking about the opposition to God. but what is happening just at that time. As

we take just those verses we ask how many empires are represented.? How many sections of

this image have connection with different empires? There is a definite difference in the
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various parts of the east. There is no statement to say there is clay in any other part

than in feet. Thus from these verses you must say there are either L kingdoms or 5 and. you

cannot tell which. You have no right to jump to any conclusion either way. If there are

five empires taught here then it would seem there is something of a change here in the 14th

one. Then you have five changes in the material and. yownight say the eyes are beautiful,

etc, but you would get in alot that does not have any meaning. Several commentators just

pass that fact over but it does seem to me that they do deserve notice. How is e 4p

Persian kingdom inferior to that of Nebuchanezzar? The Meto-Persian empire conquerored. the

Nebuch. empire and it was larger. Some say it was inferior in wealth, some say in duration,

etc. Nebuchanezzar's lasted. for many years and so on about the length of the empires. The

Babylonian empire was wicked and the Medo-Persian had even alot more wickedness. In the Grek

there is more and in the Roman there is far more yet. I don't know what proof we havein

this respect, though. Some just say it and think it but it is not proved. Young say it

was inferior because it was divided. We then ask how it would be inferior because it is

divided. I don't see then how Young's answer helps any then either. It is a perfectly valid

thing if you have the evidence to back it up but you don't seem to have. I am inclined to

think that the word inferior as it actually means lower down and. of less importance although

originally it only meant entirely lower down. I don't see why it has to be. That which

comes after wards is not necessarily of lees value but I don't see why it has to be of less

value and lower down. It seemsto me that is an entirely valid interpretation taking the

word generally. To avoid saying why it is of less value, I think we cannot use just that

meaning. Ques. of student about all of this. Something about being lower down at the

shoulders, etc. Could start with the feet and go up or start and go down. Then you, can say

a kingdom at the head and then one lower down.

Daniel #i6. Now here it mentions that there is a kingdom inferior--first the head. of gob.

Is mentioned and then wouldn't it better to say instead of "inferior" lover down. It would

be quite natural to say that starting from the left side of the room, to the left there is

an eraser and then another eraser and. so forth. I think that it is Leipold. that says that

gold. was typical of Babylon and. then silver represents commerce and then bronze was typical

of the Greek empire and then the iron was typical or Rome, but I would think that he would

have to have a reat deal more evidence to show that all these other metals were a whole lot
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weaker. I don't know but that bronze is almost as strong as iron, depending on what kind

of alloy is used.. Certainly gold is stronger than silver--at least they use it more for

filling teeth if they expect it to last longer. I think it is Calvin that takes the clay

as typical of the weakness in the democratic organization and you have all this organization,

and we would say th.t the clay did show a definite weakness, but as to just what it is,
------------

maybe we can't be so sure. We have a right and. duty to make guesses but no right to make

domt1c assertions. It is Daniel. talking here and speaks to the xing and tells him that

after him a kingdom will arise that is inferior to him but we would also add. that, since

he is apeakinE the Word of God whatever he says is true. I think that it would be mighty

hard to prove and if it were a moral issue at stake, I am not so sure how flattered

Nebuchadrazzar would. be, since I am not so sure how moral his kingdom was in the first

place, and. the Medo-Persian empire had a very high standard of morality which I am sure

was not inferior to. it. Of course it is true that when the Greeks came along, they just

did about what they pleased and. left the morality of the Medo-Persians right behind and

of course it might be an idea to bring in anything that would flatter the king provided that

it was not going against the truth and most commentators try to. find this way or that in

proving how the kingdoms were inferior but I have yet to see a satisfactory explanation.

Now we have the 4th kingdom of iron but in v. 14-1 we see that the kingdoms are going to

be divided and that the bottom of the image is going to be mixed with iron and clay--What

does he mean that the kingdoms are going to be divided. Does this mean that its nature is

going to be divided, or that the kingdoms will, be divided--doesn't this mean that a division

takes place in the kingdom. In v. 142 it mntions the toes specifically--that would seem

that there is a definite progress from feet to toes. V. 14.3 is a very strange verse and. I

know I don't know what it means and I doubt whether anyone else knows what it means. I

have never come across any interpretation other than it just seemed a bunch of words. Listen

to Young's interprtion which he gives on p. 78. Re makes fun of Ironsid.es' view and

then mentions that no where are ten toes mentioned. He then points out that the fourth

kingdom here is nct connected with the other kingdoms--where else would one strike the

image to make it fall than on the feet. Apparently he had never done any boxing. He says

that the Lord. then comes and. sets up the kingdom, which is at His first coming--that is in

generil what Leipold and, Calvin both hold, for the 2nd, ch. But the question is bow much of
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ch. 7 hold and the question as to bow it fits in with ch. 2 is not answered at all. Calvin

the image very very gradually disappear and then very very gradually the stone without hands

comes into its place and he could easily have given us that idea but here is the image that

is suddenly raised up and when it is broken up the wind, blows it away and the stone v** z

cut without hands comes suddenly--it sounds like a sudden thing that takes place. Look up

Calvin on this passage--especially chs.2. 7, and 8.

# 4

We went to find out to how great an extant these three ore definite supporte

and we saw a great deal of evidence against the first of them, against the

the idea which na:esit dealing simply with the Laccabeen age and also con

ãiders it written in the Lace. ge. In the first ch. as you re

member we he;e ienie1 standing aglnst compromise with wicked habits and refus

ing to use good food which had been offe ed to idols and asking them to give

him a test end he passed this test and God thus stood behind the face of

His servant. this is of course and interesting story and the purpse of

it being in the ib1e is not simply to tell us an interesting story but to

give us an example of the time of the Iviaccabeans and they tried to force

them to give up their religion and to follow the other gods. It is given
not

as an example for us to resist temptations and to/cut down the barriers

which separate Christianity and non-Christianity and it is an example all

through the age but it does have a very marked relationship to the iaec.

period in its exarple. In the second ch. we have the story of £ianiel being

promoted to a great position end despite the fact that añie1 had been tempted

he did not yield. the events had perhaps iore to do with another period in

steac1 of that one. You notice as we look at this we have on imac and you

might say we could divide the 1ma,e up into o many sections as you want.

It may be divided into many divisions. It is a question exactly where the

divisions ar to be made and there are rather sharp divisions on the point

of material. From the view point of the material we have three sharp division

and then too there are four sujested divisions which are divided into four
parts. The image is

represented s a
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continuous thing and we find that the inage is struck by a stone without

bends end all the ima'e is broken up and the stone becomes a great mountain.

You might say here is a slow iiiovin, picture, the stone coraing dwn and the

image being broken little by llttbe until it completely disappears and in the

nieentiime the stone that hit it has just started gradually and then pretty

soon the whole earth is fillwd with stone. -f you were to think ~~f vie-.-,!s of

the future as three type , pre-mel., post-iael. and a-mel. and we wonder if

any of the three ould fit with the viewpoint of the stone. how many of the

three would-? It very difinitely would not fit the a-mel. view and it is as

contrary to the a-mel. as to the preme1. The pre view hold that the earth is

to be taken over in a very sudden way and the act will come at the end of the

egeand there will be sudden destruction of the world powers and the post-mel.

view holds that Christ is doming and there will be the process of a gradual

spreading of the Gospel in order to fill the whole eath and it is then

completely Christianized and all that is anti to God's will has completely

d1spppeared That is the slow motion. The a-mel. view is that there is no

mel. either before or after the coming of Christ and thus the end of the age

is supposed to be cataclistic so that does not fit with this slow motion in

terpretation, Thus it does not fit with either the a-mel. or the pre-mel.

in the least and it fits a post-mel. interpretation very nicely but it that

a very good conclusion from this picture he idea of leven going into the

loaf is suppo'ed to show the steady progress of the whole world and that is

what is intended by the parables but if that is the thing it depicts, it is

a good picture and it is a sort of gradual growth and extension. God could

and did pick the things that woild give ,is good pictures and e mees them

clear. -he impression anyone would get from this picture then is not a

stone that would just gradually keep coming until it disintegrates and then

disappears but it is a stone that goes on for a 1on time and then it sudden

ly does it. he picture here shows a great and sudden terrific act and th e

picture does not seem to sugeEt a stone cut without hands in a gradual pro

cess.. The impression you get instead is that the stone qiktckly destvoyes the
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image and then takes its piece. I don't hink this is the point where you

could be most dogmatic in it but I do think you an be mighty dogmatic in

the point of the destruction weing a sudden thing even if some say not.

It could have been picture with the wind hitting upon it end gradually,

bit by bit doing it away end there are many petures which could have been

used to show the slow process --for instance the wind hitting upon it end

other ptctures too. If you take it as a slow gradual process it would then

fit the post-mel. l1he picture is not one of slow process. idon't know of

any view that would fit v;ith such a question arid that the great world anti

Lod world powers disappeared at a time of the coming of Christ and to have

been God ever since would have been something for them to hold. Young's idea

is that what kanlel is doing is looking forward to that time when Christ

comes to this earth end God substitutes the kingdom of God for the kingdom

of man end this is the view and it does not seem that he holds the post

mel. here and yet by only a certain amount of twisting can it be made to

represent it. It doesn't fit an a-mel. view at all as 1 can see and the

post-mel. is doubtful. t would certainly be post-mel. rather than .-mel.

end if you had a sudden great destruction of the forces of the wickedness

and Christ's first coming and we have had the kin dom of God ever since.

here would be some who would say practically that--I don't know how they

can out they do. hat would certainly be a post-mel. view arid not an a-mel.

neber thouGht the conve:sion of the Germans and I guess there is

no authority that Young thinks aore highly of than liexenberg and the later

tells about when the Germans and Chariemagen conquerored the axons about

800 D most of them marched through the river and they considered themselves

to he baptised and thus Christians. hey say the thousand years 01' righteous

nes began then and he began to see signes that looked like the loosing of

Satan for a little season and so it looked as though the mel. was coming then.

If yu can ace a view then and make it not 400 :.ut : then you have

the sudden great destruction of evil right then. rhe hoiuan Empire wa begin

ing end not ending then. Roman .mpire claimed its greatest power a hundred
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years after that and the Roman mpire becamse a greet force and it is hard

to consider the omen Empire was destroyed when Christ was born in -'eth1ehem.

#48

Up to .ntiochus and God is going to utterly destroy. Judas came with

the army end drove them back and they won for Jerusalem end the rest of the

world lay in the lap of the evil one and it was only Jerusalem that was free

end Judah. In that area the descendants of the Iacc. soon went into the

world ut within the nations the ILosaic teachings were tau:ht end the bulk

of the people attempted o follow them end so it -,,.,as indeed e far better con

dition than that which -ntioohus tried to introduce but it is hardly reason

able to cell it the kingdom of God and then the kingdom of UOd ould e cover

ing the whole earth. The acc. pictu e then is this refers to the 31iecc.

a e as many of the critics say, then it was not fulfilled and the idea of

some wild dreamer of that day who thought od was going to visit them and

set up the kin,-,dom. i you take the view of those who do :iot taKe the pre

mel. view then you have this occuring at the first coing of hrist and if

this occured then it would seem the ie must have been destroyed at that

time instead of its being a gradual process and its being destroyed ever

since. It must have occured then and it did not occur then. e find the

Holy spirit is in the world taking out a people for His nae, of every

tongue, kind etc. e is selecting here and there those who believe on

Christ arid those who will be members of the body of Christ but e has not

permeated any lands with hristian teaching to the extent that every individua

in it is a Christian and in the lands which are suppo ed to be most Christian

we find that in a period of a century or so we find satan succeedin in

permeating a good portion of the lands with this teaching and it is a up

and down end a constant battieeldof this dispensation and it is riot a

constant gradual rowth into one thing. Italy vas one of the irst regions

perhaps and it is long ago t1-1a, Italy was completely won for nominal
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Christianity and there were many vey find Christians there and many martyrs

but today it is solidly in the hands of the pope and when it conies to ethies

and Christian ideals you will find that the level is very, very low, it is

clear th.t the civilization of Italy is not based upon the Christian level,

an Its ethics. In England after the ieforrnetion it vies most essentili that

there be tha Christian ideals and points but today we know t.ere has een a

tremenduou4.ine. ues. Theoretically there is no reaon in the v;orld

why-we- or I should say there are very few of ne a-mel. view point who have

thought throuCh these reasons very carefully and hey seem to devote instead

a great deal of their time in trying to find inconsistencies in absudities

of the pre-rael. and they try to show pre-rnel. is impossible instead of trying

to ui1d up a syst and so it is rather hard to tell what the a-mel. believe

6r even what an a-mel does believe. Take Pussey, for inance, I'm not sure

what his view is but it is interesting that in his great book on -'aniel he

devotes a greet deal of his faith in the book tryIn( to show that the criticis

is wrong and that the acc. is wrong and he does some veiy excellent rk on

it cn then he devotes a good deal of space to taking up the 9th of Daniel

and trying to show it all points to the death of Christ on Calvary. I have

glan:ed through his wriing and I have not come across anything that gives

me any very definite ideas. The general attitude of this second view point

seems to be to slash out in two directions and to say the Lace. view is wrong

and the our kingdoms do not end with the Iacc. but they end ..ith the homans

and the claim of the ;ritics is vrong and then they slash out the other way

by saying the idea that this begins a pre-mel. kingdom is 'vong as it says

here the kinhdom will -iot be destro,ed and the thing they ar pointin; to

ts the death of Chris on the cross, and this idea of ten kingdom--why

Young points out four or five times in his book that no wher does it say

that the image had ten toes. That is entirely a negative approechlf it said

nine I would say nine and if it said eleven I would say eleven, but when

it says ten, I say itnmIght be around number. Here is a beast and out of
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it arise ten ImItz horns end these represent ten kings. ileybe tht xeans

the beast has its ,r,-at period of existence, bt then it Is ol1ewed by

a period when the empire of the beast is broken up into ten-subdivisions

more-or-less and there is a period when the unity of the empire is broken

but the general tradition and spirit of the empire are continued end that

period is represented by the ten horns--ten kingdoms--it represents a cont

inuation of the viewpoint of the empire but vhich comes after th unified

empire. But if you are going to take that interpretation with oh. 7, is

it not reasonable to take the same interpretation on ch. 2? in ch. 2 where

it mentions ten toes, you might say that it represents a round number, but

it represents as the body comes after the head, the toes come after the legs

and there is a period of time when a series of kingdoms cme after the four raij

kingdoms bit Young says it never says how many toes there are and to else

where say that the ten horn represents ten kingdoms, it just impresses me

when you have two prophecies so similar--two and seven, that if one interpre

tation is clearly correct, it is reasonable to try arid fit that into the

other, rather than trying tq'it soething else into it. f course there

is this about it--it does mention toes specifically. hen it untions

the toes, it shows it had them, why should it not have ten. f it had

toes at all it v;ould be strange if it had any other number. Youn- says

that after the last beast comes, then there is the destruction of the

last beast, but when it comes to "in the days of those kings' he says

we don't have any reason for saying that this refers to the ten toes be

CE se we don't have any reason to know that ther are ten toes. Those

kings must mean the four of them, but how can it be in the days of all

four of them. Lhat doe:n't seem to make sense. Of course he i quoting

thac from Dr. .llis with approval. He says that the stone hits it on the

feet end he point out where else would a stone hit the image to make it

totter and fell and that seems to me a very silly statement4because it it

almost riy place it would tooter and fall, but doubt that if any of ns if :e

were trying to knock over an image, wou d diliberately hit it on the feet
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to make it tobter and fell. 1 don't think That it would even occur to us

to hit on the feet. hen it specifically says that it hit it orthe feet,

it is a little element that is unusal,iiot just a part of necessary scenery.

Under those circumstances, this would seem something that was so unfortunate

about this second view of interpretation--it takes a chapter which doesn't

give us so much detail and tries to insist the detail of it should fit with

the first cominT of Christ, and anything about a great cataclysmic destrjction

of the natural powers and the setting up of God's kingdom is not here pictured

they say. They &ew taken in the 7th ch. doesn't fit all, if you are going

to be consistent and say that it is the coining of Christ the first time that

is the great thing looked o, and ignores the 2nd coming altogether and here

it speaks of Christ dying on the cross and the sending out of the Gospel,

that is as far as he goes and if that is the case, then you might as well

go through the book consitently and try and apply this to the 7th and the

11th chapter and when you get to the 11th chapter, Christian coxi. who

reject the Lacc. view unanamously , or rather most of them find Anti-christ

there. 'here is one interesting exception--Philip Mauro, a lawyer and

consistent --ie wrote so!,-.e excellent things such as Life in the Vord and

he took o er general dispensational teaching and accepted it along that

line but then he began to question it end he found certain inconsistencies

in what he had been given, and he found certain points that were not in line

and he found certain problems tha; had not been worked out end he took a

strong attitude against dispensatlonalism and he like Young slashed out at

premill. but unlike them he proceeded to work out a logical interpretation

arid so he says here that this great one that raises himself up against God

is King Herod. He is the only one the,. know of that is consistent in this--------------

2nd view and tries to make Herod the little horn. s far as I know there

is no one else who follows him because it makes too many difficulties.

Young critices him for taking this view--who else could it be. Po be

consistent it is either ntiochus or Herod, but ntiochus came out of the

Greek kingdom and not the Roman so it must be ierod according to 2nd view.
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It seems to me with the idea of progressive revelation, that in this 2nd

chapter God reveals certain facts about what is comigg, and we must remember

that there is that which isnecessary to present the picture, but which has

nothing to do with giving details of the future. But that which is peculiar

in it, must have been put in for a purpose. So we take ch.2 and realizing

that some of the details are machinery, we try and see what it is portraying

and then when we get over to ch. 7, 1 think that it is absolutely clear, that

we find the same picture as we found in oh. 2 but with additional materials

given. 7e are given a certain amount of truth and then over in ch. 7 we are

given more truth and to say that oh. 2 is one thing and oh. 7 something entire

ly different doesn't make sense. If ch. 7 looks forward to the second comine

then so does ch. 2. Now there is nothing more important in history than

the birth of Christ not the death of Christ t Calvary end everything that

may occur Inthe world and u all the beissing that we have or ever will have

is a result of Christ's death, but that doesn't mean that every chapter in

the Bible is talking about that. In the 2nd chapter I see nothing that I

feel must refer to His first coming. It seems to me that it is an out-working

of Calvary. to Nebucheddrazzar andc.h 7 i given to Daniel

end naturally we have a 'ittle different viewpoint. It flatters Nebu. but

it is also shown him that God has given him a kingdom and this that he has

is what God has established. It, the image, is not simply given to show

you the terrible things that are coming against God and how He is going to

wreck them. Thatsort of dualism is not the picture here. de must remember

that Satan is under God's control and he cannot lift a finger except God

permit him. I have heard it said very well--The man that curses Cod could

not do it, except that God gave him the breath. You can do nothing against

God except that he allow you and God does permit Satan a large amount of

rein during this period and it is Satans wickedness, yet is nder the control

of God. Now in this oh. 2 it is shown that Neb.i. had this kingdom from God,

and when we suffer under Satan's attack, and suffer under the tyranny of
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wicked powers, which is part of the continuation of Satan's control in the

world, we must recognize that these are ultimately under God's control and

could not exist for a minute if God didn't permit.lt. He has given them

the power end strength end Satan's dominion is under God and this a very

important thing that we bring to people. It was very helpful to the Iacc.

The other thing that is proved by the image is that it continues for a long

time end how long the fourth kingdom continues we just don't know. God

does not choose to give us the answer. He wants us to be ready at any time

when He decides to bring the great consummation. It was of great encourage

ment to keep going forward and in the end God will rk his plan. his 2nd

chapter then I think is a very important ch. but - don't think we should read

into this ch. Ques. about these days. in those days it was believed that God

woild set up a kingdom that would never be destroyed. n the days of these

1lngs God would set up the kingdom and we ask what does it sound like. You

might say in the days f mperor iilhelm and Hitler--no, not htat. In the

days of Jefferson, .ashington, Madison and Monroe, uchan and Lincoln there

shall come a Oivil iar which will nearly disrupt the US. Would that be fair?

It began in uchan's time and it did not begin in ashington's time and you

could say, of course, in the daysof these early presidents, there did develpp

the days of destructioi and things tht will lead to a Ivi1 ar. -n the

days of these kings shall the God of deeven set up a kingdom that pill not

ever be destroyed end in the days of these continuing kings, God will be grad

ually setting it up. it might fit with that but that is not the pictire here.

The picture is of a sudden attack and not one that has been growing gradually.

I don't see much sense to the picture as it is given here and don't really

like to say that as there are others who do see much sense to it. Someone

in Wheaton told me that he couldn't understand the bitterness of some of the

nierIcan Council men and he said they must be out of their minds to make such

statements. If you're going to take it as bitter to criticise someone's logic

it is pretty strong languae and thinbetter be careful what I say right

here a--I don't mean any enamosity toward these men. I find some very fine
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inte1liTent people who think like that nd get off into some line. 1 cannot

see that they are using their head in reasoning like this ond when they say

it happened in the days of these kings. uotation--"Dryver refers to the

phrase in the days of these kings shall the oelucus and the 'a1ade and then

we can see that would fit perveetly if the fourth kingdom is that of .lexander

efthe Great and it would fit fine on that supposition. Others find the re

ference to kings of the Roman Empire in the da~s of these-kin,cs. Kell applies

this to the kings of the world kingdom last described. The View adopted by

the Scofield ef. 1ble is -Qw-4epe4-by- that these refere to the kings

of anie1 24-27. Thus it is argued that the time of the prophecy is -fixed at

not being the time of the first but the second advent of Uhrist. In that

day the iron of imperial powers will be mixed with socialism and democracy

and will not be fesed together'. Christ will then come for his saints

the Chruch will be caught up into Heaven and the stone will fall and from

these words of oung, we see his summariing. i'his view must be rejected as

being exegecially untaniabe. t .ekes too much of a symbolism nh not ex

pressly told but then the ten kings can only come from this portion in

.anie1 24-27. furthermore the Lnage was not smitten upon the toes but upon

the feet and the feet and legs are to be taken together and the blow wold fall
if

wke-the dispensations are consistent and it would be at the time when the

kingdom is divided into the eesten and western empires. Lastly the phrase

of in J&ays of these kings cannot refer to the ten toes for the toes are

nowhere identified as kings nor does it refer to the kingá of the ourth

monarchyfor no such kings are mentioned. That is the problem. The only kings

rnentthoned are of the four empires and yet it is said they refer most naturally

to the kings of the empire and it is clearly involved in the symbolisme of the

image and while distinct yet these four kingdoms were in a sense one.

Ivedo-Persia conquered and moor. babylon, and while some never conquered 11

of lexanders empire it did conquer and it was while the ima:e was standing

the blow was struck so we may say it was in the period of those tour empires

together representing the Lentile world but in the days of the last of the
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four and the kingdom was given up. It seems to me to be a not very reason

able argument. It mist come before the Roman -mpire--before 400 .-.d any

way. Young says the striking of the feet is symbolical and does not have

anythin: to dowith 14--the image is struck on the feet because such a blow

would cause it to totter and fall. here is then a very involved argument.

It is a view whthch could not possible be fitted with the a-mel. vie point.

Daniel 51 (#50 was left blank)

It is a phrase that fits perfectly with the post mel. inter. It is while these kings

are reigning it is that the kingdom of Heaven is built up slowly and gradually . It is

of a gradual destruction and that eing the case there is the gradual 'etting up of the king

torn and. the picture that is presented elsewhere by this verse and if this was the only verse

it would seem like a good picture of the post-mel. view and the teaching of tte chap. and it

is a gradual, slow process and that is .the picture presented elsewhere and it seems reason

ably to be interpreted that way and planning for a long series of kings and. it is gradually

setting up the establishment of the kingdom especially as you find in the later part of the

verse and. it is a statement that fits in quite definitely with the sudden cataclismic idea.

It will break in pieces and consume all the kingdoms and it shall stand forever and of course

the phrase that it will consume all these kingdoms is an interesting phrase as it is coming

one after the other and there is only one of them when the stone hits the image. It is going

to consume all these kingdoms but the way it says it will break in pieces and it does not

sound as though it is going to gradually permeate these kingdoms and so the post-mel. inè*r

pretation is the mo't natural of this verse but it does not fit in with the rest of theth.

and the man like Young does not take the view point and. so we are left with the situation

which we have quite frequently in the Scripture where we have a little it of a suggestion

and then we are left to try to fit in and. explain its meaning. It is strange there is so

much stress on the toes and you ask if it does mean something and. we do have the two legs

and it might be the dividing eastern and westward is what some say. Do these ten toes indicate

not a precise matter but a general view point f the Roman Empire and. the Empire in itself

looses its unity and breaks up into groups and. later is divided into 10 divisions. It may

mean 10. 12, or even 15. The unity is broken up as acombined political control but there

is the -enera1 spirit and attitude contained in a number of the divided sections. There is
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the stress that it will i divided but even so it is composite. By composite we mean

it is in some way different from the Persian Empire which is not described tL. The

way in which this is different is that there is something that has less of unity to it

and very possibly there is a breaking up of that unity. You ask if that is so from the

toes and we cannot reach that conclusion yet. We must not build on that mere mention of

the verse in the chapter but it has to be put up on the shelf to see if we have further

light on the subject. In Daniel 7 there we have ten horns coming up and the ten horns

are ten kings and there we have a definite teaching that there is something that has ten

which comes after the main body of the four kingdoms and which makes it reasonable to say

the stress on the toes was not accidental but it does fit with the further element which

is not yet explained and so here when ho does not say in the .ay o that kingdom" the God

of Heaven sets up a kingdom but he says'in the days of these kings". The toes are partly

of iron and partly of clay and the kingdom will be partly strong and partly weak and. this

would suggest the possibility that this one great kingdom has become something which could

be spoken of as a number of things. It leys the way clearly open to find it taught in cli. 7.

Of course in Luke Christ seems to look forward to a time when these things will comes to

pass and after his day and until the time of the Gentile people. Cues. The characteristics

of all of these continue on into the separate ones and. there characteristics are involved

and you find them continuing on and you find, the image of the human government. These

kings must be either successive or simultaneous and with the kings that are successive you

cannot steak of something sudden coming to -,ass. In the days of the last of the four

kingdomsis not an easy version to hold. Cues. He stres-es over and over that the ten

toes are not the kingdoms but in the 7th cli. he sys this shows there are ten kincdoms

which come after the end.. The critics soy the four kingdoms that end. with Ale,aad.er the

Great and. there is a whole section on the four kingdoms to show that the four kingdoms

that end with Alexander the great but then they say they end, with the Romans but to me

it does seem rather inconsisteritbut in ch. 7 it does say the division is after the Roman

mpire and. then he says the little 'orn is anti-Christ who is yet to come and all of that

in ch. 7 so his argument in ch. 2 and 7 is really to try to show the non-parallelism but

when he comes to dealing with the critics and. trying to disprove their arguments that the

fourth kingdom is at the time of the Macc. and he draws the whole ch. from ch. 7 ana oh. 2
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and gets material from there. His attitude from the critics causes him to assume 2 and

7 are talking about the same thing.In the one talking about the dispensational view he

trys to show they are different and. ch. 2 he says can have notZiin to do with it. He is

admitting everything that is imrortant in ch. 7 so there really is not much point in it.

Those who want to attack a futuristic point on Daniel will have the 2nd ch. to uote from

and probably won't notice in ch. 7. His admissions are more or less incidental and his

attacks are straight and it is the same that he does over in ch. 11 when he is discussing

v. 36 and he says there you have about 6 or 8 different views and. the firstof these is

the view of the critic that it is Antiochus and this view does not it and in everyone

of the verses he shows it could not possibly fit Antiochus and then he gives the view of

Calvin that it is the Roman Empire and then he goes on and shows why it applies to a

definite indivial and not to an empire. Then he says it is the dispensationalist in

terpretaticn that it is the anti-Christ and that is the view held down through the ages.

To make a division here we then repudiate the d.ispensationalist view and it is really rather

illogical. ues. When I first looked in the book I was very well impressed and. he has

on the whcle done a very good job but then I was surprised to find that some of the rather

strong arguments he just passed over. I was quite disappointed in that--rather strong ones

that are not very easy to answer. He says in the frcnt that his bock has two purtoses--one

to aètack a4- from critical view and one from dispensational view but as he goes through

he picks up things like t1-As and he does not say how many proofs there are and he does not

go into these things bt it is my opinion he is fundamentally inconsistent. It is some

thing that he does not work cut--about the coming of Christ.

Daniel 2

If i nans a sudden destruction or a continuous process for the post-mel. view then

it might be reasonable in the days of the kinge to refer to the kingdom and. you must think

of the smiting of the ige as it began in the days of Nebuchanezzzar because the coming

of Christ did not come until he fourth kingdom so you can't very think it is the coming

of Christ and not have it be in that time of the four kings. Awelis takes what is called

the dispensational view on this and said there is no such thing as ten kingdoms and. also

it does not say how many toes there are so there are not necessarily ten toes. He then

ends up by saying it is in the period of the four kingnoms but in the days of the last of

them and then the whole point is gone and we're right back where we started. At the time
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when this would happens he does not say how many or who will be reigning and for woineone

to be dogmatic this is wrong. It is then saying more than i in this chap. definitely.
7

Some will do that and ten Young and Alfo'rd will come along and say now absurd it is. e

have a suggestion in our phraseology and I don't knc? 'rhy the Holy Spirit should not do

that. Ill, of when I teach, I often use phrases that imply something which we have not

yet had. I use a term arid go right on with it. When we have here 'in the days of those

kings" and. we ask what it does mean and we wo:.ider if there is more than one king at the

time when this does happen. The on. does nit tell us What it means Out it does raise the

question. In ch. 7 you find t'ie question answered and i; is a FQO method, I think, The

Holy Spirit does it a great deal in tne OT. In Is. cn. i we re o the one cc'in Wno

is tne oranen oi trLc'J. and the fruit o' earth. How can one be both of those arid it

is a very peculiar thing. How can they fit to°'ether and. we wonder just what it means. If

it does not mean anything why is such a peculiar phrase used in Isaiah? You go into Is. 9,

and you find the parallelism and it is mo e readily understood. It suggests them but it

does not prove them. You begin then to put the two together andsoon you say this Wond.erftll

One who is coming has actually two phases or two aspects and. one is closely connected with

iod and one with man. Then you m4g find many phrases which teach the perfect humanity of

the Messiah, that He is indeed the Son of David, the Child of Abraham and born of IsraI.

You don't havethe thing clearly explained in any one place but you put the two together

and you have a pretty definite-1 .icture of one -,..,ho is coming and one who is both God and

man and. t°n you 'et to the NT and yonfind it is so true. When the time comes, it is my

guess, we'll find where the suggestions fit in with the reality. To advance some of the

suggestions and to repudiate others does not put us any farther along the line of the sugges4

tions and. it is an unfortunate point. With Dr."Ewelis it is easy to see how he wild get into

that approach. he stent a great part of his life attacking the critical theories and

seeing their weaknesses and their errors and he aid an excellent job of it except for this

one phase where he does not have the tendency to see all of it. In the detail he did a

very excellent job and he goes to pre-mel. which he did not havmuch contact with and he

saw some errors into which he studied and. then had to expose them. Then he went on to attack

the whole businss. He takes up detail after detail trying to prove erroreous the foundation

of the whe premel view and I think he gets into many argumeats of the type of this one

here where he speaks of many kings and it does not mean at that tine at all. Ques.
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It would be easy to say in the days of the Gentile world power but to say in the days

of those kings I don't think it seems impossible. He ends up by picking thedays.

In ch. 7 we have the picture which God gave to Daniel and giving it to him Re gave him

certain insight which He had. not given to Nebichanezz. which was not especially appropriate

to give to Nebuch. but which were vital for the Jews to know. The picture is very different

from the other pictu e anti it is hard to miss seeing the unity between them and Young does

say the four empire of ch. 2 or the four empire o ch. 7 but he says the + empires of Daniel.

All critics seem to agree that these are the four4of Daniel and they end. with the Macc.

and. they assume one of them is an empie which never existed but which the Empire does.

Many say these definitely end with the days ofRome and it is the nly reasonable way to

interpret. Ch. 2 and 7 have a close similarity and that is unavoidable--each has four

kingdoms and the fourth is a mightly supernatural intervention wich establishes a new king

dom at that time and. it is a kingdom which will last forever and so you have the similarity

of the general teaching of the two. The description of the four beasts is given here and.

it is hard to see the similarity of the three and then the other and to see how they are

like the When you come to the fourth beast, it is dreadful and terrible and has

great iron teeth and you find. it is stretched and it breaks in pieces and stands in pieces.

The horns are mentioned last and it does not say how many there are. I considered the horns

and there came up among them another little horn and they were struck up by the roots. es

were like the eyes of aman and a mouth speaking great t ins and this is new. V. 8 has no

parallel in the ch. V. 9 is interesting. Here then we have God intervenes and judg

ment was and books were opened and in v. 11 we it was beheld the voice and the body

was destroyed and concerning the rest of the beasts they had their dominion taken away but

their lives were prolonged for a season of time. Surely that would indicate that each beast

lost 1t dominion to the fe44e succeeding one but yet there continued a great deal of their

'ie an' their view point and things taken over from the othe and their life was prolonged

but now the last oneis destroyed completely and. puts an end to the remananta of all four

beasts. V. 13 is interesting and it says "I saw in the ni:ht visions---------------------------------' If you are going

to take ch. 2 as leading up to the birth of Christ logically then you should take 7 and 8,

it would seem to me. The difficulty would be the little horn and the little horn is UOW

t4e and the little horn then on'of Palestine who comes up and among the ten different

sections of the Roman Empire and conquers three cf these sections and eD. had eyes like the
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eyes of a man and a mouth speaking great things and that would. describe any dictator or

despot and. of course that would fit Herod and some say it fits him and then others say

it is surely false and that he would not havekilled the children and. so if that were the

case it might be lo63cal to apply that to the first coming of Christ but when we look

at the picture it is hardly reasonable

Daniel 53

iost interpreters do take ch. 7 as 1evinr up to the ca-in of christ

and one of the things concering the first conìin is that in v. 13

we have the statement that 'one like the on of iJnto come with the cloud:

of Heaven and come to the ancient of days" and he put that about ii::self

and is here the Son of lVian spoken about and it goes to later on and

when lie does that it goes on to rule out what is to come andit does seers

impossible in the 7th ch. of -'anie1 and so the moral is oin, against

the NT but most of the interpreters are inconsistent and they try to

make most of the 2nd oh. follow the 2nd view point but in oh. 7 they admit

the futuristic view. -t would be impossible to say what there is to do

--an answer to a question asked in class. The difficulty here is that

the peace is utterly destroyed end in v. 11 there is the difference.

It is suggested here a cetaclismic change and there is a strange thing

about ch. 2 and there is muchtrange in this verse and the stone coming

end hitting the image makes a stren:e event and many have tken it as

a pictire of hrist's first coing and while in the second one there is

not so much about His coming and yet they say there is that much admitted

about iiself. (iuuch of this record is ctkt incorrectly and some of

the sentences are not distinct.) It was predicted in -'aniel and it was

said that much which was said would be thus done and you notice that the

high priest took it that way and there was witness to the blaspheming

and the Son of en has come and it might be made figurative and then

say that it was the Son of an coming into iethlehm--being born there.

Christ definitely says it is going to come and so ch. 7 gives forth
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and looks forward to the -econd coair1:, of hrit. 'es. one specific

knowled'e is given in this ch. and about futire events. You can put in

machinery in description and you miht say it is pet of it and all

but this is specific unusual things it must then have a iae&ning--in ch.

2 end in ch.7 there is great detail on some points and then on other

points he just does not go into it, Oh. 2 shows us there are two phases

of it. Ch. 7 gives two phases also--the vay great beast and then his

ten horns but to make something peculiar about the horns but there could

be part of it andpart of something else and when you hear part of it re

peated several times there is no p;int in having it all repeated. iou

have then conservative pictures and you must recognize it as the second

coming of Christ arid so if the second coming of Ohrist is leadin up

to here. -'here is noting in this 7th which would seem to refer to the

first cornthng of Christ. he great events of 0hrist'ssecond. coming, the

establishment of a kingdom that cannot be destroyed, his overcoming of

iniquity and the overthrow f atan's power is soaehing earned by His

death on the cross and it is an important to deal with this event. t

is an important one in history and it is said both of them are looking

forward to the second coming of Christ end the second view seems to have

no resting piece in oh. 7 or in c.'-I. either. ues. That would mean he

is giving the sketch of it and not featuring the exact details. it Is

a round number raeening meaning in general arid not necessarily

unified. '1e don t know if there might be 8 or 10 or 15 or whatever. The

empire wf .lex. was never broken into__four parts but Ptolemy claimed to

be a ruler of the empire but in actual practice but he did n ot let the

region about have authority over him so he broe away and so on. "e use

terms in the sense of round terms. The question always is how large the

unit you are using is. e can't go back and ask anie1 what type he

meant. he rest of the record goes on with the discussion of the round

number it rdght be used. Lhe national YPsien Co. and you might say it
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it his kingdom and. the man who owned it ran it with an iron hand and just what he said occured.

and then Montgomery Ward wanted Avery to take over their co. so today he does the same with

both places. He may hire five vice-pres. this year and. fire them next year--he still runs 14

with an iron hand.

/#54.

Explanation of the assignement--for two hours of graduate credit all the Hebrew is involved.

There is nothing saying there ar ten toes and so it must mean that the whole four kingdoms are

not of the ten kings represented by the ten toes if there were toes. It is interesting that

Young says the best commentary on Daniel is by Keil and I looked up the days of the kings in

eI1's Commentary and the ten kings it says there were represented by the ten toes which I think

is rather interesting. Ten hours especially mentioned in the 7th ch. and Keil does take the

view that the toes arid, horns run torrether. In the 7th ch. we have the four beasts which come

up out of the sea and it is an entirely different sort of a picture than the picture of a
2

great image but we have every reason to think that ch. 4 and, 7 are al1el. They are in the

same book and they present the coming of Christ in the same book and the image represents the

great empire and at the time of the 4th Dart of the isage there is a destruction. There are

enough parallels between them to cause them to represent different things and there is some

statements that picture four different things and there are things that are alike and I do not

think any commentator takes the four beasts to be anything different from for parts of the image

Those who hold the Macc. writing èf the book contend the fourth beast is the Kingdom of Assyria

hold to it. The say the first kingdom is the Babylonian Empire. Most then agree that the four

th rart of the im age is the same thn and. that being the case, where in one we have the des

truction which utterly destroy. the image and we are told this is the kingdom which the Lord is

going to set up and in the other case we read the body of the image is slain and the kingdom

is given to the saints of God, and there comes one like the Son of Man in the clouds of Heaven

and gives dominion and glory in the Ktnom and all those af all langaa'es should serve him

and. it is hard to get away from the destruction and the setting up of the kingdom as two. It

would be possible they might be different and in such a case there should be some pretty clear

indications. The natural inter, would be that they are the same. In the 2nd. ch. the picture

given seemed like a quite a suAd.en destruction. Ques. It would seem to me if the preaching

of Christ and the going out of the Gospel into the world is given in one it is given in the
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other also. We need. definite proof to say one is one view and the other is view of something

else. In the second ch. the ed.ence is somewhat stronger for the second coming than it seems

to be in the 7th ch. In the 2nd, ch. the picture as given seems to destroy suddenly and it is

pretty hard to think of the ftreaching of Christ and His death on Calvary end His resurrection

as being a sudden destruction of the world empire and a sudden filling of the earth with His

Kingdom. It is possible to think of His kingdom as coming and. passing through the world until

it has conquered the whole earthand the result of the spread of the Kingdom of God is that all

the wicked powers are destroyed. That is an entirely possible concept. If that is the concept

the Holy Sptrit had in mind it seems strange to take the picture of the stone suddenly falling

and causing the image to fall over. It does not give the inmreasion of the image gradually

decreasing nd the image gradually increasing. You don't want to press each detail of the

picture and you can't do that. The pressure of it seems to fill the whole earth. There are

many other pictures which could be used if the Lord. wished to convey the other idea. Then in

ch. 7 we have the picture of the cataclismic nature of the destruction and there is nothing

there that suggests a gradual change. It sat there and the body was destroyed and the Son

of !an came near to the destruction and He was in dominion and power and glory. There is no

suggestion of a gradual thing. It sounds like the Lord said arid then it is done. It would.

be easier to interpret this then as a gradual spread if it were not for the cominjf the Son

of Man in the clouds of the Heavens. It does not ive the impression of that yet it would not

be utterly impossible.

Daniel




I think that it would be IMir say that in the second chapter both the post-mil.

and amil would, say that this was the first coming of Christ that was described but we would

say that the first coming is not alluded. to especially in the 7th ch.. Christ refers it to

His second coming when He alludes t, and I would say that it was highly questionable whether

there was any word in either ch. 2 or 7 which one has the right to say is an indication of

the first coming of Christ. Of course God did not reaveal everything at once and there are

places in the O.T. where od speaks to us about His first coming with no mention of the

second. and vice-versa. For ist to ia' r the first moan that 1.

not important and vice-versa. There is nothing as important as the first coming of Christ

and. in all history that will ever ocnrr there is nothing more important than that Christ

died on Calvary but that doesn't mean that either of these has to mentioned in any specific
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section of the Bible and. it is highly questionable whether there is a reference to either

one in ch. 2 or ch. 7. I an not at all certain that you would find commentaries referring

the 7th ch. to the first coming, but of ch. 2 we find a cood many bringing the first

coming in and. that I fail to see is justifiable. Philip Mauro has written a good deal

on this subject. His idea that the anti-christ is Herod. the Great is hared. by no other

interpreter that I know of. He swung from an extreme futuristic view and making everything

fit the second comin to the other extreme of making everything fit the first coming. I

think it is taking the second view loica1ly. Ayoutig fellow was telling up at Cornell

Univ. He told. about being in a Club there which was heavily endowed so that the members

are selceted because of their ability along schloraly lines and. the emphasis is particularly

on intellectual standing and most of the fellows in the Club are anti-christian in their

viewpoint. He told kis ministers are broutht in and these were sent around to the various

clubs to speak and not so long ago they had a minster that was sent down to this club.

He spoke there and told them that he wouldn't mind being interupoted. at any time. He

spoke in quite and vague and. general way and stressed the importance of religion and so

one of the fellows asked him what he meant by religion and. he told him that religion was

a search and. after bring asked what it was a was a search for--he told them th't it was

a search for the hi-best values but then the question was put the minttter--how was that

any different from what the students were doing in anthrooolcr, or economics and as the

fellows questioned him, he practically admitted tht there was nothing to religion but

simply searching ad trying to make a better life and then this Christian with whom I was

with spoke up and he raised some questions from the opposite viewpoint and there the

poor fellow was in the midst of two fires--unbelievers asking questions from one side and

and then people who believed that there was a Supernatural revelation which he utterly

denied asking question from this side and. the next day one of the stdñents expressed to

this fellow with whom I was, how he appreciated the way they had asked questions thus

showing that there were two positions which were rather lgical]y coherent--one, there

is no Supernatural and the other side which claimed, that therr was a very definite Super

natural in the universe as res.vealed in theIible, but this man stood in between and was

Lneither flesh, fish nor fowl. In this case of course it would be possible for the Lord

to give us a picture of both comings in it yet the interpretation which is logical is to
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make t all fit the first coming though I think you would have a hard time do so and thus

contradict what Christ said in Matt. 7:13. I think that many commentators would say that

ch. 7 refers to the secondcoming but when they come to ch. 2 they don't alto-ether relate

it to cli. 7 and. I don't think tht they have thought the thing through fully. They will

make statem-tits as though referring to the first coming but then they will, mention other

things which seem to show that they haven't thought the problem through.

After the resurrection of the dead there is the general judgment in which all are

judged and the wicked are sent into eternal judgment and the righteous are sent into

eternal bliss. The Amil. view as to what happens at this time is not very clearly stated.

It is largely infreence or guess that is used. Of course we have those beautiful pictures

in Rev. 21 and 22 but which some take hs highly symbolical. Milligan takes the New Jerus-

alem as coming down from heaven as the church in this age and has nothing to do with the

saints at the seco'U coming of Christ. Zin says that it is a picture of the mill, but

others say that it is icture after the judgement f the wicked. Many premil. and ainils.

say that. It is a highly symbolical picture and it is not very clear as to specific de

tails and I think that it is not a passage that should be built on but rather to fit into

a scheme. The impression that I have is that God all through the Scriptures reveals that

tis which is important to direct our conduct and thins in the next general phase and that

he Ives us certain glimpses of things that are far distant for our encouragement and my

impresLon is that He has revealed much to us about the mill, and then there are a great

many things that He has not revealed. After the 1000 year reign, Satan is loosed fo a

little season and after that the hosts of wickedness are finally destroyed and then all

the unrighteous dead are raised and they are judged and cast into the lake of fire. It

may tkz be that the mill. kingdom under-goes a chan --I feel that it is something that

just don't know too much about after the judment. There is one verse which seems to

suggest a rather marked change--Cf. Ia.ICor. 15:22 ff. At that time will the kingdom

bedelivered up to the Father, for He must reign until he has put all enemies under His

feet--that is a passage which we wonder if we have all the facts so that we can fully

interpret but it would impress me that it was extremely probable after the time of judent

that he is speakinr" here--there certainly is death at the end of the mill, when fire comes

down out of heaven and the wicked are destroyed. It would seem to me that this happened to
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to the wicked, that is after it has happened, the Kingdom will be delivered up unto God.,

even the Father. It seems hard to understand that part of Christ being subject though

always in way He has been subject--What does it mean to say that God may be all in all.

It would seem that it doesn't mean thaod would be different but rather there is a period

when Christ will give up some of the leadership in the kingdom--a reign in His own part

icular reign in his own person that this particualr relation will come to him that God

may be all in all. This is the only passaEe which seems to suggest cuite definitely a

rather vital change at the end of the mill, but whatever it means--it speaks of a time

when Christ will deliver up the kingdom--there would seem to be a time which would be the

reien of Christ and then there would be a time when God the Father takes over and God

is made all in all. I wo'ld think of that as being the end of the mill, kingdom. If it

is not at thex end of that--it would. at least come at the judgment of the wicked in any

case. According to a premil. view this comes at the end of the 1000 years but with the

amil. or post-mu, view it would come at the judgment and they would say that all were

judged at the same time--wicked. and. ri-hteous. Only one enera1 judgment when the Son

would give up the Kingdom unto the Father that God. may be all in all. They would all

aree that this comes at the judgment of the wicked. Of course mill, it can't be says

Young becuase it calls it ever1astin and that means that it will never pass away and

this won't be restored but I don't think that conclusion fol&ows these statements. I

think when you say an everlasting kingdom--I don't think that there is word in Scripture

that means absolutely without end. I think that various words used that way mean a

stretching on to along time. You et the idea of endlessness through expressions--

where the won dieth not or forever and ever or ac'es upon ages. If forever meant without

end there would be no point in repeatin. I am not sure how much right we have to draw

on the metaphysical concept of absolute endlessness. I heard a man last on this subject

Prof. of History of Religions--Presby. minister in which he told how nice itXas in the

Middle Ages when Christians bleived that earth was the center, then the sun and then

the planats and then space and around that we had God and thus you had that wonderful

feeling of sec'irity with God all around but then along came Copernicus which proved that

that the earth was not the center of the universe after all and we know now that the

earth roes around the sun instead of the other way and the sun is only a little spebk
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and so space oes on and. on and there is no limit and. So we lose that feeling of security

that we used. to have. He then went on to say that Bisoph Usahur made a study and found

that God created. the world in 4004 B.C. on Oct. 21 at 9:30 a.m. and. then he point out how

the geologists show how the age of the earth goes back and. back millions and millions of

years so that time doesn't have a start like that so that there is no place for God at

that end. either so we lose our security that we used to have about a Great God. who

sorrounded time and space and then he went on to say that we used to think that man was

created specèkl from the animals and he was made in the image of God but now he says that

Darwin has shown that man is only one of the animals and it is only the survival of the

fittest and so he is not a favorite of God's either. It was a well presented discourse

which he gave there. But the idea that space is absolutely limitless--that you can go

on and. on and. on and never come to an end seems to e rather sharply contradicted by

Eistein's present view that there is is a limit to space. Of course if you believe in

an infite God. on the borders of space, it doesn't make must difference if your spaces are

2000 miles across or 2 billion billion milesAacross. As a child. I used. to pazzel over

this idea. I used to look up at the sky and think--Could you go on and on and on and

is there no end. absolutely or will you come to a wall and that is the end. You can't

conceive coming to an end. and yet you conceive of going on without an end--the

human mind, simply can't understand it. This philèsphic concept of something going on

without end, if that is what God. wanted to reveal to us, He would. have to expain it rather

specifically, becuse you can't expect a word. just in common use in any language to have

a organst concept like that--a word. for which we have no use for except for a specific

idea. Therefore you have no right to take a word in a language and say this word means

this particular thing--no common word, can be expcted. to mean it. The only way that it

can have that meaning is that it be invented for that purpose. I had a very beautiful

paper sent to me once by a very godly man and head of a great mission work and this book

he seat to me 13 years and. he asked. me to run over it and suggest anything that might be

of help. The book was on eternal punishment and. what he said was that the word plam

meant absolutely endless and there fore eternal. punishmait is endless. He stressed. the
that means endless

fact that there was no other word in Hebrew,,and therefore that is what this word meant.

It was very beautifully expressed and. I hated. to disagree with such a fine Christian man
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but I pointed out to him that though the teaching that he was trying to present seemed to

be the clear teaching of Scripture and seems to be taught in various passages in the

Scripture, nevertheless his whole arurnent was built on a word. that was not justifiable

and. I gave instances specifically where the word olam is used. for 1000 or 2000 years or

even used for 700 years and the word. is often used without the concenpt of endlessness in

it. It is a word that means a long time off and. when it says here, an everlasting dominion

it is not saying that there is no end. to it but is something that goes on for a very long

ways. There others are kingdoms that have a very difinite limit--one conquers the first

and. that one is conquered by the next etc. and God destroys the last one. They are

temporary but this one is not temporary. They are kingdoms which pass away and passes

away u when i* is overcome by a stronger force. This one can never be overcome by a

stronger force--they are destroyed but this is a kingdom that shall not be destroyed.

That is not to say that the One that directs and controls it is not sometime going to

change the form of it. The emphasis here is that it doesn't pass away because of some

thing greater that comes along and. I don't think that anyone can say for sure that there

is not a change after the 1000 years. It doesn't say thati there is and. it certainly

doesn't say that there isn't. But it does say that no stronger force is coming along to

destroy this kingdom as the others were destroyed and that is very definite. There seems

to be a time when it specifically is Christ's kingdom and. then there is a time when it

I given over to the Father that He may be all and in all. It would seem to point to a

specific time when this thing happened even though Christ would still be part of the

Trinity and we would. be as close to Christ as we ever The relation of believers to

Christ is given in a temporal sense also--Christ, the firstfruits but here it says, then

comes the end--it impresses me that it is a temporal relationship. In vs. 14- I don't

think in any way contradicts the &iea of a millennial kingdom. If you do not take it as

describing the mill, kingdom. Imight mean the kingdom of Christ as set up at His first

coming and that this kingdom which begins with the apostles and spreads throughout the

earth will not pasway but that it shall be everlasting. If that is correct, then at

the end there is a vital change--there is no everlastingness of the kingdom of God. in our

hearts which is more everlasting than the millennial kingdom. That is a perfectly posAble

interprtation of it this verse.
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It is given to Christ an everlasting kingdom that shall not pass awayand it would be

interesting to note pre-mel. interpreters and see which of the two they think v. 14 here is

and then see if they have a clear cut idea which of those two and see also what they do

with a similar verse in ch. 2. V.L44Of ch.2 "And. in the days of these kings shall the

God, of heaven set up a kingdom, which shall never be destroyed; and the kingdom shall not

be left $o other people, but it shall break in pieces and consume all these kingdoms, and

it shall stand, for ever." Now that is quite parallel to our reference in ch.?, to v. 1I4..TOUng

says NDryver refers to the phrase in the days of these kings to Celusus and P$olemy an others

find, the reference to the kings of the Roman Empire and also aeals with kings of the world

organs. " The world kings last described and the description is for the kings last mentioned.

According to the Scofiead. Ref. 3ible these ten kings refer to the ten kings of Dan. 2:24-27.

Thus it is argued the time of the Prophecy is Axed as the £4,M second and not the first ad

vent of Christ. It would. seem to imply that this kingdom is one that starts at the first

coming of Christ. In the next paragraph he says the kingdom' of God is of divine origin and

of eternal relations. For this reason it cannot be the tmill. which is but a 1000 years

in length. Since the kingdom is divine, thereOre it is eternal. It will futhermore

not be conquered by others but will ever be in the hands of the same people through Israel,

God. and the Church. On the other hand it will break in pieces and1 other kingdoms,

This kingdom which God establishes is the sphere of His sovreignity among men. That seems

to make it specifically the first coming of Christ. e takes the view that this kingdom

is the kingdom which begins in the hearts of the apostles and gradually spreads throughout
ever

the world. That is the kingdom which willAbe in the hands of the same people to do the

will of God. In ch. 2 he doesn't say it in quite so many vrda but that he intimates very

definitely that this kingdom began in the first coming of Christ and that is the kingdom

that is established while the kingdom is still standing and is a kingdom which is eternal

and divine and unconquerable but it will ever be in the hands of the sam' people. Now

of course, if you believe in the eternal world, that world fit in very nicely but certainly

there are some great changes at the coming of Christ. I feel that there is a great deal

that is said in Dr. Young's book that fits with the premil. view and is inconsistent with

the other facts which he states. The one passage doesn't prove the point, but if he
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let down on this passage, he would. have to change over in other pas.---ages. Now in :lZ1. he

doesn't make clear about what kingdom is there described--whether it is the kingdom that is

now going on or if it comes after Christ's coming. Now we would say that Dan. ?:lzl is

either the beginning of Christ's first coming and continues through this age and if that

is the case it is an everlasting dominion which will not pass away and. will never be

destroyed--either this means that Christ puts an end to it at His return so that is no

more *alid than having it relate to the mill, kingdom and having it end. there kit and it

thus could be held to the mill, kingdom or it is something that begins in this age and

continued and. continues after the coming of Christ and if you take that interpretation

then you cannot object at to reject to the mill, kingdom and it continues on despite some

change that might occur in it at the last judgment of the wicked. There is then the

possibility that it b nsnowwhich is the interpretation that Young takes. There is the

second pos s1fli ty that it des

cribes the mill, kingdom and in that case there is some change in it perhaps at the end

of the 1000 years. Perhaps it is given over to the Father that God may be all in all.

The everlastingness is sufficiently expressed in this period of a 1000 years, or it may be

that it represents something at the beginning of the mill, kingdom and continues on

indefinitely with 9,-me change there at the judgment of the kingdom. Of course there is

the t1jr' interpretation that says th t it begins after the coming of Christ and the

judgment goes on for the righteous and the wicked indefinitely. That would be the most

literal interpretation of the English though I don't know about that interpretation fit-

ting in with the Hebrew. Now there are these three possibilities. Now we must note its
to

relation it the verse before it. Christ told the high priest that here after

he would see the kt* Son of man coming in the clouds of heaven--that would suggest that

v. 13 means the second coming of Christ--that it must begin with the coming of Christ,

whether it means the beginning of the mill, or whatever follows the last judgment of the

wicked. In either case it would seem pretty definite that v. 14 doesn't descttbe a

kingdom now ng on. (1) Vs. 14. is at the beginning of the mill. kingdom and this

mill, kingdom is never destroyed and it can never pass away until Christ volutaiiiy makes

a change in it and this change might be the giving of the kingdom over to God the Fathers
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In that case, this verse in I Cor. could be related. to the end. of the millennium. But

if this is the last change that ever occurs and then this kingdom begins--if that is

the case, then I Cor. 15 does not refer to anything subsequent to it, but refers to that

very time. It then means the coming of Christ and not a 1000 years after that. If that

is the case you have something in direct opposition of figuring because here you say, Then

comes the end when he shoud. deliver up the kingdom even to God, even the Father and. then

over here in Daniel, One like the Son of man comes to the Father and the Father gives

him dominion and glory and the kingdom. It would seem rather to say that this was the

Father giving the Son this Kingdom and that this was the same as the Son giving the

kingdom up to the Father that He may be all in all. It would impress me that the two

would then be considered different things. It would seem to me that Christ will mean

as much to us as ever--He is the Lamb of God. and Is God but that here He becomes in a

special sense subject k to the Father that He may all in all. That Is somewhat of a

hypothises but it would seem the best way to harmonise the two statements.

# 58 It would seem that v. 14 would refer to Christ at his coining being given by God.

the Father, the kingdom over all the world and then that Christ reigns over all the world

end then during that period, of course God but there is a special way in which Christ will

be ruling as the Messanic King--the one who is reigning over all the earth--but at the end

of the 1000 year period there is an insurrection but it is put down and. after that last

insurrection Satan is cast into the lake of fire, the wicked dead are all raised and brought

before Christ and they are judged; after the judgment of all the wicked dead, then there

is a change in the administration of the kingdom, which is represented by the statement

in I Cor. 15--that would then be the time when everything would be put under His feet-

the final insurrection having been put down and then death having been destroyed--then

the kingdom will be delivered up to God the Father, when he will have put down all authority

and power--this would be a change In the adminstration but what happens from then I don't

think that we know the details particularly but simply that there would be change of ad.

minstration. I think that fits it very nicely with Dan. 7 and the mill, and seems to me

to be a very reasonable interpretation of the relation of I Cor. 15 to this. Whatever

happens in I Cro. 15 has to happen at the coming of Christ and not a 1000 years later if

there is no mill. kingdom and. that means t the coming of Christ, according t0 I Cor. 15
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He gives the kingdom over to God the Father--that He may be all in all. In Dan. 7 the

Son comes in the clouds and He is given the kingdom and. puts all nations under Rim--thus

you have two opposite presentations of the description of what occurs at the second coming

of Christ. That is a particular matter of the relationship of these two passages and I

think that these must not just be thrown aside but considered and. fit only into the premil.

sbheme of last things to come to pass.

The order in Dan. 7 of presentation is rather peculiar. It again raises the

question about logical and chronological arrangement and. here in Dan. 7,it is a bit

involved.. We first have his dream given. v. 3 ff1 and. then in v. 8 he considers the

horn and then v. 9 he mentions the Ancient of Days, whose garment is as white of snow

etc.--that would hardly seem a d.iscription of Christ but rather of God the Father. Cf.

Rev. 2:13 and 14. In oh. 7 in Dan. you have two individuals mentioned--He, the Son of man

comes to the Ancient of Days--the two are different in ch. 7.. It is interesting to note

how similar the picture is of the Ancient of Days here is with Rev.7*. He is clothed

with a garment bound with a cloak and bound about the chest with a golden girdle. His

head. and haft are like wool. Here we read that the Ancient of Day's garment was white as

snow. There is some difference. Wool is never red though sometimes it is black and doesN't

seem to be a very good picture of whiteness. Pure probably means washed. would you not

think. 'here is nothing about the throne in Rev. 1. There are certain characteristics

in common but there are a good many characteristics which are distinct but I think that

we would not have to say that the two are equated . Here in Dan. we have the two distinguished,

The N.T. teaches us that Jesus Is Jehovah and. He is the second the Person of the Trinity but

in the O.T. we have th declaration that Messiah is coming and very often He is spoken of

in such a way as you think of Him as a man and then in a few places it is made clear, that

the Messiah is going to be God, but in general the O.T. picture of God is distinct from

that of the Messiah while in the N.T. both are equated. with the Godhead but in general

the OIJ Test. speaks of God. without differentiating persons but there are cases where it

does as in Isaiah, but only in few cases is it very clear and right here I think would be

an example of a good. case. When it speaks of the Ancient of Da:s here, if you took v. 9

alone, you can't be sure but I incline to blieve that it refers to God.. In the light of

the contrast to Christ later on, I am inlined. to say that it is God the Son who is referred. to.
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But as far as v. 9 is concerned you would say that is God that is mentioned there and

certainly God. was included, that is the Father whether it zinclud.es the Son or not. Then

v. 10 pictures God. in symbolic language--a judgment was set, and the books were opened.

This could be taken as a picture of the great general judgment but it doesn't have to be.

It doesn't have to be, but just the bringing to pass of the great events of History by

God.. Now note v. U. Does he mean that he fears what the little horn will do or that

the little horn has already spoken--it would. seem to me that it would be possible to say

that vs. 9 and 10 are simply saying that He is looking at earth here and sees the horn and.

little horn and wickedness coming to a climax but then he sees God's sovreignity, God's

throne, God's setting up the judgment and He is about to intervene but God has not yet

carried out this great work. As he see the little horn speaking great things he becomes

aware of the sovreignity of God and. he wonders what is going to be the outcome and you

hve the little horn clearly brought to his attention.

# 59 --There might not be any more judgment than is the usual thing but there would

not then be the books being opened. It might refer in v. 11 to believers being judged and

then it might not--there is a possibility but that is all. Thousand thousands ministered

unto him might be a general expression of the sovreignlty of God or countless incidents

showing His power. V. 1]. behold the great horn sapke. Daniel sees here the horn speaking

and give 1asphetny against God.. At the same time He sees God. in His aovreignity--God sending

forth His commands and. thousands and. thousands ministering unto Him. God is supreme and

back of it all. Here is God ruling and. here Daniel wonders what is going to happen--then

the beast is slain and. his body destroyed and. given to the burning flame. So here is the

beast put away by the faithful interposition of God, but then he says concerning the rest

of the beasts, they had. their dominion taken away: yet their lives were prolonged. for a

and. a time--that surely would not to be saying that he simply takes away the dominion of

the beasts because other beasts have lost their dominion to the great beast. If that is

the case, he is simply harking back to the other beasts--they have had. their dominion taken

away as they were conquered but they were taken up into the new kingdom--they continued

that is their lives for a saeon but now the great beast is not going to be absed. but is

the end of the whole empire and. it is destroyed. --the end. of anti-God and end of control of
human government.
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I think that we should galjice at the Hebrew. Speaking of tenses I canacrose a very

interesting thing just yesterday. A young man came to me up at Cornell and asked me what

I thought of the New Revised Standard Version of the N.T. I told him that I thought in

many points it was very clear though there are point I don't like the way they have rendered

it but I think in general, I told him, that they did. a very good job. He then asked me if

I had. seen the review of it by Weekly from Northwestern. I told. him noz so he got

the book out of the library. It was written very shortly after the R.V.S. appeared. It

was written by a prof. of Greek there at Northwestern Univ. Some Christian had told. him

that was a great Greek student end that may be true or not--I am not familiar with

the man. But the article was not written frolpe Christian viewpoint but written from the

standpoint of classical Greek and he XItt said that since this was in the field of Greek

in general, it was proper to review it in the"Classical Weekly and he took it up and he

mentioned how they got their tenses all mixed up and. mistranslated words and he mentions

why these translators didn't get a Greek grammar and. learn something about Grokk language

before making a translation like this--he was absolutely unsparing of it, so it caused

me to naturally react somewhat against it and made me wonder with just how much authority

he had to speak anyway--it was very interesting and I know tht it is true that some profa.

will use some of the most scathing language against someone else who have just as big a

standing as they have but the fact that he says they don't know anything about Greek

grammar doesn't mean that they don't but I thought it was very interesting. I would like

to know in the lit of very good Greek study, what the light would be that wo,ld be

\thrown upon it. In this case we have a matter to look up in the Hebrew. Dan. 7:12.

rt really is written in Aramaic. There was given to them a prolongation--that is simply

the imperfect that is used. and simply indicates that it is a completed thing--had been

I would think could be used. Dominion--like Sul.kn or ruler was taken away. That is

a perfect also in the Aramaic. I personally would feel that there would be no difficulty

in saying the rest of the beasts--their dominion had been taken away but their lives--they

had been prolonged. Of course when you are speaking of something in the past tense like

this it is a little hard. to know if it is a true perfect--does it mean after what had

happened before
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I think it is pretty hard. either in the Hebrew or Aramaic ** to know whether it means

or before but I incline to think that this is a possible translation. *Their dominion

h&. been tr away but their lives had been given an extension for a season. Iuld

seem that these kinødoms conttnue right up to the coming of Christ and. thovngh something

else might be a possibility, yet there is nothing mentioned in the context and it is

questionable if you would be allowed to bring other beasts in where they are not mentioned

and. I think that this is showing the contrast of this great beast that is destroyed com

pletely while the others sort of merged. one into the other. I think that it would. fit in

with the parallel that th whole image is destroyed at once--it all is one image and one

Gentile world government . You might say that Russia was a wicked. titarian ruthless

powerof Hitler and it was destroyed--His puer and viewpoint have been taken over by

Stalain. And now you have all these nations under Stalin today instead of Hitler. So the

end. of Hitler is by no reans an end of Hitlarism. That was similar to when the Babylonian

empire ended. and the Perskans came. Here in Daniel 11--we note about the change from the

Ptolernies to the Selucids. There are other horns after the little horn is destroyed.

jQjou have the fourth beast and. that is the Roman empire. Now there are two possible

interpretations. This is the first beast that is connected with the last time--it is in its

day and. not later on. That interpretation, that In the days of theoman empire must arise

these kings is possible from ch. 2 but not from ch. 7 at all and particularly as related to

what Christ said. and related to His second coming. It seems to me that one doesn't work.

(2) This one is very widespread--that the Roman empire comes and then there is a break and

that some day It will revived and there is a continuation. Such an idea is not impossible

when you have gaps in the Bible--It certainly is possible that there be this large gap that

simply is not looked at-you just see the two mountains and not the valley in betwe'n but

(3) which is just as possible in this case, that out of the Roman empire there come kings

which continue afterwards and that there is a continuation after themoIre is broken. there

is the spirit and attitude of the empire which is possible of having ar 15I'Ôf the unity

later on. That possibility seems to be what Young refers to in this 7th ch. This has a

definite possibility of interpretation. If that is the case, it at least would be a great

power and not necessairily cover the whole earth. The great Babylonian empire had. the

'reat Persian force right outside of it and the Persian empire tried to conquer Greece and.
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Italy at first and. Greece didn't include Rome and the Roman empire did not include India or

Persia so that no one of these great empires that are described cover all the known world

but covers a very large portion of it. Daniel only gives us four kingdoms and the fourth

one is the last and. if we have something that cannot be considered to be the fourth at RI the

end we have a very definite problem. Between these two last views I am not just sure which

is corr°ct. Continue studying chs. 7 and P and. also 11 and 12 some more.

# We have looked at ch. 2 and. compared it with ch. 7. Ch. 7 of course, speaks of

beasts and out of these beasts come ten horns. Then a little horn comes up andstroys 3 of

ten horns . Ch. 2 doesn't say how many kingdoms there are. It describes five different

sections which are different in mettalic construction. The last two of them have the same

element in common with them, but the second part has clay added--this surely is a very marked

parallel betwwen the two. The last beast in ch. 7 had. --it was a part of the 4th beast and.

yet worked apart from the fourth beast. It would seem chronooica1ly to come after the 14th

beast and whether you have four or five stages it is rather hard to say. You have four main

stages, in which the last has two stages--that is identisal in both of them. Of course it

is rther avoidable to P0 on with the fact t'at in ch. 2, as you go down the body, it is divided

up into two sections and then into ten. It is pretty u±x difficult not to go on to that in

view of the parallel case in ch. 7 where ten horns are mentioned. The toes are mentioned. in

ch. 2 and it is a human figure, and it might be drawn with no toes but it says specifically

that he had toes, it would be rather strange if it had. any other number. It would seem to

me, instead. of making over the idea that no where are we told how many toes he had, out rather

that in no place is Ie mentioned to be abnormal. The no. 4. is definite. Now when you go on

from the to ten, ten toes or ten horns--it must be noticed immediately that ten is round

number--you must notice that only certain aspects are given and only certain features are

given. If you say you walk ten miles, --you might say that if you had gone 7 or 8 or 13 or l.

Now it might be specifically ten, but I don't think that we have any right to say that we are

sure that there are only ten. I would say that it is divided up into an even number and it

would be somewhere with the region of ten. Of course on the third beast we have how one

horn disappears and in ch. 8 how the four horns comes up and we understand that Alexander's

empire was divided into four parts--it is a perspective of history given over a long period

and looking back and if you are going to make it exactly, you would say tha1exander dies and
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the kingdom is divided into four parts. Cf course that is not what happened at all. Ithen

Alexander died, his generals tried to keep the empire together and the generals tried to

make regents and the empire was a unit for a time, but it wasn't long before each one o±

the gen"rals tried to grab something for himself--Ptolemy, for example, it was 20 years

before he called himself general of Egypt but he paid no attention to the regent and did.n't

didn't allow any of the armies of the regent to some into his territory and you fin that

the empire breaks up into four divisions and then you find, that one of them breaks and you

have five divisions and then some of them are conquered and you have three divisions and

in the end you have three divisions. It is a fair picture- tough sometime it was five and

then three and. no one ned say that the prophecy was not fulfilled by saying four. That

being the case, and knowing what happened., we have a canon there for knowing what hapenö&

and. we have somthing there that we must take into co'sideration in interpreti.ng other

prophecies. e are entitled to ask if that is exactly ten but we cnnot say that there

are absolutely ten--instead of one main kingdom there is a division of them. It is

characterizedin some way by qualities which showed them to have come out of the first one.

If you would go into modern Germany, at least ?0 years ago, you wou'4 finu. the features that

showed continuance of Roman culture and civilization. It has been continued up to this day.

So it is fair to say that we are in the Roman empire period today though we are not ruled

from Rome. Each country is carrying on Roman culture and not long ago many countties were

claiming that they ought to be called the revival of the old. Roman empire. One interesting

case of round numbers--we read of Solomon's glassy see--that it was ten cubits across

and 30 cubits around. You know that according to math. if you have a diameter and if it is

ten across, you know that around t e circle it is going to be 31.1+159 etc. but that is the

relationship betwean the circum. and diameter--if that way 35 around, 311 around the inside

but there is a rim to it, and. this is the ouside figure going around, but it is the opposite

direction here. If it is ten across here, the distance around. is not 30 but the text says

thirty. It is said to be a case where the Bible and. science contradict each other. I say

that the problem is easily solved if you say that the Bible is speaking in round. numbers and

when it is saying 30 here it means 3/10. thenever we speak of numbers we speak in some sort

of a unit. Here your unit is ten. If you want to know the exact architect' measurement, you

will have to see him since they are not given the exact figure in the Bible. It give,you
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the general situation--it is approxiate. Say that you wanted it more exact--you would get

it down to 31 1/7 but that is not exactly right. Then 31 and. 14./lU but that is not exact.

31.14.159 and you could. go on indefinitely and. no matter how small you made your unit it still

wouldn't be exact. There is a possibility of going on to another decimal figure. Of

course there are things in life that we could. say arc' exact. In this room at the present

time there are 17 people in this rook. ---but that is an indivisible unit but when you come

to a measurement you cannot ineaaure so accurately. And. in a measurement, the question comes

up--just how accurately you tz*t intend to measure. If you say your age--you ar2ê-

near 214 are you. If you are 24. and 10 you are still 214. Maybe you are 23 ana. 6 months.

You say so many years and. months, and then how many days, how many hours, how many seconds-

The question is not the degree of accuracy--not of truth or falsehood., but rather of precision.

Very often it speaks of Lø years in the Bible and those periods there may be cases when they

are exactly li years to the day, but I wouldn't be surprised if a good many of them turned.

out to be 36 or 144 years. They are a period. of 4 decades. Ques. about d.ealigg with the number

of people or of the no. of years instead. of with feet or whatever. Feeding the 5000.

It may be just the exact number or it may be only an approximate number. Ques. The Roman Empire

and. then a period of ten kings which represented. a revival of the Roman Empire and. that is a

possible interpretation. Young says there re no such things as these gaps or parantheses in

Scripture and we wonder f there is the gap in the Romanmpire and. the gap which constitutes

the ten horns but it is just as possible that out of the Roman Empire it is broken up into ten

kingdoms but the spirit of the Roman Empire continue and these represent a continuation of the

Roman Empire and in that case your period. of the ten kingdoms would be the period that had been

going on ever since the time of the Roman Empire--it would go first from the Eastern Empire and

then it broke up into smaller parts and. these smaller parts are continually known to civilization

as the Roman Empire and some would say here what right is there to consider it as such The ans

wer is that we have one empire which is Alexander's Empire and. it is divided into four parts and

it is btill considered as the fourth beast and it is the 3rd beast that is the±e at the time of

Antiochus Euphinese and. it is three or four different kingdoms them but considered. as the Greek

Empire in attitude, etc, but divided up itto smaller sections. It is entirely possible as far

as ch. 7 is concerned that we have there not a revival but a continuation and. that is very possib
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that at the end. there is that which is called a revival. I m not at all sure to have to assume

a gap. here in ch. 7. It is entirely possible thathe is looking ahead to the distant future and.

giving you a bird's eye view of it and the ten kings are right out of it and what he means is

that it is broken up into a number of sections and people have tried today to show how in the

Roman Empire there were ten kingdoms and. it does not all fit and some will get a group of ten,

some another, etc. If you put all into it, I don't think you would get over 12 or 13 and. it

does vary of course. The orders vary in the times of the other kingdoms and the Babylonian Em

pire varied and so did the Persian and so did the empires that came out of Alexander's empire.

#62
j* is exactly the same as to say the great arm is broken and in the course of it you some

times have three kingdoms, four etc, and. there is a period when there is on or so and it may

be a brief period but it does in general average about four and that is exactly what happened.

then. It is entirely possible t0 suest then that the ten h4rns have come out of the beast

and. they represent a period. which has gone ol for manycenturies. You have changing boundaries

over the period of time. The influence of the concept of the Roman Empire was most vital all

through the Middle Ages and right up through the modern times and. the idea 0g it--the word,

Emperor, is taken over from the Bomans, a general's name who made himself dictator and then the

very name Czar and the _- hanie is taken over from Caesar and the general attitude of the period

has largely been based upon that of the olden days and. times. Cues. about making this clear th

He has not fulfilled the anti-chMst and. then the one who has not yet come. Ques. It would

not fit with the tradition of the office at hand . V. 21 and 22--Ques. if they are placed at

ev.ryting?In 23-27 he is , well, you ave the same thing told there 3 times, or I guess four

times, and. in v. 8 you have the anti-christ coming up, in v. 9 you have the throne set and commanc

ment is given for the judgment, the books are opened and it is hard. to know 1±' 11 is continuous

with 10 or whether in a wy it is a recapitulation. Ques. abbut the anti-chrtat perseciting the

states. Which verses here tell of the taking away of the dominion of the beasts or of the anti

christ? First in v. 11, then in v. 13-14, 18, 22"saints pososs the kingdom", 27 and so we can

see there is quite a bit of recapitulation there and the thing is stressed but it is not stressed

that way in ch. 2 but here it is telling Nebuchanezzar of a long future for great world leaders

but in the end the Lord takesit over and In ch. 7 we have more stress laid upon the end, the

destruction and then ch. 8 looks to Antiochus and then ch. 11 gives still gore detail. Cues.

He might well be one who had wide power but he expressed it ia more or less indirect way except- -- --
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in three specific area when he seized the direct part and put an end to their identity. That

would be a vague possibility. There is alot we don't know. Ques. Even though things look

pretty dark or black things are taken over by God. in th end. and He will gie the kingdom to the

S.n of Man who will reign for a time until He gives up the kingdom. According to any interpreta

tion other than a pre-mel. your v. 13w&uld have to be the Son of Man coming tn the clouas of

Hesven and turning over the kingdom to God the Father instead, of receiving it from Goa the Father

The pre-mel. interpretation is that he receives the kingdom I would say that be strike

a real difficulty in v. 13 --he may just overlook that difficulty and. he may not deal with it

but it does not say. His dominion is one that is going to last a long time and cannot be destroy

ed.. Very figuratively that could be interpreted Christ in His first co-ing. V. 13 is hard to

interpret here and Christ himself ates 13 as something future and if this refers to the second.

coming as most interpreters take it and would have to it seems in view of Christ's words, then

Christ does not give up the kingdom at the first coming but receives the kingdom and, that would.

sound. like the beginning of the mel. instead. f the end. of the kingdom of Christ, Ques. What

is the whole attitude of the Gospels ------------------------------------------?The kingdom was postponed ----that is going tuto the

IT here and I don't want to go into it at this time. Sii1p1y when it comes to relationship in

the OT this statement, "Repent for the Kingdom of God"--that is one possible meaning--for that is

the Kingdom of God. Christ is the one who is going to reign over all the world eventually Turn

away from yourrsin and receive these wonderful opportunities and this is right at hand, a marvel

ous opportunity--take advantage of it while it is here--if you don't who knows Ques. about

external arrements. Ques. referring to Matt. 214:15--when will this be fulfilled? We cannot

go back to Judea and it wouldn't seem to pay to live there. Here is a case where Daniel and. NT

reference are pretty closely tied up.s We need. to deal with the precise passage in Daniel and

see just what we can gather from there. I don't want to get into that passage just now as it

does not relate to ch. 7 but I do want to figure out where it does relate. Long cues. here and.

it is domething about Jesus as Lord, etc.

#63 The power to hurt the saints has been taken away but there are still enemies. The mell.

is not the absolute and complete triumph. Q,ues. about v. ]./4 being the conclusion. Itd.oes not

pass away--there is only an attempt to make it pass away but i4 does not do so and it is not des

troyed--given over to the Father. There is a sense in which the Kingdom of Christ is right here

now and that is in the hearts of His people and those who nmae the name of Christ should. be ust
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as subject to Him now as they will ever be in the Mell. The difference is that in the Mell.

is tat the fear of the Mell. will be far greater and in a way it will end. Neopold as king

and today there are many who vote for him as such and. the idea is that he is out of the country

and he is sending word. to them of just what he wants them to do but there are many who say they

will not have this man to rule over them. There is a sense in which he is king and a sense in

which he is not. He is definitely king over those who acknowledge his kingship and are anxious

to do his will and he is not king in the sense of stepping into power and forcing submission and

thatis exactly the situation of Christ--Christ is not the one who sends forth a great command.

It is carried out so far as we voluntarily choose to carry it out. There is a kingdom in a far

greater sense in away and then you will he apt to say this is the kingdom and. that one is not.

There they are definitely under his control. The same situation in England--in any list of the

kings they will tell you when Charles I died and when II becamv king--actually it was about 20

years after that when he, the 1±, was crowned in England but during that period he was in France

and. there were a Englishmen living in France and they recognisethhim as such. Many in England

wanted him there as king and any word. they received from him they would carry it out and obey

it to the uttermost. The ones who had voted to have his father killied. and. tortured them and

established his control over the whole country. His kingship was one ove the hearts of those

who chose him and we have exactly the same situation with Øirist. This isentirely possible theo

retically aitho I think it is carrying spiritual language quite a distance and I a.on't think it

is beyond responsibility at all to say this kingdom in which people voluntarily obey Christ and

this is the Kingdom of Christ and this is the age and when Christ comes back He brings this

phase to an end and then the eternal age begins and. the kingdom of Christ is started. In order

to do that you have to ignore v. 13 and as there are many verses in the Bible, people may ignore

one or another, and I do not believe pre-mel. teaching simply because of v. 13 but I find it very

clearly taught in many other places. I think this is a verse in our present ch. that does not fit

in with any other inter, except a pre-mel. because it refers to two individuals --the Ancient of

Days who sits on the Throne and who preforms Judgment and brings to its death. That could

represent the Divine intervention and the bringing to an end the anti-christ. Then it describes

the Son of Man coming in the clouds of Heaven and to him is given a kingdom by the ancient of days

and. that would seem to indicate it. Is not this a suggestion of the difference of the Messiah

who is God and God even the Father. If it is not a suggestion, why bring it in? Is it just a

part of rounding out the picture--it might be but it is just a bit peculiar and it is enough out
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of the ordinary to suggest it has a special meaning and if it has, it is that the Son of man

18 given by God kingdom and that of course ès the contest of the Messiah coming and estab

lishing a kingdom and bringing it all to an end. ques. I am not sure if we could say one way

or the other. The phraseology does not intend to tell us all, of the facts and the question is

to see how much we can clearly draw from the statements. I am not sure if it says yes or no on

that. I am inclined to think that in Rev, you would find evidence that he would but don't think

you find. it here. Ques. I think it is reasonable to suspect that is the possibility but I don't

know the specific verse in Daniel on which you would build it but in Rev. I would be surprised if

there were not statements on which the conclusions could be drawn. Ques. I don't think at the

time of Daniel it wa revealed how large the globe was and thereare those who try to show a re

4, vised Roman Empire on the basis of seeing what kingdom are in the territory and thus satisfy

the old Roman Empire and I question whether that is reasonable. Your Babylonian empire occupied

a very large territory, your Persian Empire included, all the territory and qite a bit more, the

Greek empire included. all the territory of the Persian Em. and quite a bit more. The Roman

rm. included, the bulk of the material of the Greek although not all. India, for instance was not

ever in the Roman and also the Roman EmJ included alot that was never in the Greek Empire. It

was altogebher possible this would include territory that was not in the first at all. I don't

think it is revealed, to us. Cues. I would say the Lord gave Daniel a view of certain specific

things of the future and then there was a great deal that He did not give. There is much we don't

find in either one. The widening pidture over more area and the pictures in Revv that seem to

cover the entire picture seems to show that all is included in it. The view as Daniel sees it

is looking forw.rd where he is and this cetain1y is of the pen kingdoms and. there cebtainly has

been in this period a culture of government and this is the are era in which the Roman Empire

was but just how that might extend out and develop into a comparatively brief perioci would not

necessarily be revealed. If this would enter into the relationship or not, we do not know. It

is being widely extended with the use of airplanes, type of time the Romans developed with the

12 hour day and with the extension of the calendear and there are many things such as that being

rtended all over the world. When I got down into Serbia, Bulgaria, etc, you just don't know what

t ey say or anything and. I felt so strange. Then I looked up and saw clocks and I could read. them

ii mediaely and I could re-ad the numbers. They were Arabic numerals--not exactly Arabic but num

bers which came through there.
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We don't need to think we can get answers to all questions that occur to us as we can't do it.

We can find what the data does indicate and what the various matters are on which we don't have

definite information. We can't go to the Scriptures and. say there is an answer but we need to

go to the Scriptures and see if there is a definite and positive answer to this question. We

re more Ant to find. the answers if we havesoecific ouestions in mind. We need to have that

attttude in relation to it . This ch. is most interesting in that there is overcoming power

and in the end these powers are overcome by the lord, in His great judgment and. then comes the

time when the kingdom is established. which is given to the Son of man and then it will last

for a long time. There is further light on this succession of kingdomds over in Rev, arid

while I don't think we should take alot of time on Rev. in this course, it would be interesting

to note some of the statements whtth we just had here.

Daniel #64

Is the statements which we had in Rev, which lists the successions of the followers and which

speaks of there having been in ch. 17 , v. 10 and. there are seven kings there, five are gone

and. one is not yet come and when he comes, he must continue and when he is here and there he

goes into perdition--and the ten horns that thou sawe t are ten kings, who have received. no

kingdom as yet; but they receive authority as kings, tth the beast, for one hour. It is tied.

up with Rome because in v. 9 you have the "seven heads are seven mountains, on which the woman

sitteth and th are seven kings arid the mts. and the kings'*uld not necessarily have to agree

There is a wide !pread. characteristic and I don't know of any other particular spot that would

necessarily fit. That would seem to suggest kingdoms and it is only a reasonable suggestion as

a possible way to take it and if you take this kings here as kingdoms, then you have a picture

here of a kingdom which would be the Roman Empire. As Daniel looked ahead it was of the time of

his own day and he began with Ba.bylonland it was not the first great world power at all but it

was the one in Daniel from thaday forward and by looking forward there are three great king

doms counting that one end. looking back from the time of the Roman Empire, he says you can think

of him as looking back and seeing there the three great kingdoms and. seeing the great Assyrian

Empire and. the great Egyptian Empire and they would back and say there are five great kingdoms

in the past and now are fallen. One is the great Roman Empire and. ti-en there is another which

is not yet come and wi-en he comes he must continue a short stay and then the beast is the 8th

There is this sort of a progress of empires and it ends with the one that co-es up into this

little horn. We can raise questions on the things as they fall ana. then we can think of them in.
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the course of our present thinking. It speaks of e. figure he and not of a fact. seven

kings there are and the seVen horns do not necessarily represent the ten kings . There are

five gone, one in and one yet to come. The later one can be thought of in two ways. At

various times it is aid that they see the Roman Empire and then again it seems to be beyond

it. The long period beginning is the loss of the Roman Empire and it has been going on and

yet there is the development of the ten kings and it would seem that that would cover every

bit of the world and it would center in a certain portion of the world. Ques. The seven kings

are probably the seven kingdoms. ques. about the 8 and the 7. Iou could call it in one

way one kingdom and. in one way two. You have an image of which you have thegold and you have

the iron and the iron is rough and. then you have the iron mingled with other---the question is

then if you have one or if you have two. It would be like in ch. 7 whereyou have the one

beast and the ten horns come out of the beast and the one as it comes out still could not all

be separate. Ques. again about the ten horns and. the ten kingdoms. The ten horns are the ten

kings which have received no kingdom as yet but there is received one eye with the beast. It

might mean the same hour of the beast that the beast has. They don't have it yet when he writes

but they are goi-g to have it. Different images to show different features and ques. about the

seven heads and the representation of the 7 mts. and when he mentions the 7 heads then he

mentions the larger part here. This is one and this is two perhaps. Here he does say there

are seven mounds although I would think the seven heads would be the same as the seven kings.

How many here can name the seven hills of Rome? It is a well known fact thatRome is the city
Daniel

of the seven hills. You will get a great deal of light on". from different passages in

Rev, and it does fit aarticularly with the material in oh. 7. Oh. 8 has a similarity to

ch. 7 and those who take the Macc. interpretation say it must mean the little horn in 7 and

then the little horn in 8 are the same. Others say the little horn in 8 is the anti- but
typical

they say it is typical of the little horn in 7 and now how do we inèerpret the word Metftett

You might say G. Washj.ngton was typical of P.D.Roosevelt. My personal feeling is that it is

best to stay away from one thing as a type of another thing. I don't see any reason why we need

to say in ch. 7 the little horn is a type of the one in 8 and so on. Daniel shows there are

difficulties ahead and there are difficulties in the time of the Greek Empire, and in theRoman

Empire, but to say one is the tupe of theother, I don't think it is uticularly clear. Ques.

There wa a psychological pressure in Eabylonia but in the Macc. period there was an actual

wistful effort combined with the psychological pressure.
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It is interesting in the time of Daniel God gave these miracles and then at other times He

did. not give miraclesbut He prepared them for later times by the teaching He gave to them.

Ques. about Daniel 7 and. 3. Qies. about the firey furnacee and how God protected them there.

Yes, God did protect them ana bring them out safely. All this was in the course'of His plan.

If the Mace. people had known it was God's will they would have to die and then it would mean

they would have had. to suffer valiantly and to die bravely. I think the ones who would die.

would think of the ones who would survive and God would triumph in the end. This would not have

been necessary to gi 'e but it is thefact and. it is given. It is not the case of an individual

suriviving but the case of an individual and. eventually he would take over completely. In ch.

8 we have the interesting things about the time of Antiochus and He refers to the Grecian Empire

andit is very true what He says and there are many things about the anti-christ whtch ar not

dealt with specifically and there is nothing herc that you cannot say does not fit Antiochua

1uphinesea. There is one thing that is peculiar and that is v. 14 In v. 11-22 we read how

the little horn cast down some of the host and stamps on them--refering to the s4 saints of

God. Ref. to RV. It is an interesting thing that commentators have been puzzled and if you

took 300 and divided into days, etc. Take 2300 and. divide by 365 and. ycu wouldn't get 7 yrs.

would you? 6 yr. aone-third. Now just what is this interval and. what does it indicate?

There is alot we know about theMacc. period and then there is much which we do not know. There

was a case wherethe daily sacrifice was taken away and just about exactly three years latent

was restored. This comes rather near that figure if you take that as evening and morning and the

whôl& day.It might be a certain period that would fit with this but we don't have it so stated

and. it just says evening and morning. I don't know how they can be quite that positive. It is

judgment rather than which was fulfilled. It was about six years instead of seven years.

It is almost three years exactly in the time of the stopping of the daily sacrifice and. the

time of the reestablishment of it when you take the figures in their simplest sense as contained

in Mace. So it is a problem to know just how to fit this in--most commentators think this 2300,

morning and evening is a day and thus 2300 days and. that would be 6 years. There could be a

time in the Mace. period when this would. fit with that but we don't know. Some commentators

say it must be day and. it is never-used in the sense of evening and. morning but I don't know

how they can be quite that positive. Some say it is six and a little short of seven so it would

be judgment instead of perfection so you give a figure of about six years instead of seven. I
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personally am a little skeptical of that type of reading.. He said .until 2300 days and then

shall the sanctuary be cleansed and that is the mct obscure thing in this ch. It might be a

valuable clue in understanding other periods of time mentioned if we knew just *hat it meant.

Since it is not too exact it is hard to know just what it does mean. Suppose you took 2300 for

years and that type of periods, that would take you up to 2132 AD and maybe that means when the

Second Coming is. As you read the text it seems he is speakign directly of the results of the

anti-christ. Ques. about what happens at the end of the three year period. .Antiochus' men took

over thetemple and put up a heathen altar and made the sacrifice and. then the Jews reconquered

this part of Jerusalem and they took all the things out and. cleansed the temple and started the

sacrifice over agaIn.Ques. about the obscure meaning. Not exactly--I believe that is about ex

actly three years arid this would be three years and 55 days and if you want to et exactly three

years, it has to be exactbut to get aprroximately three years 2300 is a rather peculiar number

to give. If you gave 2200 it would be much more exact tha than 2300. If you shoud.d say

2000 it is a round number but 2300 is not a very round one. It does seem to me to mean it more

precisely than just three years. Cues. Yes, there are interpreters who say the little horn is

a type but Mr question is --what can you be sure that you learn from a type? It may be this is

a type of the other and both are given and. the attention is called to one another in the book.

I don't think we increase in knowledge in this manner but it is apt to be more obscure. It is

an idea of what is going to happen to Antiochus and if it is an indication that Christ is going

to return in 2132AD then I willel1 4 at that time that this did mean that. My present view

is that it is not the correct interpretation 'out it relates to something specifically in Antiochus

own day. Ques. about the Jewish year. The Jewish year is a lunar year arid the twelve months of

approximately 30Q days arid then every so many years it inserts an extra month. It keeps it then

pretty near right but it does it by inserting an extra month every now and then and. in the old.

days they had watchers in Babylonia to see if a new moon appeared and If it did., it was the first

day of the new month and if it did not it was the last day of the old month and. we have recora.t

from the Babylonians for watching for the new mooriland seeing it or not seeing it arid thus knowing

if it was a new month. It is not too good a plan though as you couldn't tell always. They throw

in this extra month when it does not fit the way it should and come out even. The Mohammediaris

don't throw in this extra time. They have a lunar years-but their year goes around. A certain

date of the Mohammedians may be in the middle of winter in this year and next year in the middle

of summer. They just follow the moon strictly. The Jews from early time, we don't know how
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early, have had. this extra month. It was figured out sometime in ancient times quite accurately

and the years are fairly exact if you figure a number of them together. Ques. about how to

figure it. 20 Jewish years would average mightly close to 365 days a year. They might be short

ones or they might long ones and it would be hard to be exactly sure. In the time when they

would say it was in this c&rtain month, that might be when the extra month would be thrown in

and that might make up for this extra .55 days and it is a very interesting suggestion. Ques.

about length. No, I think it is about 3 yr. and 10 days. Around 14.OQ

Daniel 66
2300 is only the round number for it. If he had. said 2297 then I would feel it is exact but

when 2300 is given then it is not so exact. An inter-calory incnth would help to solve it but

without it it is quite a loss and it is hard. to find out. If there is that would probably solve

this problem and make it exactly right. If you could prove it, it would answer a majority of

questions. aome say it is absurb to take it as mornings and evenings but it means days and if

it exactly fits with what it shows here, it would seem the exegesis is completely wrrng. That

is an interesting suggestion. cues. Yes, I think Mr. Lewis Clousky in his new book trys to show

the new-year was 360 days back in the old days instead of 36.5 but not being an expert in astron

omy, etc, I don't ktow . As far as I know from aspis archeology I know of not any evidence of

360 days in a year anywhere. I have come across places that talk of the abylonian year 360

days and I have never known of it actually anywere. Mr. Clousky speaks of it and he is the

well known scientist, has studied the human brain, etc, and he may have some evidence. Personall;

I am wondering how his knowledgeof the human brain, etc, helps him to interpret Joshua's long
AD

day and. thecosmic disturbances whLth he describes, rues. i think most scholars say 30Q, don't

they, arid. .e.f Prof. Omsteazi of the Un. of Chicago wrote a series of articles and. he went into

that matter quite at length and some of it was witten up in the Sunday supplements in the news

papers and he claimed on this sort of figuring to give the exact tine and Marshall got material.

from that source. It is true that he rather spoiled it, however, by jumping on to wild assumptio

as '1However, Christ wau actually about 1+5 years of age. He was not 30 years of age as the Gospel

say because that statement is in the synoptic Gospels and you can't depend on them but only on

John you can depend." and thatis the opposite from all other liberal NT scholars and he said, "In

John we have the proof he is not exactly 30 years old. as Luke saysbut nearly 5P--between 1+5 and.

1+8 " arid the reason for that is that "thou art not yet 50 years old arid ha't thou seen Abraham"

and they say it is sying he could not preach for be wa' not 500 and that must have been the age
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recognized for preaching. And he goes on to say that he would not say that unless he was about

50 so he must have been up in his forties. The wrtter is juing to conclusions there and. with

no actualyevidence whatever. Even though s a very great scholar and highly recognized and

has done some very good work, I think probably his work on this dateof 30 is probably correct

yet when he saystthat it makes you just king of wonder a little bit. Ques. about 355 days.

Ques. about on what they based the year. 365 day year and the idea o 3 1/2 is given in ch. 7

in referencö to the anti-christ and there is nothing to tie it with Antiochus Euphineses and

the critics say thatis Antiochus because you have this period of 2300 days and most days are

whold. days and not half and thus it makes it 3 1/2 years. It is 3 yr. and. 2 months, however,

and 'a.L1 along with the suggestion you made a few minutes ago if it should be that one of those

three years was of the interca].ory month when it was putin and. then you have only actually a

time of three years and a few days and so it makes it come out pretty close and so ch. 8 would

bring it close and ch. 7 wouldn't and so the critical theory there just does not fit. Ques.

How can you prove there is any such thing That is what we should look into and there neeu.s to

be enoughtto prove the question.
You need to be objective but to be objectivdoes not mean that you need. to forget everything

else you have known and take this something entirely by itself and. work it up all alon-- it

does not mean this at all but it does mean you look into the field to see just what is there.

You don't say this has to be that because my pervious knowledge says it must be, etc, because

life and thought are so complex that it does not matter what you know as there may baa new theory

or something and then on closer examination may prove to not contradict it at all but will fit

in with it. You know how it is easy to take something and go into the field and then explain

everything away until it gets into obvious conformity and that way man has been hindered in his

study in every way and. the most obvious things have e.t been overlooked and simply this because

people have looked at things through colored glasses . It is interesting to read commentaries

on Daniel and. then see how commentators approaching it will tear out this or that, push it aside

and make it fit in with their theory but it is entirely objective. It is in this world. of sin

that each of us is bound to be affected by our previous view points but the way to make progress

is not to say that we are prejudiced but instead try to look at this thing --the- apart from

n prejudice and say that hereare the different ideas and then try to see from these different

fields if the tdeas seem to fit with one another and. we don't want to say they fit unless we

are clearly sure thdvidence is in that directi.n and. if we find problems, as we are bound to do,
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then lets examine them carefully and see if they fit with the ideas without twisting them and

&istorting them. Does it require some readjusting with my previous approach to see how they

fit in? Some men take a tinj bit of evidence and with just that they fight for a verse and even

in occasions where it does not affect this particular. I think it is no harm to get a little

enjoyment olt of it when we find it as it does not mean weare laughing at the man but we need

to go to the facts and see objectively what they are. At the points where you are least sure

of the facts, they are the ones you are more apt to talk about and this is a common failing of

human nature. Prof. Omstead's History of Palesting is oneof the greatest and one of the worst

books ever written on the history of Palestine, Assyria, etc. Nicely done up, welipublished,

etc. It is a history ut he gives all through it facts and Information that is dubious and

there are interpretations that a few people think but there s no real evidence there about it.

He has a dogmatic tone all the way through. Anyone not knowing the facts and just reading the

book might get the idea that they are the positive facts and it is a terrific thing.

Daniel #67

That which is perhaps the right interpretation and the new idea which has just been arrived at,

and then it should be labeled. as very tentative. In the book of Daniel of course there are

many things that are absolutely clear and some of these are agreed. upon mostly by most of the

interpreters and then you can see how wrong they are in pushing aside and not making it very

clear and I think it is vital in seeing how wrong they are in pushing aside and I think it is

vital that we see how wrong they are in pushing aside and I think an interesting example of this

is Philip More and we have noticed how he tried to take the consistent second view point and he

is about the only one of whom I know who does and if you read the introduction is about and you

would never dream it has anything to say about an anti-christ or the second coming of Christ.

The intro. Indicates to us thatit is only about the struggle of Antiochus Euphineses and the

coming of Christ to die on theses' cross and the coming of the great, glorious kingdom of Christ

immediately after His crucifixion and they are the three things stressed in the i-trducti9n

to the book and you would think there was nothing else of any importance in the book of Daniel.

Yet as you go on through the book you find poiht after point where Young mentions about the anti

christ. Point after point is interpreted that way. This deals with the great enemy of God, and

point after point is definitely interpreted that way. He makes no reference to it in his intro.

and he acts as though it did not even exist and he recognizes the Christian interpretation of thes

facts and the events comes toward the end. of the age and to carry it out ló.cally it should De
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given in the intro. In fact he admits in the interpretation that he will give the third view

instead of the second view and so has tried to be consistent and lawyprs are apt to

be consistent all the way through. 4-1e-4.e-t-te There is a view point of rather extreme4,

dispensationalism and. he carries that to extremes and it is rather an exteme in different ways

and so he stopped one way and then went another. He attacks pre-mel. and he trys to interpret

Daniel strictly according to the 2nd view point and when it is done that way, Herod the Great

is the




anjhr,t&t-and everything in thebook has to do with the first coming of Christ and.

the setting up of the great and glorious kingdom, the church and immediately after the Crucifixiox

of Christ and he is the only one I know of who does that consistently and it just does not fit.

There are too many points at which itis interesting--Young shows the Macc. view and then the

areas of dispensationalism and he does show the error as he goes along and point after point he

shows it does not work that way. I think it is important to try to see what is clear, what is

definite, etc, as to the teaching in the book. It is said here it might be one way but it is

probably another way and it had better go slow about it. You mustn't be dogmatic about it

and there is reason in the book for the reason of being least dogmatic. In. ch. 7 we read about

the anti-christ speaking against holy ones, and in ch. $ we read that Antiochus, the time of the

discontinuance of the annual sacrifice will be 2300 even days and when you get the time of the

evenings and mornings, then you ask if that is the same as the time and ti:ie and. half the time

in ch. 7 and naturally the Macc. interpreter is anxious to proveit is the sane. He goes on to

say the time plus time plus half of time, etc, is 3 1./2 years and then he says the end is

In ch. 8 he says 2300 evenings and mornings and we wonder just what he means and it is thetime

when the continual sacrifice will4 be do-ie away with and then it is that the 2300 evenings and

mornings must mean 2300 days. Then he says no, as that would give a period of six years and. It

is pretty hard to fit that in with Antiochus so he says 2300 does not mean evening and morning,

it means days and then it is 1150 days and then ch. 8 is the same as ch. 7. He then says 1150

days are the number of ones that Antiochus came into the sanctuary and he gave the continual

sacrifice. Right away there is a difficulty as 1150 days is not 3 1/2 years as it is nearer

3 yr. and a month. The critical inter, bound with this is desirous of showing these two are the

same and the conservative inter, who says it is not thecritical time and. It is not the time of

Antiochus and. then the critics would say it must be wrong and thus it must be 2300 and you will

find alot of conservatives who will insist it is 2300. We must be aware of letting people's
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authority sweeping us into this view. We must recognize that the scholars want us to do us and

that does not mean that we don't want to accept the other view. It is hard to apply to the time

of AntiochilS Euphines. 1150 does not fit but they are not in the difficulty there that I think

they are with 2200. If an additional month is put in,hoW do we know that month does not come

right in this period of three years. The enemy out according to the book of the iirstMacc. It

means exactly that length of time according to their calendar and it does not mean necessarily

according to the sun and if their calendar put in an extra month, it might come pretty c'.ose.

Ques. Yes, whoat we would call the three years, would be exactly three years arid a month. We

don't know the exact4 arrangement of t'e calendar at that tithe arid. when it is three years and

a month, why do we have difficulty in saying it may be exactly the time when we can continue

the sacrifice? Over in ch. 12 we find another very interesting note and it is a strange state

rent. In c-. 12 it tells us the daily sacrifice will be taken away ------------------------------------there shall be 1290

days. That is 140 more than 1150 and that is interesting. Then we read the next verse and it

is-"blessed is e that waits and comes to the 1335 days" and then in Daniel 8 1150 and if you

take 2300 as sacrifices instead of days and get 1150 then you 1290 here and then you have ,35O

Why these three days? Prof. Gungel has an answer. Heis a great German CT scholar and the

writer of the book wanted to encourage the peop& in the Macc. time and he said the continual

sacrifice will be taken away and will last only 1150 days and then you put thattogether.

he added the verse and. he said the day of the sacrifice should be taken away and there would

be the 1290 days and then 1290 passed and there was not any yet but it did look as though they

would soon get the victory and they came to 1335 days and. that way he kept pushing if forward.

The historical situation tid not fit what he expected but his faith never wavered and. he Just

lengthened the time, every bit of it. That is the way the modern1s get spiritual lessons out
could

of the Bible all of the time and. it is the same kin* of lessons spiritually you/get out of

"Alice in Wonderland", etc. Actually you would think if he is goin to change dates that way

he would then do it in the middle instead of adding it first and. it is rtct a very satisfactory

interpretation but the fact.- remains that we have these figures told here in 2300, 1150 or 1290

and 1335 and 3 1/2 and they are all sort of near each other but they are not exactly the same

and we wonder just what the relationship is. We don't have the certainity of it.
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We shall look at v. in ch. 12 --I think it is out of ord8r because the meaning in context is

out of order and in theverses just before we have been told about the Resurrection and then

it changes and. here we see, "many shall run to and fro," . Issac Newton sa was one of the

greatest minds if not the ereatest mind the world has ever known. Many think Einstein has proved

Newton's theory wrong . he original principles are the greatest discoveries that perhaps the

human minds haveever made. His Law of Gravitation is so great and Newton is about the greatest

mind the world has ever had.. It does not mean that all Newton said was right. Newton was

very interested in the book of Daniel as a great work of prophecy and Newton refers to this V.

He says as far as many running to and fro, he said. there are horses that go faster than any they

previously had and there are the beginnings of mechanical contraptions that will go quickly about

the earth. Newton turns his head to such ideas &s they are giien here. He thinks it is foolish

that people will get such ideas that anyone can ever travel 60 miles an hor. Re thinks it is

terrible the place a man aazi reach when he gets to studying the ible. Of course today it goes

alot faster than 60 miles an hour but then we have to ask if travel upon the earth has any connec

tion at all with this verse. Even though New*on, one of the great minds of the world, says this

is a prediction of the increase in the speed of transportation and yet is this the meaning of it?

-4e--4ee-ba&-4e-4ee4ey- what does it mean to fun to and. fro? .Ie find the same word used

again and it does not seem to make a great deal of difference to the sense. Ref. to Zech. :10

"these are the eyes of Jehovah, which run to and. fro through the whole earth." Is that talking

about transportation? Exactly the same thing is said. in II Ch.,v. 16:9 and there is a little

addition to it there that make it even clearer. What does it mean then to ran to and fro? Does

it show the speed of transportation? Does it show an aimless going her- and yon? The meaning

of the ones in Zech. and II Chron. is of His eyes searching out and looking for these things.

God is searching out His plans and His purposes and accomplishing His will and there should be

a purpose for looking for something . Investigate seems to be a pretty good description here.

They are searching for something and in Numbers 11:8 you find it there. It is w4 translated

"the people went about," in the 911 and they went about and. gathered and. so what does that

mean that the people gathered it and. went about and ran as fast as they could. Does it mean the

people just aimlessly wandered? Does it mean they went over here, and over there, etc.? They

didn't go in a straight line but they went to and fro but they went to and. fro with the purpose

of finding something --does this word imply that you are finding that for which you are looking

or not? The word means to look for and to f*&f and. the word means to lock for without saying
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The word. means to go back and forth--it doesn't mean to go fast and. the method of travel Is

not involved. It means to go back and forth--but all the cases that we have looked at

has a definite purpose in mind. That does not mean that you won't And it used another

way but you would have to find it. From the present references it means to go back and

forth, or it may mean to wander back and forth but with a purpose. It means to look for

something but before you can say that the word simply means aimless wandering around,

you would. have to find instances of that. Everyone will remember that my course in Isa.

last year--Isa. 25:11--it mentions swI;iming and 3.D.B. mentions this has the same root

shute that is used to swim. (Minutes 12r.15 reading of this verse in the Heb. )

# 69 --I didn't look up the verse f that is mentioned here and I don't know where the

Concordance gett± it from, but it is trying to do something--there might be an error in

the ref. but it would seem strange that Mr. (sutafson would have the same recollection. It

is translated. "to row" in some case. Cf. Jonah l±:13. If it is used of swim, in this

case swimming is certainly purposive. It would seem that B.D.B. was looking at another

MSS since this root is not used here either. They both have the purpose of going, and. one

is supposedly translated row and the other is translated swim--it is not just a mistake

on their part. In Dan. l2:4--some interpreters take that as meaning some secret that no

one will be able to understand it, but there is no idea of secrecay in it but rather of

careful pi'eserv tion. Moffltt puts in his translation of what he thinks it means. The

Heb. makes it ambigious so that it could. be said. that he seals it either to keep it from

people or keep it safe. offitt seicts onex of the possibilities and then puts into

his translation--either is a possibility and I think that most commentators have come to

the cons1usion that it means to preserve rather than keeo secret. There maY be a certain

element of screcay involved, even if you don't fully understand the words written. Even

if Daniel didn't know all that he was writing down, keep them so as the day approaches,

people will begin to understand them better. In I Pet. we are told, how they sought dil

igently what manner of things they wrote, about the sufferings of Christ and the glory that

should follow. It is important to keep the exact words because in addition--as, the day

approaches there are things that are discovered that aren't at first obvious to the ones

living far away from the time for when it was written. It is not a matter of tryiag to keep

people from know what Is written. It means keep what was written carefully and not secret.
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The time of the end is used. in two ways. It is used. after the period of the exile--the

time of Antiochus Epiphanes and. it is also used for the very end. of the age. You cannot

always te&l immediately which end it is speaking about. It u may be speaking of things

that happen right after the exile and then stretching in persepective clear to the end of

the age. Ques. about having a verse to show it means the end. of the exile? Ch. 8 is some

thing of th.t type. V. 19 of ch. 8 and then he goes on to talk about Antiochus Euphineses

and. in that ch. you have then the same idea that is over here in V. . Does it mean it will

be available? There is much of it that noone understands and. much of it only comes through

the study and it comes back and. forth and they have to investigate it. Q1es. Ezekiel 278

and 26 and in 27 you see the purpose and the reason for going back and forth. It has a defin

ite purpose and. you are looking for a way to avoid.e therocks and to get out of the harbor safe

ly. In v. 26 we have they rulers have brought thee into great places and to avoid.e therocks

and it does mean then going back and forth with a definite purpose and. they are looking for

someone or something--to avoids the rocks and to get the ship out and to get to the harbor

safely and. then in v. 26 "Th7 rulers have brought thee into great waters " and then we know

they got out of the harbor and. made their way safely and. they avoide the rocks. Every in

stance under which I have looked. ar about a dozen and fifteen and. each one has a purpose

in it. Job 1:7 we find that Job asks Satan from whence he comes ana Satan says, from walking-

up and aown , going to and fro upon the earth and. we ask if he was going aimlessly here and

there ar was he really looking for something? He deuirttely was going out and looking for evil

and wickedness upon the earth. If he was looking for something, did he find it 7 It shows

us he is purposely looking and hunting for something and we find the same idea in Amos8:12

nd there we find that they run to and fro looking for the word. of Jehovah and shall not find

it. Does it mean a±mleas wanderings? Cr does it mean definite wanderings there? It is

hunting and looking for something and they are looking in order to seek the word of God.

and they shall not find. it. It is unsuccessful then. In some of thephases A'.6 is successful

but her it is unsuccessful. It means to look intensively.
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They search and they do not find it. Is the going to and fro in order to find something.

Then you turn back to Daniel 12:4. Go back and forth and search it out. Now I think we shoulc

discard the idea of the fast plane or train and. I don't think that the going to and fro has

that meaning at all and. I feel that most commentators are correct in thinking of it as in

vestigating and searching out but is this searching a successful searchingt Ref. to Amos.

Daniel 12:4 seems like a gradual increasing and it is a definite finding. Then he shall

run to and fro in order that knowledge may be increased.. Does that mean then that they may

not find. It? Is it the opposite from Amos? People are going to investiage and they are

going to find what they se-k. Ques. The3are different contacts and quite different. Amos

said they would send. a famine--not one of food or water but one of the knowledge of the Lord.

They will hunt and not be -able to find the Word of the Lord. There are those things which

he did not understand at all and. there are those things which are sealed up and kept safely

to the end.. The time will come when people will study into this Book and gain more truth out

of it. They will begin to see this truth so you should not feel too badly. Don't get too

dogmatic about it. As the time draws near more people will have more factoBs available to

them and they will see the meaning of it. Quotation from Leupold---teacher of Biblical

exegesis at Capital Univ. at Columbus, Ohio--Re says that Daniel is told to seal the book

and many shall diligently puruse it and knowledge shall be increased. He says that sine*,

it is the intensive form of the 'verb that is used and. that is why he uses diligently puruse

it. You find. Calvin doesn't go into that problem in a very eat way, out he does say

that it should be translated. inveStigate. Many shall investigate and. knowledge sll

be increased. The Lord will someday allow people to understand it. He says that this

event did come to tass when God increased. His Church. Now Mongomery in the I.C.C. takes

the thorough critical position. Young refers with great praise to the philogical work

and he mentions how sorry that he is to differ from him so often. That doesn't iu.t mean

that whatever Mont. says you are to accept uncritically unless it happens to contradict

your particular viewpoint--we shouldn't take that attitIe but we should consider what

he says. He usually gives a lot of evidence but on this particular thing--he takes

the way to mean that --many shall run to and from that knowledge may increase. Re

says that it refers here to Amos 8:12--they shall, wander from sea to sea and from the

north to the south--they shall run to and fro and seek the Lord but shall not find. Him.
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He says that the parallel interprets the passage for us-- tha there will be a vain search

until the book is published--that is until the writer in the Macc. time write the book

in the end. He says that the most common interpretation is that of Jerome--that is to

go through the book and understand it by studying it. He says that there is no evidence

for Jeromes' vie. nt it would seem to me that he was simply brushing the evidence aside.

He says that the verb doesn't mean seek. That is rather ypical of Montgomery--he gives

this man and this man and this man's view and by the time you come to the end you hardly

know what he himself believes. It is interesting to notice that Young here seems to

take Montgomery as the last word and it seems to me, that he was affected by it because

of the feeling that is tital in Daniel--that which is important is that which deals with

the first coming of Christ. He tries to get that out of this verse but it doesn't seem

to me t}at he d.OesA a very good job with it. He says that the words are just what Daniel

has been given but the book contains more than that. Daniel is to seal the book until the

time of the end. He himself has completed his ministry--the end therefore he says is

not the end of the reign of .ntiochus --many shall ran--this is a very difficult phrase

he says. He says also that this verb 'eans just to wander about aimlessly but the instances

that ve have looked at sow a looking for something with a purpose. He says also that it

refers here to Amos 8:12--it is for the sake of increasing knowledge and he goes on to say

that this verse eans for Daniel to seal up the book and though they go to and fr aria

seek for knowledge, they will not find, it; thus it is unwarrnated to consider that the

increase in education and speed in travel as a result of this prophecy. There is a

strange sadness in these words--there is the Word in the world but men heea it not.

# 7i.---I don't see that there is indication that they won't find what they are looking

for. It is connected with a purpose and I doubt that you will find anywhere in the

Scriptures--they shall run about that knowledge may be increased but they don't succeed--it

will be told. if they don't suceed. They run about and do increase knowledge. If it means

that, it means that their search is successful. So his interpretation d1ffrs from all

other comm. except perhaps Montgomery and it doesn't seem to take any particular sense

in the context because the context is giving us the purpose for perserving the book.
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It seems that God is telling Daniel to perserve the book well and as the time draws near

then what is written will be understood and so we are not be too worried if we come across

parts that we don't understand. Let us study them and see what they mean, but not become

dogmatic, and it may be that God. will open up to us in our generation as to what the

1290, 2300 or 1150, 1335 days fit together but let us not jump to conclusions and be

dogmatic about it. Nor should we go to the other extreme and say th t these are so general

that no one cn understand it--these numbers are simply periods of time and is just the

general idea of wonderful progress--that is we know thaWod. has put these specific things

in the book for a specific purpose and just because we understand them, doesn't mean

that they don't have a purpose. Let us study and see if we cannot find their purpose

and perhs God will give us the knowledge on these things. Young says that the time of

the end mentioned here refers to the time right after Daniel. Of course it would have

been perfectly easy for the Lord to tell Daniel to seal up the book for the end and in

the meantime there will be all knids of ways tried out to seek after knowledge but that

is not the thing that is ssld. I am a bit disappointed in Young's comm. He will often

say that philopical'y this or that can't mean so and so but then he doesn't show or give

any evidence why. What he means ts that Montgomery says this or that but if it fits in

with the ciritàca1 position then he disagrees with him. Montgomery may be right or may

be wrong on certain points and he is always worthy cf cosideration. It seems he has made

a con*rad.iction here--it says that many sll run to and fro and knowledge shall be in

creased but he interprets it to mean that knowledge will not be increased--that way you

can get just about what you want out tf the Bible. Fere it would seem that it had the

opposite meaning of Amos--there they are looking for the Word ooc1 but can't find, it

but here is the plate to find it and kncwledge will be increased. It shows that the

prophets wrote things that theydid. nct understand at times. That enabled them to get

that which was clear to them and also it would. be that as the time drew near, people

would :et more understanding and light on what was written. It is used. of St going to

and fro through the earth--it is used of going to and for with a purpos and usually getting

that which is being looked for and if the thing is n't successful, it says so. It would

seem that "the time of the end" could be equally well interpreted, with the first part of

verse as well as with the last portion of it. The Massorites take it with the first part.
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It doesn't say and many shall run to and. fro but just many shall run to and fry, so that

it would be entirely possible to take it---seal up the book and. this knowledge shall be

increased. Of course after the first coming of Christ we received a great insight into

the O.T. It might refer to studying the Scripture and seeing what it means. It says that

knowledge will be increased but not when the great increas oe knowledge will be. If you.

applied this to the end part of the verse it would definitely exclude the iUe thct people

won't be successful- in finding knowledge. But how much there is in the book of Daniel

that refers to first coming is a very interesting question. Of course Yo,-.ng is

very strong on the idea that the stone cut without hands that came and. destroyed the

image is Christ coming at His first coming.

In ch. 11 we have seen how the frist portion of the chapter refers to Xerxes and

then on to Seluchus IV--that father of Antiochus IV. Vs. 20 seems to refer t0 the brother

of .Antiochus IV.

# 72 --You can't get away from the idea that one of the great purposes of Daniel is to

prepare.those people in the time of the Macc. It would seem extremely probable t0 me that

v. 21 is describing Antiochus and if that is the case you find no difficulty in having

him described right through v. 3$. Now I don't say that there might not be places here

nd there where it suddenly jumps forward to a future age but it would seem that he is

d.escirbed very nicely in this section. I think it is Jerome who says that v. 20 suddenly

jumps tc the future--from 21 ff. it describes the anti-christ, but in the coarse of the

description of the anti-christ, it also describes Antiochus and. some of the verses fit

the anit-christ and the ones that fit .Antiochu we can ee that they are completely ful

filled and the rest are to be fulfilled. 'hat is an interesting idea--that after you

have the brother of Antiochus described then you have two men described simultaneously

and. back and forth he goes. Young translates this section of Jerome in his commentary.

It is too bad that the rest of it has nct ben transl.&ted into English from the Latin.

Young seems in general to adopt Jeromes view. Young says there are no gaps in Scripture.

I don' t know how he would explain about the kings of Persia in ch. 11--you have a jump

from the four kings of Persia to Alexander or else the history is wrong. But how are you

going to get away from the fact that you have don't have a gap here.?
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This description of vs. 36 ff. Jerome takes to refer to the anti-christ and has some

suggestions of Antiochus. Young says that gaps are absoltuely unknown in Scripture and he

takes up a number of verses that the dispensationalits take up as proving gaps and he shows

that these don't prove that at all. It isn't considered. any place as a gap or a parnthesee

and the verses go from 21 up to 35 on practically all of the places. Practically every thing

that has come Young says ths is Antiochus and he credits everything from 21-35 to Antiocims.

When he comes to v. 36 Young says he is not talking about Antiochus but he is talking about

anti-christ and from practically every v. on Young says it much fit anti-christ and it could

not possibly fit Antiochus. If he describes Antiochus first and then anti-christ, I don't

know how you get away from saying a gap or parentheses in between the two. I don't know

of any other way of possibly interpreting the two and it is a guess as to how it is. If there

isn't a parentheses or a gap there, how can he then say all of this is the anti-christ or

Antiochus, to the end of ch. 14.5 and this is how the people of the first view did.. To say all

of this refers to Antiochus, they have to go through all sorts of twistings and turnings and

I wish we could get a letter written to some of them and ask how this could be Antiochus.He

didn't do this or that but we know he must actually have done it b&cause Daniel said.it. It

goes king by king by king, up to Selicus up to Antiochus and it ends with the Resurrection

and between .Antiochus and the Resurredtlon there is a gap. If it Antiochus all the way thru.,

there is a gap from Antiochus on and if you take 3e'ome's view you tke a lot of gaps.

There is a gap an a parentheses and no ay to get around. and it is typical of dispensational

ists to say there gaps in acripture and there can't be a gap here. Macc. view is not right

as that would make Daniel a book full of mistakes and then others say it is the anti-christ.

Que. about the gaps. A gap or parentheses should go from one place to another and the fact

of the matter is that you cannot possibly interpret CT prophecy without recognizing tl~at at

point after point in CT procphecy he discusses something we ought to know anu then he jumps

forward and then there is a gap there and that type of T cannot he understodd. If you have

to jump right into the second coming, you have no indication that there is a gap or ape:iod

in between. Ques. about v. 4-l, etc. Is there any place in the Bible in the CT or NT where

it says the anti-christ is going to persecute the Christians? It is a time of suffering and

of Jacob's trouble such as never was experienced in the worlci.4t The sainits were the most
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persecuted of the peo1e it is said. in Daniel. Ques. about Edom and Moab in Erpte. Yes, I

certainly think it is talkinr about Palestine--Edom is a specific area which is right there

today, Moab, and. Egypt are too. Today the people of Ed.om and. Moab and the children of Ammon

are today controlling half of Palestine. I heard the other day of a uggesèed trip to Pal

estine and. people told not to get a visa for Israel as they could. see the places in the

Bible mentioned. without a visa for Israel and if you do get a visa the people who hold the

staff will not let you into Palestine. On theother hand, if you go into their territory the

people of Israel will not let you izrtrtre there. Today there is a line through the city of

Jerusalem--if you want to 4¬tohbhe Am. School of Oriental Research in Jerusalem, not over

three blocks away is Israel and a line over which no one is allowed to cross and it is only

about three blocks away and you would have to go about 500 miles aroud.n. Now those people

are the ones who control the land of Edom and the land of Moab. They control that area and

they come from that area and they are today holding half of Palestine. For anyone to say

that this cannot mean today is not correct and cannot be done either and. it me'-.as the enemie

of the church and it is the attitude taken to rove the Word of God as our source and our

stay. Now we don't want to say "hert' La this and it means this and so." It is a definite

meaning and has a definite purpose and. a few years ago Dr. Young discussed Gog and. Megog

and then said it did mean this or that and then it is said. that ib can't men that,ec.

Actually it means the church is--going to have great enemies and thatis all thatit means.

Two ch. describing what God is going to do and it has no specific literal meaning and that

is a type in itself. Dr. Young's commentary has the pictures of Assyria in It. It has some

very fine material in it and. in some ways it is very excellent.

# 73 - For tcJay ou w'r to study into ian. 9 and look the, various vie;;points up in

various commentaries and. I am sure that you have noticed. that each commentary will

sweep aside with great sweeping statrrients their particular prolms and bring :ut that

their idea is the only that conid sensibly be held. Many are like this. Then tiere are

men like Young that are absolutely sure that the 70 weeks follows to the day of the death

of Christ and in t miudle of te 70th week Ee caused. the sacrifice an oblation to

ceasez but when did that 70th we end. Does it end 40 years later? There is nothing

to end it. There are some strong points in favor of this viewpoint end it woild. seem that

the A.V. was translated by people with this viewpoint, but it would seem that in some

places like this, the A.V. is a very poor translation. Young feels that Keil is perhaps the
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best commentator on the Book of Daniel, end there is some ;hich he auctes with great

approbation but then there is a great pottion with which hesems to disagree quite

vehemently and on this particuk otnt Keil is quite sure th:.t the A.V. s suite

imposible and that the one Who cuts out sacrifice and causes oblation to cease is Christ's

death on the cros of Calvary. Many godly people hold this view and. they have some verses

in the A.V. and some even in the Heb. that would uphold their point of view and ycu c..n't

domat1c1ly say ther is nothing in these verses that allude to it, but they make everything

allude to it. Then there are thos who hold that the 70th week is not in the time of the

Macc., nor in the time of Christ's first coming, but it is at the end of the age. You

will fin. that most f thorn also are very doiatic with their conclusion ad. the utter

repudiation of any other view that the particular one which they hold. There is something

to be said, when you try o convince someone of a view to show that there s evidence this

way and that way but people are apt to say they would rather hear someone thnt was dogmatic

on the-AhInK they believe--to the great mass of people, if you get up and. sa' that

this is the way and the other ways ar' absolutely foolish, they will follow you, but if

you don't take such a dogmatic view, then people simply, are notinterestei. There is a

place to he mighty positive of what you believe, but it will apax± appeal t0 the more

intelligent person if you show the various possibilities--after all they in end are the

ones that are apt to influence the 'ass--I regret that so many of these commentaries are

so certain that thy are a 10C0 right end so sure that others who might aiffer from them

are asolt'ly sure. In this class I am not inerested in shcwii'±at I belleve, or even

what Daniel means but rather t get pract±ce in getting the right approah to the Scripture,

which is the same approach that is taken in any science. (et what the facts are and see

what the different possibilities are for different interpretation and see which ±9 postive

and definite. The wrong approach is to co-e to the Bible and say does it teach this view

or that --does it teach A or does it teach B--but rather what does the Bible teach? Is

the Rapture going to come in the evning or the in the morning, or midnight--the Bible does

not say, and if sceone from the Bible thinks that he finds evidence as to what it is going

to he, I am going to say to that person that he is going to examine that evidence very very

carefully. Here is a fellow thnt is sure that the rapture is going to come at 12:03 noon

but I am not going to tell him that I am sure that he is wrong without examining the evidence
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I feel that it is important not to be dogmatic where the Scripture is not dogmatic and

where it is dogmatic, be there dogmatic. It would seem that there are sc"e places in

Scripture where it is absolutely clear, and I regret to see some interpreters pass it by

but I am sure that it is important that we understand. that which God. intended. us to know.

I think that there are three sorts of matters in Scripture--that which is absolutely clear

and then there are matters which God has not revealed.. For example at Cornell they

te

re told that Archlishop Ussur had said that the world was creat-d Oct. 25, 9:30 a.m.

in OO4 B.C. but I doubt if he ever said such a thing--I think that someone would have

done a great Christiaa service if he hd squelched that at the beginning and show that

the Bible said no such thing--you might be told. that you were disturbing peple's faith

but if you can make it look as though Christians say that, but then if you can find

evid.nce looking the other way, then people say the Bible is all false. le know that

the world. was created at least 400L$ B.C. but we have no idea how much further back.

The 3ible does not tell us what time of day the rapture is going to be, though I can't

J
get away from the feeling, that the Rapture is something th.t is going to be so unexpected

that no one would say that it wouldn't be next wee-.-I be wrong but that would. seem

the teaching of the N.T. passages, u that we never can say Just when it will take place.

It certainly doesn't say what part of the day He will return. Then there is a great body

of material of which there is a uestion--perhaps He has revealed. a certain thing--let us

look into the evidence and see what it teache-. We can't be dogmatic on this portion-

we have to he mLre cautious and let us examine the evidence with care. I think that it

is important that when you find something that is clearly taught, th'n to stand. on that

and not be afrMd. of the eonsequences. There are too many who are willing to take someone

else viewpoint and then they try to fit everything else into that--the result is that I

believe that God has revealed. many things in the Bible, of h1ch we are still unaware.

I think that if we used thc scientific approach to it,-we would. find. much more in it.

And when we find, absolute definite evidence, we should. stnnd on it, and go from the simple

to the more complex ideas and not try to base some doctrine on something that you are not

sure about it.
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there is a certain amount of material not understod by the church because it has not

been God's will that it should be but it s His will that it should be understood at some

tithe. locking at the verse at the end cf Daniel last tithe d 4_ He said, "Many shall

run to and. fro and seal up thebook and knowledge s'all be increased." What do you translate

many to run to and fro as? That knowledge may be increased is a permissible rendering of

that and in either case it definitely means things are going to be discovered from the Word.

and. as the time drys nearer it is going to be cod's 'jilt0 give nore lio t from His Word.
who stayed in Liden

It fits exactly with what John Robinson, the great pastor saId to them as they depad. for

America in 1620---"I believe that God is going to cause more truth to break forth from His

oi" and. that showed that it was his conviction and in the Word. the:, Is truth that God

wants the people to find and. it had nt yet been found. It was simply because jcple had

been toc slow or too lazy about studying but because God had. this particular truth of them

and. He did not want to come forth with it yet. God tin His time to break forth out

o the 'Word and. how i.o' He do that? e may being ever.ts to pass in the world and they can

enable us to understand the significance of the phrases which were not understodd before. He

may cause new lit to come on th mening of words and He may cause new discoveries t0 be

made and this by throwing light on the understanding cf Hebrew expressions or words. e may

cans" various things tc happend and. then passages can be 'inderstood that were not perfect.

The only commentary I have found denying this view point is Young's and ?e says, "Many shall

run tc and fro and. knowledge shall be 1-creased." That means that many run to and fro that

knowledge may ir'cad and also it means that mar do run to and fro without knowledge

being increased. That is about as large a jump as I have ever seen to get the logical out

come. I don't know any other commenta-y that agrees with t. The way for misinterpreting in

thatway is due to a dogmatic presupposition as far as I can see and there is nothing in

prophecy that we can lean about the future that has not yet been known. The things in

prophecy that are iortant are the things that relate to the first coming of Chrcst and re

garding them we may have nothing concrete given and, when we get to anything after thatit is

$11 symbolical language and nothin" thatcart give us precise information. I think that is a

very unfortunate presupposition r-nd which affects a great many different interpretations. No

where does it resu in such a twisting aside the meaning of the Scripture as in this particu-
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lar verse and it takesthe exact opposite of what. 'he verse says. I aon't know of any other

commentator who would do that and he says that it is many running to and fro aria know'edge

shall not be increased. That is taking black and making it white as much as any modernist

I ever have heard Lo. It is on a small verse but it does have dealins with the iestion-

does God have truth with His prophecy that H mends to havbreak forth from His word.? I

think that verse clearly teachs that He does and. think that I Peter teaches it also-

"The prophets were searching what an what mariner of time the Spirit of Christ which was in

them did. signify the manner of Christ and 'he suffering of Christ and the glory which w$fl.d

follow." On the sufferings of Chrit Young and other commentators of thatviewpoint will

go to great length to show that statements in CT are literally and concretely depict events

in the first coming of Christ. Where is the glory that should follow aria we should. not go

to length to twist things around to give the idea that we have a future event but we should

examine them to see if God will cause more truth to brek forth arid then the events that are

to take place in the itr'. In a case like this matter of the 70 werks, it might have been

that the prediction wao in the first class. It M-t might be that here is d.efiriièe infor

mation that we should know exactly and. accept it. It would be posible it would be in the

4th class but rather unlikely as why would he take four verses on itt You must be very

careful to say that here is something not yet revealed and there is alot reveed in those

four verses. There is much thats not clear and there are some matters in it that are not

very clear and then we should stand on them and not try to push them aside. here is the

preconceived idea of the meaning as a whole and then in this 70 wk. prediction it would. be

very reasonable t0 expect factors that were not clear when Daniel wrote and. he tells us at

the end of various ch. "I did not understand." etc. Daniel was mystified. by much that was
people

reve&led.. The question is when does the time dome? When willi the time come when-e. will

know certain aspects which Goa has mane clear. If we are so determined. we will even know

what the whole 70 weeks prediction will nean. '.1e have to forca everything into one construct

ion or another and we have knowledge that it is exactly this or that and. when this comes to

light we are not then able to see its full meaning and we are apt entirely to overlook the

importance to the new evidence nU thus to miss the blessing God has in store and so I feel

it is very important to take eM- a view and whether to fit everything in with it or not, I

think it is important to take the statements and ask what the facts are that clearly stand. out

and what is here defInitely'istated and. let us stand on those matters and. on the matters that
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are not clear let is say that we do not know and when it is time for people to know this,

then God will make the knowledge available. It is not eerybod.y that figures out the 70

wee prediction. It is some people's duty to spend a certain amount of time and to see if

new facts and new evidence is available and if we look at the different views of the 70

weeks they said that the thing that dietubbs me is the dogmatism of practically every com

mentator on certain phases and. he will xplain away certain phrases and. twist them around

anathey should say that hercand there are points that are very strong and that involve certaix

difficulties and I don't think they are sufficient but they show them as wrong. I think we

must think of the difficulties that are there. If we say that we must say the answer must

come and prove our whole construction to be right and come and show the necessity of

modifica-tionin it and that which is clear and definite should n&t have to be changed. about

the Jews becoming a nation and. waiting five years to see if that is what it is a.id if it has

actually come true. 11e didn't say it would or that it has started thea. A very uniortunate

thing to make so dogmatic a statement unless your .44- evidence is absolutely overwhelming.

If the evidence is overwhelming then it would be important for the whole Christian world

to be watching for tat time. I don't see anything in it that says when Israel becomes a

body and the only thing it says is about the beginning of the 70th wk. and it just says that

"He 411 make a firm covenant" at the beginning of the week and we ask who the He is and what

is meant by a firm covenant. It does not seem to me t at thatis Israel becoming a bdoy but

it does not seem that that is the beginning of the preaching as some commentators say or of

John the Baptist beginning his preaching. Those are very far fetched interpretations and to

think of the fact that He will make up for himself. It is unreasonable and as you quote it

it seems to me that you made a very unfortunate deduction. Ques. The proper thing to say is

when the covenant is made and. not when Israel is made a body---------------- e must be careful

in quoting a man like that as they often get the little if, and, or , but in there and e

easily pass over in reading and then we get a false interpretation. He may have guarded

himself from that view and yetit may be one that we can very easily get. I find that it is

easy to et impressions and when I look back it is not quite accurate. Ironside coveers much

material and he is a splendid popular writer and with many subjects he handles them very

excellently and I would think he :ould guard himself against them. It is often we get general

impressions from the way people write and they are impressions often which should. not be gotte

Sometimes you will find, they have guarded themselves.ae. Daniel 11 and l2cause us to not..e
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that it seems to be very difficult to avoid' t"e conclusion and from v. 21 on, it is Antiochu

spoken of and I don't see how we can get away from it. Jero"e said. it is anti-christ and. he

jumped right forward but with the great importance Antiochus has in the book he tells of all

his ancestors and then he leads right up to them and. it does not seem reasonable to them.

Tow he deals with Antiochus as a type of the anti-christ and that does not seem to me to be

a very reasonable approach. You are talking of one or the other and you do not expect two

men to b identical and. you can give both in such a way that you dent ordinarily do it.

DeseJbe them both in such a way th.t they look like one man and then describe them as both.

Ihen you come up to verse 3.5 it fits very well with Antiochus , 31, 32, b also. They that

understand among the people shall instruct many, etc. "They that understand among the people

shall instruct many; yet they shall fall by the sword, and. by flame, by captivity, and by

spoil, many days.

Daniel 75
They imply here that they do expollts and they are strong and they do not fall and a

purging is had, but not a failure but in v. 36 after talking about the people of God for a

period, you come back to the king again and after speaking of the character o Antiochus and

the action of Antiochus and the reaction of thepeople of God aginst him, now you come to an

individual again and you tell of his character. It iá a].toether possible to talk about a

man's character, then his d.eed.sand again about his character, etc. It does not sem the most

/natural
way as when you art again with character and deeds there is a natural suggestion

that you. are talking about a diffrroat man. If you find what i told about the character

and. deeds, it is somewhat inconsistent about ;hat is r'peated and. it raises the question

if it is a different man about whom you are talking. oung is v'ry critical for dispensations

and. of saying this is the little horn of 7 and. he says the view of thechurch from 36 4.e on

is the view of the anti- chiret--Antiochus is spoken of as a type of t!'e anti-christ. Of near

ly every verse he said it coud not possibly fit Antiochus. Although he never makes the

statement of the passage as a whole but every verse he says of 36 on that it co"ld not LOBS

ibly be of Antlochus and so it is a very reasonable view that from 36 on a a great bulk of

Christians have held, you have Anti-christ described instead of Antiochus and if you hve

-'ntiochus described specifically and definitely before and also after and th two men hve

much in common and then you can say one if the type of the other and by your dealings with

one and. the general view and. then you learn principles and the objects are different an,! pu.
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hv¬. LL two described and. you have the one and can write up to 35 and. then can jump to the

other, ho can you get away from the idea tereis a gap or a parentheses. There must be or

else I see no sensible way to say it is Antiochue before and the anti-christ after andYcung

waxes very strongly against the idea of this and yet there is nothing unnatural against a

gap and. this does tell every little detail that does happen every time and still it does

not tell everything and yet you can't as it would take forrver but you are dealing with

certain things and it does not always turn out t1at there is an interval in between. as

you go from one subject to another. I think there were many times during the time of 1saiah

when he did. not know 1±' the Messianic kingdom wo'ild come immediately after that time or if

there would be a lone time in between. He did no know but lie could in his own mind hive

asumed they would come immediately after but as we t to the end of Isaiah we find, that

which deals with difficulties of reestablishment and that is after the return. The return

does not seem to mean immediately the coming of the great Messianic age predicted. but a

period. of substantial time. I am inclined tc think the prophet would be gradually learning

mo'e as we are all e- and there would be more and more that they could understand and. like

Isaiah who wrote and wrote for years and pondered and had a much greater understanding than

a prophet given a short m.nistry and did. not have o much material that God had revealed. t0

-i1n. There may have been ideas about which he was utterly false as to what he thought in

'is mind. Young trys to moke out there i no jump and the toman Empire comes and immediately

there is the great universal kingdom and he trys to make that out and. he does not do it in

ch. 9 and in ch. 9 he recognizes the anti-christ is God and he recognizes that anti-christ

comes a long time after and so ther' is a Jump in 7 and he pses over it. V. 4

either there 13 a gap or the crtics are right-either there are four kings mentioned ur the

others are passed over in silence and there is a gap or a parènthese. he might be lorant

about the history which would not be srange if he was writing 400 years later insteaA. of

predicting as God wanted him to predict. Young looks strongly aginst that view and the onr

way you can get away from that view is that there is a gap. There is a gap in 11:4 and you

have gaps and you have parentheses and if you were to say that ch. 11 was all about ntiochus

and. if you were not to say that you would then be in the problem that ch. 12 follows immed

lately after and so you have to have a g somewhere. If you don't have it you are supposed.

have it alter ntiochus Puphins and so there is a gap one place or the other. Ticre are
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gaps elsewhere in the Scripture and. they are easy to show and. they are either gaps or else
few

they are alot of nonsense and. Young takes up a/versess and someone says they are gaps and.

( there are no g anywhere in these cases. They are very positive against gaps anu. this is

a principle we have to stand on and you cannot put in aap axrwhere you want to anu. not

at all. Unles: Cod says this hap ens and the next day this happens you do not know if it

is immediately or if there is a period. of time in betw,en. You have to have evidence in

between before you can be dogmatic one way or the other . Theidea o a gap or a parnthe sea

is the idea that it is there everytime we speak. There is not everything told in it. Either

the critics are right and the period refers only to the Macc. period or else there are gaps

in Daniel and if there are, either this is entirely fallacious about the Resurr. in ch. 1-.

or there is a gap or parentheses somewhere along the account of Antiocus and the anti-christ.

ues. Ques. if the revelation of the anti-christ aescribed in XI Thess. iafter the rapture

or before is oneon which interpreters diffr ana there is one ticular view is given. Ref.

to article in Jible To and it is said that it comes afterwards th the rapture is first.

There are a great many who hold. that view and there aie others who hole. the opposite and I

wouldn't wish to be dogmatic but I would wish to be fair in the view. I don't think we can

get away from it that there iz a gap somewhere. Jerome would have a gap 'etween verses 2

ana 21 -,ná most interpreters put it between 35 and. 36 and we notice here a strong reason for

putting it in between is that due to 36 on you have things do not fit Antlochus and we have

had a description of his character and of his activity and of his action to the people in

relation to him and again we go ack to the c.racter and ö& then to the activities. It is

not impossible t discuss a man's activities, character and then to come to his opponents

and go back ggain. It is a reasonable place for the change to occur and here you. take no

v. 36 and certainly Antiochus is that and an everyday dictator does that and still it fits

them all. e shall exalt thme and it fits them all and. magnify himself above every God.

He does not magnify himself above every od. The goJupiter. eto, is magnified and. the

one who claims he is Jupiter and he is a manifestation of Jupiter but he does not magnify

himself above Jupiter. This does not fit Antiochus as he does not magnify himself above

every god. The rest of the verse does fit Antiochus. About magnifying above every god

would not fit him and still it might fit many modern men today. Antiochus did not hole, that

attitude. Neither did he regard the God of his fathers. Some try to make out that he god

of his fathers was Appollo and. .Antiochus did. not worship him and did not regard the god. of
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his fat..ers. some try to make out that the 'od of bi fathers wa$ ollo but the idea

that he did not worship the god of his fathers is pure imagination. There is no evidence

for it whatever. Young says the true view Is of the official anti-chri. The false views

are that this is the anti-christ from Judas and the other view is that it is ancanti-christ

that comes from Christianity. If he does not regard. the goU. c± his rather, it would as

though he comes from either Judiaiarn or Christianity but we can't say until we find evidence

suggesting he coms from one or the other. He comes from the Christian background ii. then

turned against it is a vague possibility. He fits much better as an apostate from one of

these two groups. We find evidence that looks quite definitely in one direction or thebther

and. we should be able to find. which ray. If Intiochus did not talk about hi much does

that mean that he does not regard the desire of him? Ref. to v. 37, "the desire o wumen.U

#76




There are various things it might represent and you might take it as that what women

desie and. you might take it as some individual or some culture. There might be some figure

followed by women and he turned against it for tat reason. That would be possible. You

would. not know until the time came and. it might represent some relationship, some attitude

toward marriage and it might represent a man who held, himself strictly aloof and there are

these different ways to interpret it. It might be that when you see the situation and then

when you see the character you might not be sure what it means and how to regrd it. The

desire of women may mean that he won't care for women, or women have a desire for him.

Hitler is said that they, the women were to give tenticn--the Children, the Kitchen an

the Church--he cut them cut of the professions they were taking while over here they were

put ahead in things--and some people s,-.id that Hitler was ignoring the strength of half

of his nation. He is losing out while in America they are utilizing the force. Whether

this caused his do:nfall of course I don't know. The diesite of women might mean the taking

awj of their desire to have job--that is not taken out of the sphere that isn't ordinarily

thought of as th' spbre of women. It is a phrase that might mean many things, though

there is certainly a definite amount of things that it doesn't mean of course. It

could. be that wen if comes to pass, it will be perfectly obvious, without our not kkowing

in advance wat it means. Some have suggested that Christ is the desire of women--I tend

to b' rather skeptical of that. I believe there are a fe commentators that call Him bhat.
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The fact that it is between the god. of his fathers and he won't regard any god--you might

say that here i a man. that is not going to take any interest in law, nor is he going to

get married nor take an interest in any inte11ecutalie1d."--that is sort of jumping sack

and forth, and putting in between might suggest that it refers to Christ, or the Chruch,

but I think that we should be careful not to go off on a tangent--that it is somethi

In the ty_line rather than just an aspect in daily life, that would bc buggested but

not really provd by its being between these- two phrases--nor regard any god. I do not

think that it woild be true of Jewish women today looking for the Iiessiah and. just how much

we cold say that in that day 4hey were looking forward to Christ being born--'.:e don't know.

As a matter of fact, it would seem to me that our N.T. Is one of tb best sources to tell

us about the Jews at the time of Christ. The Talmud was written a couple of centuries after

the Jews had. gone through all sorts of turmoil and. the time of Christ, and dou't1ess their

ideas on many things were greatly altered. Note v.38--He shall honor the god of forces-

very appropriate for a materialist. He will honor a god that his fathers did. not know.

Yet we have just been told that he will not honor any god--at first sight it seems like

a contradiction but it might be that it might possibly refer to something that was put

in plate of a god. You might say that here is a person that makes matertalism his god--yet

he doesn't believe in any god. Here are the Marxists in Moscow in their positive opposition

to religion and their anti-god museum in Moscow, and yet they take the body of Lenin an

moalm it anu.almost worship Stalin--in a fire of speech ycu could say that they honor

od with all these things and also you uld say that they oppose all gods--that would

be much ea!i¬i' to reconcile today than in earlier periods. 1e woala say th:.t it would

refer to the god of forces--the one which his fathers did. not know to honor. He honors

power, w.r--something other than any acutal god--vs. 39 Ia still telling about his

character. The phrases in this verse are rather gnrra. ut bein:1n6 :ith v. 40 you

deeds cf anti-christ--for purpo of ep.d.±ence he could. align hims-lf with

followers of a god. in 1.,hom he actuail;T didn't believe in. It is sala that Mohammedans

that the "mror of Japan wan secretly Mohammedan- and they built a wonderful mosque in

Japan, and. before that they had. been -iven to understana that Kaiser Ti].helm was a

secret believer in the same relgièn, and. I think tha Stalin has allowed. some of his
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people to make ilgrima.s to Mecca when oriinaril he didn't fa7or such a thing, but

people for expedienc sake allow that sort of thing. I heard. 20 years ac in France that

a French politician was saying that he nor any politician co'ilci get ahead unless he was

known as an athcst and. one that has no use for the Catholic church, but if you. are

appointea on a diircaic missi, then it must be known that you ax-? a very devout

Catholic and you maintain that the Frnch are th reat supporters of Catholic Church

and in North Africa it is said that they 'rag up the Church--while in France they flaunt

against the pope. T1-.y, whe-t goi outside try to curry the favor of the Pope--it is

somethinp that is found quite often arnon people who have no special faith. I remember

a fellow I "an acorss coming over on the ocean--I was asitned to be a roommate with him,

thouh we had nothing in common, and. naturally we talked a little bit--he was studying

bow to et along with people and he did. make friends with practically everyone on the boat

and I am sure they had quite a different impression of him than he had given me. He told

me that it was a renarkabl. thing that he had. no use for the church or any sort of religion

yet one of these days he claimed that he would be a pillar of some church some u.ay. He

told me how essential it was to make contacts with th- world and a great 'any take that

same, attitude--it is possible tha.s what this means. V. 40 are his deeds again. Does

he ct attacked from bth sides --no it would seem that it had. only oie other power in

mind in he south and he goes down to attack it.

# 77 - Much of this will doubtless be quite clear when the time comes but until

you have them, you }'ve to say it is easy to see what possibilities there are in bhese

situations. I would think that the ground refers to the source of wealth an source of

political exploitation. V. 40--tells us that it is the king of the South that will cause

him trouble and it would seem that it is the king of the north who is the antichrist, and

if so he is a type of Antiochus Epiphanes who was king of the north. It doesn't seem thaL)

the antichrist is attacked from two sides--either is possible. When did the king of the

south ever push a'ainst Antiochus--he practically conquered Egypt and. then the Romans told

him to et out. There were other times when the Ptolemies made terrific attacks the

Seleucids and some of them are referred, to in the earlier parts of the chapter, but there

is nothing, particularly at the end of his life that would fit this. After the Romans
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told hi- to et c' cf oypt. cert.-,.in' Evpt uicirt't po n aria. attack him. E"ypt wasretty

well. divided up with two brothers and. one sister--oth used her as their wife--she iZd

hate one and. be f'iedly t to the other and vice-versva--it all was a very sordid history.

They were not sort as some of their ancestors or even some of their descendents--one of

the sons prove to be rather a wily sort of person. While Antiochus was livi neither was

in a position to ao anything that is described here. The king of theiorth, it would seem

comes in resronse to ;hat the king of the south did--Antiochus never did this at this

time. Soem claim that this is a campaign that our history doesn't tell us about in

the career of Antiochus--to say that a persrn there at the time of the Macc. wrote this

down arid though w don't know about it from other sources, yet it must have happened because

he wrote it down--it seems to be getting into rather devious reasonins. If it did happen

at the Macc. period, we wonld. expect to have some other sources to tell us about--in fact

there is some very strong evidence against it because the Romans ordered him out--he went

to a lot of expensive building--went off into the east and there he d.iei. There is no place

for this .vid.ence at all. A Young says in his c:minentary very truly it does nt fit Antiocus.

There is nothing the-,e to fit with this verseand it must be a prediction of something in the

career of the anti-christ. It i a great victory in which he goes to the south and then in

Ll he shall enter into the glorious land-that undoibtciy mens Palestine &nd these will escape

out cf his hand. sues. Something in Zephaniali that would lock 41 like a tremenduous ddstru.ctic

and it would result in perpetual desolation. That fits with the situation and. that is have the

nations completely disappeared? 1±' this suggette three nations in the future and they are qtite

ready to cccupt the place in the futre and we if they are figurative and. representing great

kingdoms at that time just as in the days of Chris" which they clled low Eden or do they repre

sent that particular area which was d.ivid.cd :id etbihed in those days? It says '1anc the

king of the north shall come against him like a whirlwind, with chariots, ad with horsemen,

and ith many ships: and he shall enter into the oountries, and. shall overflow and pass over

Cavalry was very important in the first war and. in the last war nètso much but it does seem un

likely * would come again but maybe it would. Ques. They are strong forces of war and similari

here Edom and the chief of Moan does not mean the same ones living then but it refers to the

same eep4e-44--area . V. 42 tells us "He shall stretch forth his hand. also upon the count-

ries ; and the land of Egypt shall not escape." Antiochus was gettiLg near that altho I
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don't think he actually ataind. th-t refor the Porans built them up. Antiochus as irven
from Erpt--the Romans told him to get anSi he got. In this case it se'is to e tidings frco

the east--it scms that th: is some difficulty 'p there--it was like when nni'oI. was in

Italy, the Romns nt an expdition to Carthage, 'o that it caused hi t return to Africa

and it is a possibility of overextending your liars so that you cant defcr.d. what you

already have. It seems that is what this mean, ut it didn't happen ith Antiochus as iar

as anybccy knows, but it irilarpena in the time of the aaichrist. It seems that he is going

to he destrcyed in Palestine but Antiochus wa not destroyed in Falestine and does not fit him.

There t a clear gap scewhere btween ntIochus and Antichrist and if yc':. say tberc are no

gaps in Scriptun---ycu would still have a g between this and v. 1 of ch. 12. That verce

would seem to suest the grat rPulaticn ant' I"e of Jacob's troub1 when Israel j

saved in a day--tint crtni ;'cu1d fit very well with that interpretation. Cl. v. 2-

it speaks f the resurrection and though it doesn't mention tow different stages, yet Irom

oticr passages we knu that there are two resurrections. It doesn't spea1 u:t of a gcnoral

resurrecticn---and that be wise shall shine as the brightness of the lirsament; and the;' tat turn

nany to righteoines: c.: the stars for ever and ever. Then V. 4 that the 'book sheuLi. be

carefully gurae and when the tiies comes, people .'ri nderthnd more from it than tho;' do

now--in trat day---:o'ild seem to be speaking of tha days of which he is cakIng. I don' 16

think there is anything that would prove against their being a gap between v. 45 and v. 1

o±' ch. 12 though I don't think there is c' there. . Vs. 40 seems to be the only verse that

would even suggest that the antichrist might make a treaty with the Jews to serve their god.

but that woi,'i.d hot be proved, from that.

78 **I think that 'rp can postively say that from v. 21 on it is Antiochus and I think

that we can say most likely it is Anticcus ff. but from v. 36 on it would seem that .t is

speaking of Antjchi'it--Wp definitely then have a g, though I would not be dcrnatic about

it coming between v. 35 and v. 36/ Somewhere in tht passage we dot have a and that

impresses me as the most reasona'le place for it. I don't think that we can be dcatic about

the king o the south as referring to Ept---it would si eanx some king that rule in

that area, or south of Palestine. I wold thinh that :hoev: i 'ocant, would be duad-=at in

!pt--Toa' we speak of Anglo-Saxon nations, but we don't knc '.;'-.at will develop Dut at

prcent as you look at the Egyptian hatred of the British, it would seem hard. t0 think of
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of their be rulers down there. But during the last war, England forced the 1:ln of Et

to drop his rime-mister because he was so anti-British--I understand that England even

pointed. but the man he was to have oucceed him to ',-,prime-mintster of Egypt in 1942. Or

else he told him, h ccuJ hand in his abdication as king of Erpt--at th.t time the power

of England was great enough so that lie diu. t. 'iftccn or twenty yecirs c,o we til ha

terrific anti-rit:i feeling as we have today and '.I-lo knows ..'hat ioay happen--.all that th.s

passage would seem to show would be that a ron there in the iis in mind. All it teaches

us I think is that it is a fce southern t0 anti-christ and. it covers not only Palestine but

alto of other territory and the statement that sasys 'He will come into the various lands" gg.

eats that he has not necessarily been therr before and so his seat might be somewhere else.

This c ld be scoeone properly spoken of as such and southern in relation to him. Queo. It

does not even say-Ktet--4e--- that, does t? It says beèween the seas and between the deserts.

Actually I think it means all of Palestine andthere the term seems to be extended to the whole

of Palestine and. perhaps it : near Zion. In ch.TL.ther- are a great many things intere2ting t

into. I personally would say that I do not know what is meant in v. 11 and in 1290 thys.

In v. 12 there are 33.5, 000 days and I don't know wh 15 meant by either one of them. I think

it will be clear when th time comes however. Times, times and a half are spoken of hereand we

don't know what it means by times, times and a half but it hardly means jj.j2 years he said and it

does not fit and the time means that the anti-christ starts in slowly annot just for a time.

Half a time means that all of a sudden it comes to an end arid that is ingeneous a1thouh not

especially original and still an interesting suggestion. I think we best say it is just an inter

eating suggestion. We cannot be onatic about such thingo. sue:. I don't think the cntext

does show exatly what it it but I can't say if there wa anything in the Maoe. tie to reresen

this but I don't think necessarily that it is wrong. You aen add the postscripts and it is like

the Ruselite that say Christ is coming this month and then when Et- does not they add. another

oth, etc, to the time they have set. Their predictions never work out but that does act tc

them an they just go cad and make a new one. I don't thank there is anything like thatin

Daniel and I think there is a definite mean.in to it. The: could be symbolical numbers. We

don't know if they mean something specific or not but they could be in general. 1h shoula. they

sa' day t0 meen year and of course they are right there but it is still not Impossible thatthis
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did not happen. It !s not the most, probably thing but still we can't e dogmatic about it.

Ques. It does depend on what it means. You are holy if you areset apart, you are holy if you

are entirely sanctified. To call himself holy in the sense that he is freed from sin would be

quite presumptuous and then anyone ;ho has been set apart by the Lord could certainly then ll

himself holy. We should bring our state up to our standard. What Gcd. has et apart be will

use for His purposes. From the sound of it it is referring to the entire people. sues. Let's-----

try to see now if we can see a few things that hre rather definite as we look at the 70' weeks.

Daniel undertaood, he said, wherby the word of the Lord. came to 3eremiah the prophet and. here

is the word came and from God and. He would accomplish 70 yrs. from the desolation of Jerusalem.

There are those who say the prophecy was made that the kingdom ouLi cone in 70 years and. it

did. not work out and. the ones in the Mace. period said. it was not 70 years but it was 7.i

years. ''te should take it on the basis of just human though and. rather weak at that. It has

no relevance to the one who believes in God, but that does not mean that ybu areto say thereis

no r1ation between the two 70's. Mutal (1) is on the whole I think a very good commentary and,

he has a background. cf an anti-pre-re1. attitude and he has a very fine approach and once in

awhile he gives something dogmatically but not as a rule arid the quickest thing Is that he depar

utterly from the viewpoint and this is a description of Calvary but one thing he is against is

calling these weeks as years. He says that weeks is never used. in the Scripture for themeaning

of year but that cannot he said too dogmatically arid, you cannot speak of it a: postiv,ely as

that, cettainly. There then arethe years, the abbaticd years and. the year of Jubilee, etc.

He says they are not days of weeks or years but they are . he: re the Greeks and. the

Hittites. That L sort of a roblein and. if you wnat to say they areperiods of Indeterminate

length, you cannot give them as they are. It is more possible to have them as periods of inde

terminate length rather than definite lengths. It does not seem the most li:ely interpretation

It is mcre probably that they are periods of general length rather than specific lengths. They

nay be periods where or.' week is : yer long and. the next one a week long, etc. It seems there

would be a closer relation than that but perhaps not. Take it then that 77 d it does teem

airight if you want to use the 7 but the "77s are determined on thy people." What does it

mean?
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It does 'ot seem to me that we can be very dogmatic on this. It does seem that these 70

weeks go to the end. cf the tirne and it is suggested. but we cannot say dc inite1y--ever1ating

righteousness was brought in and it does not say universal righteousness but everlasting. It

is not impossible to take it this way aid it can be said thatit does go to the end of the tiTe.

You could say it does or not but I would not be dogmatic on that. G-oin ffth to restore the

Jerusalem the people are very dogmatic as to when it was. From this time to the restoring and

building of Jerusalem it then sLnll be 70 weeks and. 62 weeks and the streets shall be built agai

and then go on from this time. Why does this hap.en? It makes me think that then ther are

three periods and there is were I think McClain is very inconsistent and the 7 weeks and the 62

weeks and. then descend to the 62 and. the 69 end so it happens. !lost interpreters take it to

mean one period of so many weeks and the oth"r ones many have different views. It does not say

after te 69 weeks ut after the 62. That is a very intereting suggestion and that is thetime

of the anti-christ, it is e4e,. said.. T0 say the 7 heptoids is about $00 years and then 62

heptoids is about 6 centuries and then the 72 about 2 centuries, . hept. about 7 vrs. It is

pretty much added proportion but th&t does not say what the anti-christ is and. we don't know

from his interpretation. If Christ came again about 5000 Ad. they would say there -are 7 heptagogs

in succession. It might be a century but it would seem that is it but it would be pretty hard t

be dont.c 'cut that could be the proper interpretation. If they think 7 coulo. be that, then

they probably think 2 could be so contracted. and they don't say Chrt will come back in 500
destruction

D but he does say it is of indeterminate length d Montgomery says it is ctween the-¬4

of Jerusaim and. the return of and it does seem to me that is'Wortby of consideration.

It does not sound to me like a reasonable way to say it and firtt they explained It with the 7

and then they had what followed and. it ds seem a reasonable way to take it. When you have

the statement that after the 62 weeks they will be cut off. that is for himself but it is

what it will be in general. The act is nct the natural 'xpress given and it is

of Christ's atonement for our sins and that is not the Hebrew way to say not but it is the way
wwes

to y they h:ve nothing. It means they have ncthing to him and. then after 62/a si is cut out

nd the covenant will he confirmed with -.any of their needs. It will be a year or 2000 years

and 5 :nJ. ikc all of them. It does not have to necessarily be but it sounds in that airect-

ion and that does mean Christ dying on the cross and then they did not see it for +9 years

afterwards and .t could possibly mean Christ but it does not fit with the covenant. I don't
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see that at all. I think that, Leopold and the dispensation to so corrupt in 4-is being called

the ti of the anti-christ. thi 77refers to t}-' end of thr age anti if this is the

end of the age, either the 62 weeks is transcribed to that time or not. There may be certain

facts to include and then other point* not tew i"c1ud,. £...e must De the facts oeiort we can

be ogeat1c about it. It seems to me to De. q.te possible.

The prophefy of the 70 weeks is one of the hardest things in the -book of Daniel. It is one

of the most difficult things in the Scripture. It is not atall strange there should be some

thing in the Scripture thatwould be difficult. It is not strange that there should be-----

It is from the Scripture portions on which there is much disagreeme t and the thing that is

bad. is tat so much doubt has entered in and they think they know what every part of it

means. If you do not pay any attention to the teaching of I Peter there is then much ro'e

told. by theprophets than what is understod. and they tried to understand some of the outsets

cf the messapes they gave and of the teaching of Daniel the messages much of then for times

in the future and they feared as those times' approached and. yet you don't take thatinto account

if you figure everything has to be perfectly clear right away. Then I suppose something of

nexuse conid be given in trying to say that everything ts to be forced into a aefinite

pattern and something of importance has to bedetermined just what it does mean. In style

he denounces anyone who differs from out interpretation and thinks nothing of it. If you be

ijeve that God has revealed His Word to us in human language and a language which is a difficul

medium for anything, He has done much in what the critics say in giving up a perfect Scripture.

It does not mean to say that the words in the Scriptre are perfect as there is no such thing

as perfect words. It means that it is a rrfect selection of human words--it means it aoes as

much as can be done with the limitation of human language and tt doe a what God specifies. An

omnipotent God--how can He be bound by the imperfections of the human language? Why can't He

do anything Hewants to do? I suppose that He can but He does not want to and. Gcd choses to

reveal Himself to people in th"ir imperfections of btjman life and He chose to have His Own

Son submit Himself to humanness and. to their imperfections ancL then to live here within the

'imitations of human life and then to give out the revelats within those limitations. We

may be told one thing which is absolutely false but it is good for us to believe at one time

and then we are told something else later in and that willl be helpful at that time. That is

not what we mean by suggeted revelation but we mean that gradually we are given more truth,

more light and more understanding but the principle is &-iven here ana. even if not fully under-
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stood.

Daniel #80

Then it is not at all strange if there is not much in this picture that is clear and

obvious and i there a---e some matters in the Scripture that become clear only when the time

occurs. There may be some things in the Scriptures perfectly clear but we ao ot understand

them and we do not hcve the datain them and we don't have the background to see just whatis

meant by them and it is perhaps not too inrortant for us today that we uirnerstand those

particular detail-s. So we can then exLect certain parts of the Scripture clear at one time

and then obscure at other times. In my opinion it is far more important 4- to get what

is clear ani then standing on that and If someone says, "Ys, but it does not make sense to

me." But if it is God's wo'd then we should stnd on it. If we find obscure passaes we

don't understaád. then we will recognize them as obscure and take them as such. One very

important thing is thatwhen we look at a passage under two or three important inte''pretations,

we see then what is common to these different passaEees This part of study is very important

for our growth in the Scripture and for our understanding and in our increase in the knowledge

of the thinps the Lord wants us to know. I think it is an extremely imnortant aproach forget

in material part of it and forgetting that so that our preaching will be worth while. I I in

our preaching we ive out the rurrose we will then make clear the obvious things then we

can go on and study the ooscure pasiages. Someone has said to preach your beliefs and not your

dobts. I don't like t1-at because it says even if you are an unbeliever and a oubter. don't

preach your unbelief. If a person doubts the truth of the Scripture then I don't think he

should preach. There are the thins in it that are the food for the soul for thepeople. I

don't know where that knowledge ends and where He has sta'ted on. Of this and this I am absol

utely sure and that is very interesting to look at the different commentators on this and to

see how very dogmatic they are at various points and we have our three main viws again. The

first one is the Yacc. view and the critics are absolutely dogmatic. -he 70 weeks of .aniel

as written by the man in theMacc. times like that what is predicted. In his day he will win

a great victory and the kingdom will be set up. Consequently he gave these things to encourage

the people and he took theold prophecy of Jeremiah that the land would. be desolate 70 years

and he said that the-e they were still under foreign imDressi.rn n then it toes on t atthe

lord explains it aas 70 weeks. Even then they run many years old ana in Jerusalem 586 they
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run quite a bit old anLiif the;i nke it Cyrus's command to rebuild the tem]ile. or if they

make it Artezerkes or any of these later ones they insist it must be one of theearlier ones.

They give it as the original statements of 70 years and they tnakeit as early as they can. Even

then 490 years is too long andthey say the writer is simply mixed up and. he was actually 100

years off on his dates. In other words it dres not fit with those interpretations. Then when

you o through the wording of this command of the 70 years it then does not work out either.

Various points they try to twist in but it does not fit the Macc. time and they say the inter

pretation is one that is for the book and it does ot fit. The second view is that the book

is looking forward to the first coming of Christ and that is the big thing in thebook--the

first coming of Chrtt and these four verses here a- Pusey and Young and various others say

then these four verses here are giving the various predictionsand they point to the crucifixion

of Christ and. the endof the weeks. From the p&int given here again they have trouble with the

chronology and. to fit it in is much easier to make it fit the Chrjt then to make it fit with

the Macc. time. gain there are difficulties in chronology and in arrangement in order to

make it different. A good presentation of this view is given by Cowles in his commentary.

He has some excellent material in it. It is much clearer than Young's and. he goes into details

mo e fully to show what he means. t is not so involved and it is easy to quickly get an

idea of what he means. Turn in Hebrew Bible to ch. 11,27 and. then let me read you the state

ment--first he says I propose to give first a translations and then a paraphrase nd finally

such special comments as might seem necessary. 11$% years are determined in reference to the

people and t0 th Holy city --to set up sin and to seal transgressions and to cover iniquity

and everlasting righteousness and to seal up vision and prophet and to anoint the holy of

Fo9es. No one understands from the going forth of the decree for restoring and rebuilding

Jerusalem under Messiah,. wand the covenant shall be made effective unto man. Down upon the

son of the abomination comes the desolator even to the point of destruction. That is his

translation and then listen to his Daragraph and then 'ive an explanation and paraphrase it

77 of years and. equal to the future time and of the people for the Holy City and the end of

which provision shall be made for the sin and. it shall be outof my sight as a thing set up,

sealed and covered and willi bring in a system of evrasting righteousness whereby sinners

may become righteous and give visions of the prophet which respect the Messiah to come. Then

will I make my choice ------------------------------------------------------. Nw then and consider fvm the issuing of the decree from
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tizerkese and. of the bnildin an te rehuildine of Jerusalem and it is under the public

ministry of Messiah the King shall be 149 years and 434 years. When they say this 14.9 and

434, .0 7s and 62 7s, I can't help feeling it live the exDerience I had in New Mexico after

my first year in Seminary. A big box of books I wanted to ship back and I made inquiry as to

the rate and I thouht by shi-o;inp itby express it would be back as soon as I wo'ild be and. I

had to use some of my books right away and. if I had to ship it by freight it might take a

month coming but cost less. It wa cheaper v freight--?--- and B somethirrg by express ana so

I shipped them by freight. After about 6 or 7 weeks I received word they were in Princeton in

the freight office. I had to get them. There was 1+dollars and. 79 cents due on them and the

$2.'9 I had paid was only on account. couL.n't firgureout why it would not be an even num

ber if it was done on account. Why they wonld. say it that way is silly but you would say

that the cost of shipping is so much. You might say it would be so much to Kansas Cit; and

then so much for distances on. Under those circumstances then I wo'ld say airight, should

I pay the whole sum or just to Kansas City? I would then understand a reason for it but there

was no reason to say the cost would be $2.49 and then plus theother. It just does not make

sense. He ouotes it here--It shall be 49 years and 14.31.1. years--he ought to give an explanation

to it. Often they don't do it at all. They often just put the two together. uhy would you

put two together that way to sake a total? e said 49 up to theconced.ing of the rebuilding of

the city and this does iveyou a reason and it is not like Kansas City. It is until the

Messiah shall appear in pu&lic and for his ministry and this is interesting as it trys to

&ow you why this is done. He trys to give an explanation of it anA why the division is

made. It is the exact answer and it says the ""oing forth 4e of the Messiah. where are a

few commentators who think when they should and they take it as it is written.

+P l
says 14.9 'it to the point of comileteing and rebuilding the city and 434 from that point

shall appear and this city shall be restored and rebuilt and the thing is settled and. done.

After the 11.314. yrs. shall have expired then the sign shall be put up with the violent death.

His relationship to his ancient covenant people shall cease anu. we wonder where he gets that?

Re will reject them and he will abandon them to their righteous doom. These a'e thewords of

comfort to D'niel in this situation and God shall destroy thecity and the sanctuary and will

it last 47 weeks or 314. later?? Even until the end will bc the destination and even during

these yeas the covenant of God's-mercy shall become effective and we ask what is his covenant
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and what is Hi 'd? " -!-.en dc's stn' t s:'a :hen aoes it enai .ill He make sacrifice

and superced.e them there? Sacrifice did. not cease but it went on for 40 yars after the

destitute. Then down on the temple came the abomination before God and the forms of worship

and that happened in the region and even until a complete or partial aestructioi took place.

It was only then that it poured forth upon the city and that is not the impression you get

at all in raadin Dnie1 1 but it is God's answer that there is a terrible destruction for

the people as it is here presented and. that is the interpretation that can really be counted

up in that way. It is wood to know just exactly how to count but it usually points right to

thetime of the happening and r1g't to the chronolor of the period and 50 BC is the most

obscu-e matter in all of history. You have to o 2,000 yrs. earlier to get anything anywheres

near like it. Ques. I'm trying to open up the problem and to see what it is about. If it

says it is from Cyrus then I think we should stand on that but right at the moment I'm trying

to see what art the advantages or the disadvantages of the view as it is given here. From

the first viw you have to take it from Cyrus at the very first point. Also preferably at

an earlier point and for the second view if Cyrus gave his command at 539 BC it is pretty

difficult from 538 BC up to 30 A --you have 60 yrs. too long if you try to pick up with
most

Cyrus and thus a4A who hold the second view hold, that this actually does not sta"t with Cyrus.

Some try to make it t at instead of Cyrus. Some try to make it that instead of (yrus and the

ones who hold this view have it in their favor and. they have it instead of the other. Cyrus(s

command is described as the great turning point and that is the time when the exile is over

and the people can then turn back. hey look forward to Cyrus. They want him to ppen up the

way for him to come back fom Babylonian exile and that is stressed as the big turning point.

So after they do get back they have much opposition and they are slow in succeeding and some

times the Persian kings say they must not do anymore and then again the: say to go ahead.

King Xertes sends Ezra with all sorts of power to go ahead and then in the 20th yr. he sends

Nehemlah with other power and when he sends Ezra it is so important that the edict be given

in full aria. when he sends Nehemiah the edict is not given. It would seem that the command

under Cyrus is the vital command and if that is the vital command, wh;, then should we take

one of these aommands of Xertes and. that wouild be after Daniel's time. I don't say it is

absolutely wat'r tight t"atwe must take that but I do say there is much to be said in its

favor. There is a book called "The Romance of Bible Chronology" by Martin Ens ano. a man
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up in Long Island picked it up at cn aucticn sale for 2 Øv H tola me th't he woulcj not

give it away for $50 and he had the first of thetwo volumes. The one has discussion and. the

other has the tables and I don't think we hav the first in our library here. I came across

the second and I got it but I don't think I came across the first one. Enstie has done much

goodstudy and he -oresents alot of very interesting material and he may be a bit donatic

in p1ace but he lists the material that we have to thow difference between the aates of 500

and 300 BC and Ensty points out th-.t according to Jewish tradition this period only lasted

about 4.0 yrs. In the Ta.mud we have people living in this period who are still livini- at

the end of it and there is only about +u yrs. in there. saw that fact mentioned in other

places before I saw it mentioned here. Enstie goes on to show what is kncwn about the chron

ology of the kings and he says that very little is known about that period ana. he says that

our chronoloey there has largely been made up by a series of guesses and by guessing a certain

generation about how long would each one be and they were guesses made shortly befo:-ethe time

of Christ by Greeks and they were guesses made by the material they ad available and the

material was insufficient and therefore Ensky says the dates back there a:e actua'.ly 60 years

long and to get the true picture you read in Daniel of the 70 weeks coming up to the time

of Christ and you say the dates there are 60 urs. off andyou put them together and you fret

the 70 weeks exactly pointing to Christ and the Scriptures say here "Prom Cyrus's decree

until the oeginiin of thepbu'ic ministry and that will be 70 weeks or years I would be

ready to say that must be it and then I would be ready to say our chronology would be wrong.

The chronology is still on very hazy foundation but this statement is not absolutely clear

th.t that it w'-at it means anu. thus I don't feel justified in saying thatmust be the correct

meaninr". I do think we can say there is a possibility that new matrial may be discovered

an if so the new material might prove that from Cyrus's decree until the public ministry

of Christ was either 90 years or 483 years and if we found such material it would be extremely

interesting and valuable in understanding the interpretations of it but since this is not

crystal clear I don't fell we can say it. We should say thatthe evidence historically shows

th.t the ible is right but it is not evident enough to say that. So we have two obscure

things. You cannot prove obscure things by theother. I think we can say the chronology in

thatperiod rests upon a far shakier foundation than that of most periods of time. sues. Yes,

there a:e things in it that are very clear. One is thatOod says Daniel--Daniel sas,"io soon
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do we get back and rebuild our city?"In 70 yea s it will be in a destroyed condition a

this is the 70i yr. and he says, "Lord, we are sinners and. forgive us and take us back."

God says that he wants to comfort Daniel and show him his mercy and they will be fulfilled

but lie waLt)s to give Daniel some understnading of that. What uoes lie want to give him to

understand? He wants him to understand thatit is not now the end of everything but there is

a long period yet ahead and a week yet ahead and the 70 yars does not mean now but there is

more ahead. e also wants him to understand thatGod's plan is going to be worked out and.

His purposes will eventually be accomplished and He says, "Understand this, that 70 weEks are

determined upon thy people end upon thyyholy city and finish the transgressionto make an

endof sin and reconciliation for iniquity. Seal up the vision of the prophecy, etc." There

are the many wonderful things promised and. they are far greater than the rebuilding of Jerusa
stressed

lein and it is good to have the end of the Babylonian captivity but even as Isaiah has eek,

God is going to deliver them from Babylon but there are other greater thiugs ahead and God.

is going to perfect His work and. ;-Pal with a question far more important than the çuestion

concerning captivity and this is to deal .;ith the anti-christ and he gives in v. 24 the

things which God says will definiely be accomplished and so we know that not all is overyet.

We know tht there may be a period of discouragement and difficulty ann in v. 25 we are told.

the wall is to be built in troublesome times and this God is going to accomplish His works.

We ae iven something to look forwad to and to know tht not only is there wickedness but
to

Gods accomplishing His plan and purpose. We are told that there we-e be trEoublous times

in v. 25--rod is going to accomplish His will and God. is 'oing to accomplish His purpose

in the end, in the relation of bringing in of everlasting righteousness. Those things

are very definite. The big question is what happens at the end. of the 70th week--it u.oesn't

say after 69 but aftr 62--that suests th t there is something of importance that happens

after 62 and so'ethin important may have happened there but we don't know about it.

°2 think that we San say that it doesn't necessarily mean th'.t after that time

he Mssiah will. be cut off, but to say that it can not mean that seems a little over-iog

matic. The A.V. say "not for Himself". Keil insists that it cannot mean He insists

that it must mean that he won't have anyth1n-that nothin is His afterwards--it is ayin

that is used. I am not so convinced by that particular argument but it impresses me that

it would he just as clear to say there will be nothing left to him--he has nothing". It doesn't

th usual way of saying it but not an impossible way to say it. I don't see how Keil, though
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I dcn't se how 1'e is entirely justified but the big thing to me against the second view is

that some -chrases that rerhars refer to the death of Christ are twisted in with other

ohrases tht have nothin to do with it. This phrase of confirming the covenant for a week

is very very different--what does it mean. If this happens during the 70th week, where does

it end? What was at the end of the 0th week. Inpiold takes the thiro. view in making this

look forward to the second comi'i of Christ. The first view makes Daniel refer only to the

Macc. period. The second view has refereice to the Macc. period but has as the main thing

the first coming of Christ towards which it ultimately looks forward, but the third view

says that it primarily looks forward to the 2nd cominc. of Christ--to Antiochs ana to

Anti-christ, and whether it looks forward to the first coming of Christ or not, would not

make much difference--at least it isn't stressed very much and is not the main thing.

To sum up this matter of the 0 weeks--the first view would say that they referred

only to the time of Antiochus Epiphanes and these are 70 years. The Messiah might refer

to Zerrubbaa'. or Cyrus--it is earier to fit that part in with the first view than with the

second, but they don't exaplin what it means here when it mentions about anointing the

most holy and there doesn't seem to he anything to fit this. The picture here given seems

to present a conclusion to cod's 'lord, but there certainly was no conclusion that could be

said happened at time of the Macc. So this view is held, by those who think the book is

simply a fraud, to encourage.people to fight for their lives at that time. The second. view

is one which tries to disregard anything that had to do with anything beyond the first coming

of Christ, and which makes Daniel out to simply be interested in that and that is the end.

That tiew is not satisfactory when we look at the 7th ch. and you can't interpret the 7th

ch. in line with it and it is rather hard t0 interpret the 2nd ch. in line with it. As

fa as this section here in the 9th ch. at first sight this seems to fit all right--to Messiah

7 weeks. and 69 nine weeks until his earthly ministry and then h woula. be cut off but not

for himself--at least it is n(-,t clear that it means that. And where it speaks of causing the

sacrifices and oblations t0 cease--it is rather difficult t0 rightly interpret thr.t verse.

Certainly in v. 27 a great desot is described who is a great enemy and causes the cblations

to be stopDed and it seems to be sorieth!n li e what Antiochus did, and if it isn't Antiochus

it is like hi-it is pictring a time similar to the time of Antiochus cna ther' .s
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at the time of Christ that was similar to this, and so if you believe that Daniel is a

true prophecy and it seems to he a similar thing that is till in the future, and then we

have a problem abo't fitting in the last week and. if you have it looking to the anti-christ

then that is the 3rd view--ch. 7. 11 and 12 all fit in best with the thira view, an this

.as nothing to do with dispensationalism one way or the other. If dispensationalism means

to have people saved some other way than ;y the death of Christ, this has nothing in the

world to do with that. As far as premill. is cocerned, it says that this kingdom will not

he destroyed, therefor it is an everlasting kingdom and there fore it can't be this kingdom

which 'asts 1000 years--of course premill. don't believe that it will b¬.estroyed but given

to the Father--there is nothing in this that denies prernill. and on the other hand there is

nothing t at proves remill. though there is one thing that sugests it--that at the return

of Christ after He has thnkinc.om it is given over to God that He may be all in all. I

think that statment fits with it and not -'ith any other view--I don't see anything in the

book of Daniel which is against or for the premill. view--I do think that the book of Daniel

has its stress for the e-ui of the are--of course that is thQ view hich Premill. anu.

dispensaiona1its --),it just because they agree in this, doesn't mean that oth are connectea.

This 27th verse won'd seem pretty definitely to refer to the end of the age--if the 70th

week is at the end of the age, the question -rises as *hat to do with the other 69 weeks

arid, that view I think e can tekex the same as Keil and Lepieold holds. But when it comes

t0 .1-at the 69 weeks are, we must realize that there are .d.fficulties an we be dogmatic

as to what time they refer. Alva McClain of Grace Theo. Seminry }as written a little

booklet which is largely taken from Sir Robert Anderson's book, The Coming Prince--he was

a oi manager at Scotland Yard in England and he has written extensively on Biblical themes.

He fired the 69 weks so that they cone right to the day--in order to do that he has to

have it hein with the 20th year of Artxerxes arid it is hily ouetioaaD1e as tc its begi.'ming

at this time, and then he has to be ure that the triumphal entry is a certain date but

those years are a dark period and we aren't certain as to how lone a time it is--I wouli

sai that the Bible when it speaks of years is speaking of 365 days--360 dM8 would make

aro"nd 81 years hut they are seccndary to the main--we don't know the chronolor of that

period well e-iouh to say whether it is true or not, as to when Christ was cut off, whether
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h;,-.tend or not, and. it might have happened at tht time--we just don't know. God might

fi'ure the wy that man fjured, but I see no warrant for say that God. figured 360 days

when 'ia-i fi9ured 365--it is something that is not impossible but I wo11d say rather unlikely.

I have never seen any convincing evidence that wo"ld prove that these are 36 days. You might

speak of a month as being 3odays but to my mind there ar two possibilities--this goes

up to th first comine of Christ and then there is a gap and thn the 70th week comes in the

end--it seems to me that is a very probable view which se-ms to be consonant with Scrij;ture

elsewhere--there are gaps elsewhere. There is a ga in laaiah 11, though that doesn't

prove there is a ap here. If the 69 wee':s goes to the first coming of Christ, then to

have a break seems an entirely reasonable interetation. !y personal inclination is

that it begins with Cyrus or before--if that is the exact number of years, than probably our

chronolor about the years--we have made a wrong guess. The thing that I feel we can be

sure on, is that the last week is btill future--of that we can be sure. I think that weare

to know and understand certain things, and one of those things that we are to know is that

the are is not coming to an end. in Daniel's period, but there is a long period eead, and

that God is roing to fulfill His work in bringing in everlasting righteous--I think that we

can and know and understand. that. The 70th week seems to come just before the coming in

righteousness--that is the 3rd view definitely. As to how the rest of this fits in-

the e'act arrangement of it is hard to fire out. How there is 69 weeks before Messiah

is cut off. There is a very simple idea th.t at once suggests itself--thpt is when the

commandment goes out to rebuild--not from a human being but from God--that this is a command.

which God gives when Jerusalem is destroyed in 586 B.C.--that the desolation is to end

149 years. There is something that is not extremely likely, but it is interesting that 19

years exactly Cyrus issued the decree--therefore you have 7 weeks of years. If you have 62

weeks from Cyrus--it would be until Cyrus who is called the Messiah--we would say that the

chronoloey was quite wrong--that would get in the 7 weeks very nicely--if that isn't the

7 weeks I don't know what th 7 weeks are; then with that view in mind. v. 26 would be speaking

of a different Messiah from that spoken of in v. 25--it does say after the 62 weeks--it does

suggest a space between the 62 and. the 70th. You have the city built in troublous times-

after 62 weeks Messiah is cut off but not for himself and. then the Prince, or antichrist
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in v. 26 would. descirbe after the end of the 62 weeks--that is the way McCI&in eains

it. That would mean that v. 26 was in this phase--it would be the destruction of Jerusalem

in the spacetween the 69th week and the 70th week which comes such later. Then we

have a hint given as to when the 70th week will be, which is natural because we are

told that we don't know when Christ is return, so I expect any evidence in

the Scriptire what time it is going to be. It is a gap of indeterminate length. The

difficulty with this interpretation is that of chronology--I don't see how you can start

with Artexerxes 20th year--I don't se what you do with the 7 weeks in that case. Many

interpreters put the 7 and 62 right together--those aredifficulties. I would. incline to

think that the first Messiah is Cyrus that came +9 years later and then the true Messiah

is cut off 62 weeks later--one thing I think that we can be sure about is that the last

week is definitely much later. Keil denies that these weeks are 7 year-periods. He takes

the view that they simply are general periods and Youn follows him in that though rejecting

him in other views. 'e have Laban telling Jacob to fulfill his week--he means 7 years.

The term week may mean year. That say that a day stands for a year, but that a

week stands for a week of years--that is a possibility. On the other hand I don't think

that we can he dogmatic about it--I don't see anything to the idea of it simply being a

symbol--I wo'ld think that 3?- meant 3 and a half times what time is meant. If a week

is not a seven-year period, I would incline to think that it is a definite period. I

would think that they would all be a certain legth, equal in length. According to

Ipiould--ou have seven weeks from Cyrus to the time of Christ--actually you have about

5- centuries--so then a week would he about 80 years. Then he says you have 62 weeks

from then to the time of the antichrist--if you do--then that would mean 50 centuries

or another 3000 years before the coming of antichirst--I don't think this is impossible,

because we have no proof in Scriture that Christ is not coming back before 3000 years-

certainly I think that he wo"ld be amazed if anybody would say there were 2000 years before

the return of Christ--withintx couple of centuries surely Paul thought He was comin' back

though He didn't return in a coulpie of hundred. There are many indications that his coming

is c'etting near, but we have no proof that it is getting near. I incline to think that

He will come within the next 250 years, but I don't think that we can be donati about it.
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It wo'ld seem o me that Leipold's view has a possibility--that you have 7 weeks up to

Christ's first coming and 62 weeks up to the antichrist and. then one week for the time

of the antjchttst, but if that is the case, it wond be at least 3000 years before the

Christ's second comm . I don't think you can have some weeks lasting 80 years and.

then some others 30--it doesn't seem very prozbable or very symetrical. This view

imnresses me as exegetically possible but fitting in with the idea that it is still a

lone time before the return of Christ which it may be, but of which I think there are

enough indications to the contrary, that it is not the probable thing--I think that the

other is more like with the gap inhetween and the last one comes at the end. This statement

that the Messiah will be cut off and have nothing--Keil says that the influence of Christ

is cut off. You can se how the influence of Christ has been cut off in country after

country in the last 2000 years. You had. a vital church in various parts of Africa that

have been overrun by Mohanriadans; a thriving chnvch in Italy and then the papal inquisition

cut it off-- there have been many thriving churches that have been completely cut off and

to say there will be such a chanpe at the beginning of the 70th week that you can say that

the Messiah will be cut off and. have nothing.

t 8.5 - I incline to believe that this refers to th' first comin of Christ--ana that

it doesn't mean that he won't have anything, but that there is nothing they have against

Him for cutting hi off. I incline to think that this is a dscription of the atonement

but the one that causes oblations and. sacrifices to cease is the antichrist in the mida.le

of the 70th week and this may come somewhere in the near future. That verse fits with the

general teachinE of the I.T.**that God is not telling us something in advance to satisfy

our cu"iousity, but He wants us to be re and faithful, because no one knows when He is

coming t0 take away the Christians with Himself. I cannot get away myself from tho fact,

that when the 70th week occurs. the church will not be here but with its Lord. We must

realize that we are in world still and our purpose Is noWo get involved. in this

world now but to am to Christ as many as we can, and may we be willing to be such a witness

as He wants to make of us. Of course when the Church is gone the Bible will still
be here

and there no doubt will be so"e who will realize that they were trusting in something "lse

other than Christ and they will have this book to encourage them in their stand. for Christ.
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We must rernember that prophecy is not riven to satisfy curiousity but when the time would.

come that was predicted then the people livinr. at that time could see how well that which

Nas foretold worked cut. You look at that passage in Isa. that speaks of a light coming

out of (aUlee and :ou wouldn't know what that meant--but when Christ preaches in Galilee

then it becomes absolutely clear as to what it means. It isn t iven so that we can say

on a certain date Christ is coming but we are to be witnesses in this world which is

controlled b;; Satan and we must not et discojraaed when Sè.kan frets hold of our work

and turns it into desolation. The purpose of Scripture rather than to satisfy our curiousity

is to build up in us certain attitude which the Lord wants us to have--the attitude of

patient endurance for the lone period which may come--if the Lord should yet tarry 3000

years let us be patient--on the other hand if He comes right now that He will find us ream..

It is not for us to say when He will come but let us be faithful rip t now--let us be ±aithf'l

and ready and as time goes on he will enable us to see a little more here ana a little more

there and it thus encourages us along out way. Consecuent].y I think that it is very

important that we hold the 3rd view in the book of Daniel rather than the first or second

which seems to fit :ith most of the portions of the book of Daniel. Our job is to be faith

ful rather tbat to build a great empire --we should do our best and build it so it will

last. I think that we should compare ch. 2 and ch. 7 and we can trust Goa even though

the world is under the control of Satan at this time. He has told us in the N.T. that He

is comi at a time when we think not--we cn't be sure that He is going to come right

now ana it ipot His will, that we know when it is near--He wants us to be the more eneretic

for the carrying ot of His work and it becomes increasingly probable that His coming may

be near, but the thing aout when He is comi g is not so important --I don't say there is

gap in this 9th ch. but it impresses me as the most probable intrpreztation. In ch. 11

there is a definitr gap and then in the ter part of 11 going on to the resurrection t'-ere

is a definite gap--there is either a gap after Antiochns Epiphanes or before the resurrection.

If there is a gap there, no one can say there can't be a gap here in ch. 9. The is matter

of the AbouninatiorWf Desolation --some have suggested that this is land of Palestine

and that this is referred to in Luke and this is not an impossible intrpretation. This

abomination may refer to the very image tht he puts up--Antiochus put up the image of Jupitar
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